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Lot # 300
Finland - 1 mark Tête-Bêche Pair

Did you know?
Most of the denominations of the early Coat
of Arms issue from Finland exist with one or
more inverted clichés in the printing sheet.
This was supposedly done by mistake, however it has sometimes been suspected that the
printers wished to play games with the public.
Whichever it was, we shall never know.
Though with the 1 mark value it is a different
story. There are only three tête-bêche combinations known, all having a gutter between the
stamps, showing that they come from the center of a sheet.

Front cover
Ludvig Richarde ca. 1890, Sweden
”Fishingboats”
Oil on canvas, 65 x 97 cm
Marialinn Gallery, Helsingborg, Sweden
www.marialinn.com

For the Senate printing there were only 26
clichés (one reserve) produced and the sheets
were printed in four steps with a printing plate
of 5 x 5 clichés. First one quarter above the
other, the sheets were then turned upside
down for the printing of the other two quarters. The print sheets of 100 were normally divided into small sheets of 25 before they were
delivered, this explains why only a few center
pieces have survived. These also prove that this
was in fact the printing method and the pair
offered here is the most beautiful of the three
surviving items.
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Preface
We are now back at work again after a well-needed vacation
with e.g. house renovations, relaxing and trips to exciting
destinations. The weather has been very uneven this summer in Europe with extremely high temperatures in the south
and colder than normal in the north. The schools have started again after about ten weeks of summer holidays and the
Postiljonen Team have been very busy finalizing our two
auction catalogues.
The contents of our auction are more uniform than the
weather. Once again we are very proud to present a collection in a separate catalogue. The Jutlandia Collection is a
specialized collection of classic Denmark 1851 – 1863 in
extraordinary quality. Without doubt this auction is one of
the most interesting sales of classic Danish philately to date,
especially regarding the quality and the composition of the
items.
In the main catalogue we offer as usual a wide range of high
level classic philatelic items and often in the highest quality.
Worth a little extra attention this time is the Finnish section, starting with a wonderful pair of 5 kopek blue with
small pearls and continuing with e.g. an exceptional copy 5
kopek greenish blue on wide laid paper. From Great Britain
you will find the very rare 5 shillings 1884 on blued paper
in a very fresh and well centered unused copy. An extremely
extensive collection of British Commonwealth and a huge
collection of covers from British Sudan are also lots worth
mentioning.

This autumn will be very intensive with a lot of exhibitions
and stamp bourses to visit. At some of these we are stand
holders while others we shall only be visiting to be able to
meet you. We recommend that you check our Calendar on
page 6 of this catalogue so you can plan a meeting with us.
Finally we wish to congratulate our two recently awarded
Scandinavian Grand Prix winners at SINGAPORE 2015,
Jan Berg and Jørgen Jørgensen.
We value our clients and wish you all most welcome to our
viewing as well as to the auction.
POSTILJONEN

Lars-Olow Carlsson
Managing Director

Claes Arnrup
Chairman of the board

Only minutes between Copenhagen and Malmö
The train brings you directly from Copenhagen
Airport to Malmö City in 20 minutes or from
Copenhagen City to Malmö City in 35 minutes.
Tell your travel agent about it and buy your train
ticket already when you book your flight.
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Programme
Auction THURSDAY 1 OCTOBER
13.00
14.00
15.15

DENMARK The Jutlandia Collection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DENMARK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SLESVIG 1920, FAROE ISLANDS, GREENLAND, DWI . . . . . . . . . .
FINLAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ICELAND . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
NORWAY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2001 - 2186
1 - 156
157 - 265
266 - 322
323 - 396
397 - 415

Auction FRIDAY 2 OCTOBER
13.00

SWEDEN single items . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 416 - 608
SWEDEN full sheets & booklets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 609 - 640
14.00 SWEDEN collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 641 - 705
SCANDINAVIA collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 706 - 718
14.45 NON-SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES in alphabetical order . . . . . . . . 719 - 989
16.00 EUROPE & ALL WORLD collections & mixed lots . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 990 - 1017
Both days a light lunch will be served about an hour before the auction start!

N.B! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!

Viewing
In Malmö
At our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
Monday 28 – Tuesday 29 September
9.00-17.00
Wednesday 30 September – Thursday 1 October
9.00-18.00
Friday 2 October
9.00-

In Stockholm
At Postmuseum, Lilla Nygatan 6
Wednesday 23 September 11.15–19.00
Sweden single items, with exception for extremely
expensive ones, and chosen lots & collections
(other lots might be brought upon request).
Svenska enkelobjekt, med undantag för mycket dyrbara, samt utvalda samlingar och partier
(i mån av utrymme kan andra objekt
medtagas på begäran).
At SILFI 2015, Kjellerup, Denmark, 26-27 September
Please see page 6 & 17 for details!

KJØBENHAVNS PHILATELIST KLUB
Onsdag den 16 september fra kl. 16.30-19.00 vil der
være specialeftersyn i Knud Mohrs studielokale.
Eftersynet omfatter enkeltobjekter fra Danmark og alle
danske områder incl. Schleswig-Holstein, dog med undtagelse af usædvanlig værdifulde objekter, samt udvalgte
samlinger og partier (der kan dog hvis pladshensyn
tillader det medtages objekter efter særlige ønsker).
Vi tilbyder forfriskninger i løbet af aftenen.
Adressen er VARTOV, Farvergade 27, opgang D,
København K.
Bemærk! Dette eftersyn er også åbent for kunder, der
ikke er medlem af KPK!

Auction hotel rates
Elite Hotel Savoy offers a limited number of rooms
at special rates for Postiljonen’s customers, when
booking through us. Please contact us for
information!
Elite Hotel Savoy erbjuder ett begränsat antal rum till
specialpriser för Postiljonens kunder, när bokning sker
genom oss. Vänligen kontakta oss för information!
See also First Hotel and Comfort Hotel for hotels
just meters from our office:
www.firsthotels.com
www.nordicchoicehotels.se
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Calendar
2015
SILFI 2015
Kjellerup, Denmark 26-27 September 2015. National Exhibition. Stand holder
Auction viewing in our stand (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
VIEWING
Copenhagen 16 September at KPK (Danish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Stockholm 23 September at Postmuseum (Swedish single items and chosen lots & collections)
Malmö 28 September - 2 October at our office
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 1-2 October 2015
50TH ANNIVERSARY EXHIBITION AND STAMP BOURSE
Islandsklubben i Göteborg, Gothenburg, Sweden 23-24 October 2015. Stand holder & sponsor
NORDIA 2015
Täby, Sweden 30 October-1 November 2015. Stand holder
NOTOS 2015
Athens, Greece 12-15 November 2015. Visiting
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2015
Frederiksberg, Denmark 14-15 November 2015. Visiting
MONACOPHIL 2015
Terrasses de Fontvieille, Monaco 3-5 December 2015. Stand holder

2016
INTERNATIONAL SPRING AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 18-19 March 2016
NORDIA 2016
Jyväskylä, Finland 8-10 April 2016
WORLD STAMP SHOW-NY 2016
New York, USA 28 May-4 June 2016. Stand holder
HALLFRIM 2016
Halmstad, Sweden 12-14 August 2016. National Exhibition
INTERNATIONAL AUTUMN AUCTION
Malmö, Sweden 30 September-1 October 2016
TAK16
Birkerød, Denmark 5-6 November 2016. National Exhibition
FRIMÆRKE, BREV OG POSTKORT MESSE 2016
Frederiksberg, Denmark 5-6 November 2016

Viewing in Malmö at our office Hans Michelsensgatan 9
This auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor
Tel. +46 40-25 88 50

Conditions of sale see page 192-193
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The Postiljonen
team...

Lars-Olow Carlsson

Claes Arnrup

Chairman of the board,
founder and auctioneer

Managing Director
+46 (0)40 25 88 56
lars-olow.carlsson@postiljonen.se

Steinar Fridthorsson

Anna Johnsson Winqvist

Carl Aage Møller

Philately & Consignments
+46 (0)40 25 88 58
steinar.fridthorsson@postiljonen.se

PR, Marketing
+46 (0)40 25 88 51
anna.johnsson@postiljonen.se

Philately & Consignments
Consultant, AIEP & BPP expert
+45 401 55 402 cam@philately.dk

Dan Bengtsson

Johan Karlsson

Henrik Wengdahl

Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 55
dan.bengtsson@postiljonen.se

Economy & Accounting
Administration
+46 (0)40 25 88 57
+46 (0)40 25 88 53
johan.karlsson@facitstamps.se henrik.wengdahl@postiljonen.se
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Mail Bidders!

V.A.T.

We always endeavour to simulate the actual
auction situation for our mail bidders, you must
however beforehand have determined the maximum you wish to pay for each lot and we will
ensure that this maximum is not exceeded.
Your bids must be in Euro and divisible by 10.
The bidding always starts with the second highest
mail bid plus the next increase (see conditions of
sale sect. 2). The bidding then continues between
the bidders in the audience and the highest mail
bidder.

Please note that the buyer’s premium 25% includes
Swedish V.A.T.
Buyer’s premium 20% excl. V.A.T. only for:

Avoid missing out on every item you wanted
because of higher bids from others by bidding
on many items but limit your total purchase to
an amount of your choice (see bid form “my total
purchase must not exceed:...excl. commission”).
You can for example bid for a sum of € 10 000 but
limit your total purchase to € 1 000 or any amount
you wish.

Köparprovisionen 25% inkluderar moms för kunder
inom Sverige och EU. Momsregistrerade handlare,
se ovan.

You can also bid on two or several items and add
“or” in between. We will then make sure that you
get only one of these items.
Further, according to your instructions we can for
example also raise your bid on one item if it turns
out that you got another item less expensive than
your highest bid.
Should there be two or more equal mail bids then
the first bid received will buy the lot, so please submit your bids as early as possible.
To ensure you a safe handling of your bids, we
need them at least 24 hours before the auction
starts.

Currency Euro
This auction is held in Euro.
If there is anything you are wondering about regarding this, don’t hesitate to contact us!
Denna auktion avhålls i Euro.
För de svenskar som så önskar kan fakturering ske i
SEK till av oss, på auktionsdagen, fastställd växelkurs.
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1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!

MOMS

Import V.A.T.
Lots marked •
Please note that lots marked • in front of the lot
No. are subject to importation V.A.T. 12%
will be added to the auction price except for:
1. Export to countries outside of EU.
2. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU
(Not Swedish). V.A.T. number has to be
forwarded to us in good time before the
auction!
Importskatt tillkommer med 12% på auktionspriset
på alla objekt markerade med • före objektnumret.
Momsregistrerade handlare utanför Sverige, v.g.
se punkt 2 ovan.

Financing the auction
Purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to
finance a large part of the total purchase for shorter
or longer periods. Credit or payment arrangements
must be agreed on in good time before the auction.

Vi har upphört med postförskott
P.g.a. Postens nya strängare regler för postförskott är
våra möjligheter att leverera objekten på detta sätt väldigt begränsade. Av denna anledning har vi upphört
med detta leveranssätt och kommer istället att sända en
förskottsfaktura. Kunder som trots detta önskar leverans mot postförskott ber vi kontakta oss.

Methods of Payment
Bank Draft
When paying by bank draft in Euro it has to be drawn on a bank in Euroland and if in SEK on a
Swedish bank. Please add €35 to the invoice amount to cover bank charges. No
private cheques please!
Bank Transfer
Please transfer EURO to:
If transfer in SEK:

SEB, Malmö
IBAN: SE92 5000 0000 0590 1821 1265
Bic: ESSESESS
IBAN: SE47 5000 0000 0551 1100 1247

PlusGiro
Please transfer SEK/EURO to:

PLUSGIROT, Stockholm
Bic: NDEASESS
IBAN: SE74 9500 0099 6042 0637 0118

Cash Payment
New EU Directives has led to legislation resulting in stricter bank policies regarding cash deposits. We therefore kindly ask you to, if possible, avoid cash/cheque payments. Please note that
Swedish cheques are considered as cash by the banks!
Credit Card
We accept payment for auction purchases by the following Credit Cards:

A service charge of only 2,5% will be added to your invoice total. All credit card transactions
have to be made at equivalent amount in SEK.
For overseas customers we recommend that you notify your bank before the transaction.
On our website you can also find a secured payment form to use
for sending your credit card information.
Please fill in and send us the form below (or a photocopy) for payment by card.

Invoice No:

MasterCard/Eurocard q

VISA q

Card number:
Exp. date:

CVV2/CVC2

(3 digit security code)

Name on card: ___________________________________________
Your signature: ___________________________________________
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Postiljonen & Spink
in collaboration
Selling non-philatelic collectibles?
• Coins
• Banknotes
• Medals
• Bonds & Shares
• Autographs
• Books
• Wine & Spirits
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London • New York • Hong Kong

Take advantage of the unparalleled
global network of Spink
Postiljonen is representing Spink in
all the Nordic countries
Important objects • Entire collections • Estates

Please contact us:
0046 40 25 88 50
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
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Meet Postiljonen in
Monaco!

Postiljonen’s long tradition of participating in the
exclusive MonacoPhil exhibitions continues this year.
Please visit our stand at MonacoPhil 2015, TERRASSES
DE FONTVIEILLE, MONACO, 3-5 December.

Consign now!
Important consignments for the spring auction 2016
handed in at the latest during November will be
promoted at MonacoPhil 2015. Do not miss this
opportunity to get international exposure for your items.
100 worldwide rarities from 100 world
famous collections will be on display at
MonacoPhil and do not forget to take a
look at the world's most valuable stamp,
the LEGENDARY "BRITISH GUIANA 1c
MAGENTA" that will be exhibited.
Welcome!
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World Stamp Show
NY2016
Postiljonen will be
crossing the Atlantic!
New York, here we come! Postiljonen is
attending World Stamp Show NY2016,
28 May - 4 June 2016, at the Jacob Javits
Convention Center, 655 West 34th Street.

Take advantage of the international marketing done by us in
New York and consign to our international auctions. Important
consignments received in time will be promoted at the
exhibition. Please contact us for more information!

Members of the Nordic Philatelic Societies
and others may also take advantage of
the services we provide at the
”NORDIC MEETING POINT”
• Messages, open or closed, will be passed on.
• Guided tours of collections may be arranged.
• Information of results after the Palmares.
• Meeting arrangements will be forwarded etc.
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Lots of news and updates when Facit Special
becomes Facit Norden & Facit Special Classic!

Facit Special Classic 2016
contains all the Nordic stamps
up to 1951 with varieties and
specialties.
The catalogue also contains a
number of news and updates.
For example British Military post
in Iceland, article about plating
of the Swedish classic stamps
by studying the perforation,
revised section of varieties on
Circle Type, articles about the
Greenland parcel stamps as
well as the period thereafter
and much more.
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
In Sweden order it by
contacting our retailers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537
201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se www.facit.se

Lots of news and updates when Facit Special
becomes Facit Norden & Facit Special Classic!

Facit Norden 2016
contains all the Nordic stamps from
1951 onwards with varieties, the
period before 1951 is described with
issue and denomination, without
varieties. Also a complete list of
booklets from all the Nordic countries.
New in the catalogue are updates
on Denmark, Norway and Iceland.
Iceland has an entirely new
section on revenues. Also new is
a description of counterfeited
modern Swedish stamps, an
interesting article about FDC’s
and much more.
Ask your stamp dealer or
order it directly from us:
www.facit.se
In Sweden order it by
contacting our retailers:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se

FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537
201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se www.facit.se
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Vi har väntat länge men nu är den här
Facit Postal IX
Den ovärderliga katalogen
för alla samlare av ortstämplar
och posthistoria.
Bland nyheterna finns
rektangulära LBB-stämplar,
omarbetat avsnitt
ångbåtsstämplar, påbörjad
katalogisering av båtstämplar.
Nyhet är även att den
nuvarande ortstämpeltypen är
införd i egen kolumn, samt
mycket mer.

Utkommer under Nordia 2015
Fråga Din frimärkshandlare
eller i din lokala bokhandel.
Distributörer:
Collectia AB
Box 43
310 20 KNÄRED
0430-50743
info@collectia.se
www.collectia.se
SAFE Album AB
Bruksgatan 30
252 23 HELSINGBORG
042-144982
mail@safealbum.se
www.safealbum.se
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FACIT FÖRLAGS AB
Box 537
201 25 Malmö
info@facit.se www.facit.se

Meet Postiljonen in Silkeborg
Come and visit us at the Danish
national exhibition SILFI 2015 in the
Arena Midt Kjellerup, Hasselvej 15,
Kjellerup, Denmark, 26-27 September.

Auction Viewing at the exhibition!
View the fantastic
Jutlandia Collection
and of course all Danish
single items and chosen
lots & collections from
auction #208.

Facit Förlags AB will also be present
in our stand. Come and have a look at
the brand new catalogues!
Welcome!
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Extra scans on the web!
We are now one step closer to our goal to include scans of all our lots
at our website.
At our website www.postiljonen.com you will find all certificates of
the single items, lists, complete scans and selections of collections &
lots that are not included in the printed catalogue! New pictures will
be uploaded continuously until the auction!
We believe we have made a good selection of scans and hope there is
something for everyone.
Look for lots marked with µ, they have something extra for you at
our website.

Please have a look at:

www.postiljonen.com

“Postiljonen Horses”
Postiljonen has always emphasized the advantages and the importance of collecting philatelic items of the highest quality. We think this is an important step for the development of
modern collecting.
To highlight, and to a certain degree reward what we think is interesting, fun, beautiful and
high quality philately, we are choosing a number of items in our auction catalogues and present them with Postiljonen emblems. It should be specially noted that it is not a complete
classification, you will surely find other items that would well deserve extra attention.
This choice of excellence is a subjective opinion, even if done with professional as well as
philatelic skill and experience. It reflects also the emotional influence of an individual eye.
An item of outstanding quality and beauty. A rarity for its
appearance and not necessarily for its value. Suitable in any
collection for private enjoyment as well as for exhibition.
An item of highest excellence in regard to
quality, beauty and rarity. A wonderful addition to any collection in its area.
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€uro

Denmark
Thursday 1 October
14.00 hrs

Prephilately

Ex 1
P µ 1



Two beautiful prephilatelic covers sent to France. One from Flensburg
1820 and the other from Copenhagen 1830, both sent via Hamburg.

100

2 RBS Ferslew

P µ2

P µ 3

1I *

1I (*)

A fantastic unused copy of 2 RBS Ferslew plate I
No. 13 type 3 with full original gum and with wide
margins on all sides. Certs. Møller and Lasse
Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

1.500

A most attractive unused copy of 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 31 type
7 with wide margins on the vertical sides. Certs KPK and Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE
1.000
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€uro

4
P µ 4

P µ 5

P µ 6

1Iv1 

1Iv1 

1I

7
P µ 7

P µ 8
P µ 9

1I 

1I 
1Iv2 

P µ 10 1I 

20

5

6

Variety disjoined foot of ”2” on 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 8 type 2
with numeral canc. ”1”. Sign. Diena and Thier. Certs Møller and
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

600

Disjoined foot of ”2” on 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 60 type 2 in bright
colour and with a beautiful mute canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

800

A most attractive copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No 70 type 4 in fresh
colour and lightly canc. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

700

8

9

A beautiful 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 81 type 7 in fresh colour and
with very fine margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

600

A lightly canc. copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 27 type 5. Fresh and
very beautiful. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

700

2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 31 type 7 with numeral canc. ”1”
Copenhagen. Sign. Møller. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE COPY.

600

A fantastically fresh, wide margin copy 2 RBS
Ferslew plate I No. 84 type 8. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

800

€uro

11
P µ 11

P µ 12

P µ 13

P

14

1I 

1I 

1I 

1I 

P µ 15 1I 

12

13

A fresh and very beautiful copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 46 type 10
with wide margins. Cert Møller. SUPERB.

700

A fresh wide margin copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 42 type 10. Ex.
Reddersen. Certs Paaskesen and Møller. SUPERB.

700

A beautiful wide margin copy 2 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 50 type 10.
Ex. Reddersen. Cert. Paaskesen. SUPERB.

700

Foot post cover with 2 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 61 type 3 with blue
date stamp ”F:P: 30.11.52” and with numeral canc. ”1”. A fine stamp
that has been lifted for cleaning. FINE & RARE ITEM.

600

A fantastic foot post cover with a 2 RBS Ferslew in
strong colour, plate II No. 95 type 9 with very fine
margins on all sides. Mute canc. and blue ”F:P:
20.10.51” are perfectly distinct. Ledger No. ”14”
(only appearing on covers from 1851!). Printed contents. Sign. Roumet/Paris. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

2.000
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€uro

2 RBS Thiele

16
P µ 16

19
1IIv1 *

P µ 17 1II **

21

Variety disjoined foot of ”2” on 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 56 type 2. A
rare unused copy. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

A fantastic, fresh and unmounted mint copy 2 RBS
Thiele plate I No. 67 type 3. Cert. Møller.
EXCELLENT.

700

1.200

P µ 18

1II *

2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 18 type 4 in an extraordinary, fresh copy
with very fine even margins. Some paper remnants in the original
gum. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.
1.000

P µ 19

1II *

A fresh and lightly hinged 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 30 type 6. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

800

A very fresh and lightly hinged 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 49 type 9.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

800

A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 57 type 1 with very fine
even margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. Sign. Møller. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 20
P µ 21

22

20

1II *
1II 

€uro

22

23

24

25

P µ 22

1IIv1 

A very beautiful 2 RBS Thiele plate II No. 2 with disjoined foot of ”2”.
A very small scissor cut in the top margin. Cert. Møller.

200

P µ 23

1II 

A beautifully cancelled 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 12 type 4 with very
fine even margins. Ex. Engellau. Certs Kaiser and Møller. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 24

1II 

A wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 62 type 4 with a slightly
smeared numeral canc. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

250

A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 68 type 4 with a light
and well situated numeral canc. ”1” and with very fine even margins. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

300

P µ 25

1II 

26
P µ 26
P µ 27

1II 
1II 

28
P µ 28

P µ 29

P µ 30

1II 

1IIv5 

1II 

27

A fine copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 28 type 6 with fine - very fine margins. Cert. Grønlund.

250

A wide margin copy 2 RBS Thiele Plate I No. 39 type 7 with distinct
numeral canc. ”1”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

400

29

30

A very beautiful copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 83 type 7 with a light
and well situated numeral canc. ”1”. Sign. Møller. Cert. Kaiser.

300

”Substituted cliché” 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 18 type 9 in fantastic
quality with well situated numeral ”1”. Certs Lasse Nielsen and
Møller. SUPERB.

400

A fresh and fine copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 42 type 10 with well situated numeral canc. ”1”. Cert. Grønlund. VERY FINE.

300
23

€uro

31
P µ 31

1II 

P µ 32

1IIv 
2

32

A very fresh copy 2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 98 type 10 with very fine
even margins. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

300

2 RBS Thiele plate I No. 84 type 8 with mute canc. Sign. Møller. Cert.
Lundegaard. FINE & RARE COPY.

300

4 RBS Ferslew 1

33

34

35

P µ 33

2I 

4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 21 with unretouched crown and with a
perfect mute canc. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 34

2I 

Unretouched crown on 4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate II No. 41. Cert.
Møller. A SUPERB COPY.

150

Margin copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 11 plate II No. 51 with unretouched crown.
Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

150

P µ 35

2I 

1

4 RBS Ferslew 1

36

24

1

37

2

38

39

P µ 36

2I 

Perfectly distinct mute canc. on 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

100

P µ 37

2I 

4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 7 with unretouched design and retouched
crown. Cert Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 38

2I 

A very beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 8 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Wide margins and light canc. Certs
Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

P µ 39

2I 

4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 14 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

100

€uro

40

41

42

43

44

P µ 40

2I 

A colour strong copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 15 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P µ 41

2I 

A very beautiful 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 16 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Small trace of fallen-out grain of sand.
Cert. Møller.

Bid

P µ 42

2I 

4 RBS FERSLEW 1 plate I No. 17 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Sign. Møller. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 43

2I 

A fresh and beautifully cancelled copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No.
28 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

100

P µ 44

2I 

4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 29 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE COPY.

100

2

P µ 45

45
2I 

46
47
48
A very beautiful 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 31 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Certs Debo and Schønning. SUPERB.

100

P µ 46

2I 

A very beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 35 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

100

Centric mute canc. on 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 51 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

100

4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 52 with unretouched design and retouched crown. Cert. Schønning. VERY FINE COPY.

100

P µ 47
P µ 48

2I 
2I 

49
P µ 49

2I 

50

51

A beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 55 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Ex. Lorentzen. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB.

100
100

P µ 50

2I 

A beautiful copy 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 56 with unretouched
design and retouched crown. Cert. Paaskesen/Schønning. SUPERB.

P µ 51

2Iv7 

Ink canc. 4 RBS FERSLEW 12 plate I No. 92 with unretouched design and
retouched crown. Certs Møller and Schønning.
RARE WITH INK CANC. SUPERB.

150
25

4 RBS Ferslew

Lot # 52 µ
2I 
Reconstructions of 4 RBS Ferslew plate I & II. Cpl. except for one position. The 199 stamps are mostly in selected quality with many EXCELLENT copies. Four pairs and a wonderful strip of three. 53 certs/opinions.
A VERY RARE OFFER
€uro 4.000

26

53
54
55
Exceptional ink canc. copy 4 RBS Ferslew plate I with wide margins on
all sides.

53

2Iv7 

P µ 54

2Iv7 

A very beautiful ink canc. 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 29 with wide margins. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

P

55

2Iv7 

Ink canc. 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 100. A perfect fresh copy.

Bid

P µ 56

2Iv7 

Blue crayon canc. on pair 4 RBS Ferslew plate I Nos 63+73. Very fresh
and attractive. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY UNUSUAL & SUPERB.

150

P

100

€uro

57

58

57

2Iv7 

4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 40 with ink canc. on small piece. Sign. Møller.
SUPERB.

100

P µ 58

2Iv7 

Small piece with ink canc. 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 65 on small piece
with c.d.s. ”SKJELSKJÖR 27.7.1852” probably originating from a
district cover. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

100

Ink canc. 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No. 3 on cover from ”RÖDBYE
24.12.1851” to Nykøbing Falster. A faint and nearly invisible fold
through the stamp of little importance. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. A VERY
RARE & BEAUTIFUL ITEM.

150

P

P µ 59

2Iv7 

60

61

62

60

2I 

A perfect strike of numeral canc. ”17” Fredericia on 4 RBS Ferslew plate
II No. 32. RARE & SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 61

2I 

Upright numeral canc. ”18” Fredensborg on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II No.
33. Scarce numeral on Ferslew. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

Bid

P

4 RBS Thiele
P

62

2II 

Blue ink canc. on 4 RBS Thiele I plate I No. 4. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen.
SCARCE & SUPERB.

100

Bemærk eftersynet denne gang, både i København og på SILFI 2015!
Se nærmere side 5 & 17.
27

€uro

P

63

P µ 64

28

2II 

2II 

Thiele I plate I in strip of three on cover front from ”KJØBENHAVN
21.5.1852” to Kiel. Very rare 12 RBS rate to Holstein. VERY FINE.

200

RARE emergency postmark single line ”SLAGELSE” with written
date ”4/1 53” on cover with 4 RBS Thiele I and with printed contents.
This cover is the finest of just a few known with this postmark. Cert.
Møller. EXCELLENT.

600

P

65
65

2IIIA 

69
66
67
68
A very beautiful ink canc. 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I No. 26.
SUPERB.

Bid

P

66

2IIIA 

4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I No. 78 with small ink cross. SUPERB.

Bid

P

67

2IIIA 

A very massive ink canc. on 4 RBS Thiele II black brown. Opinion Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Bid

P µ 68

2IIIAv  ”Kranhold’s Retouch” on 4 TBS Thiele II black brown plate II No. 5.
F=3.600. Cert. Svendsen and Møller. VERY FINE.

100

P

2IVa 

69

4

4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown plate III No. 91 with perfect numeral 56
Ringkøbing. Ex. Schmidt-Andersen. EXCELLENT.

Bid

€uro

70
P

70

P µ 71

71

72

73

2IVa 

Ink canc. 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown. SUPERB.

Bid

2IVb 

Ink cancelled 4 RBS Thiele III chestnut brown plate III Nos 8-9 in a
rare and wonderful PAIR. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

500

P µ 72

2IVc 

A very beautiful ink canc. 4RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV No. 15.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

Bid

P

2IVc 

A very wide margin 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate IV No. 32 with
ink cross. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

Bid

73

P µ 74 2IVd  BLOCK OF FOUR 4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown.
Plate IV Nos 87-88/97-98 with ink cancellation.
Extraordinarily fresh and attractive and in flawless
condition. Ex. Christian Andersen. Certs Debo and
Lasse Nielsen.

P µ 75

1.500

2IVb-e  A fantastic lot with four matching pairs 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown,
olive brown, chestnut brown and nut brown each with a beautiful
ink cancellation. Each pair with cert. Møller or Lasse Nielsen.
SUPERB - EXCELLENT.
1.000
29

€uro

Skilling Issues 1854-57

76

77

78

P µ 76

4h **

A fresh and very beautiful copy 4 skilling 6th printing. F=4.000 for *.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

200

P

77

4h 

4 skilling 6th printing on ”udenbyes fodpostbrev” sent to Nørrebro.
Blue ”F:P: 16.6.60”. SUPERB.

100

P

78

6

An outstanding copy of 16 skilling grey lilac with a perfect strike of
numeral ”19” Frederikshavn. EXCELLENT.

200

Large Oval Type

79

80

79

11a 

Black Footpost canc ”F P 6.10 1885” on a cover with 2 sk. I printing.
Only a few covers known with this canc. in black. Sign. Møller.
SUPERB & VERY RARE.

150

P µ 80

13a *

4 skilling 1st printing carmine with nearly invisible hinge trace.
F=2.200+. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

100

P µ 81

14b **

8 skilling 2nd printing in a beautiful unmounted copy. F=7.000. Cert.
Möller.

300

P

82

30

81

83

P µ 82

15b 

Very beautiful parcel letter with 16 sk. II printing ”4” AALBORG. Sign.
Møller & cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 83

16 

Pair 2 skilling 7th printing line perforated pos. 51-52 on a beautiful cover
with duplex canc. ”46” & ”NYBORG 10.3.” sent to Fredericia. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

250

€uro

84
P µ 84

P µ 85

19 

18+19 

85
A very unusual copy of 16 skilling 4th printing line perforated with
perfect perforation and upright numeral canc. ”5” Aarhus. F=20.000.
Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

500

Line perforated copies of 8 skilling 3rd printing and 16 skilling 4th
printing on parcel letter from ”KIØBENHAVN 21.1” sent to
Randers. F=30.000 for 16 skilling on cover. Cert. Møller.
RARE & VERY FINE.

500

Bicoloured Issues

86

87

P µ 86

20hv2 etc. 2 skilling 8th printing pos. A77 with inverted frame on a beautiful letter

piece with 14 skilling franking canc. ”KJØBENHAVN KB 9.5.”.
F=8.000+. Certs Lundegaard and Lasse Nielsen.

P

20bb 

87

P µ 88

21d *

400

Scarce 2 skilling 2nd printing b on local cover from ”MIDDELFART
1.3.”. Sign. Møller. EXCELLENT.

150

A very fresh block of 8 of 3 sk. IV printing, strengthened with hinges.
Facit as single stamps 16.000+. Diamond perforation at top. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. VERY FINE.

250
31

€uro

89
P µ 89

22h 

Two pairs 4 skilling 12th printing on cover from Copenhagen to Cette,
France. Duplex canc. ”34” & ”KIØBENHAVN JB 29.8.”. Red ”P.D.”
and blue ”ERQUELINES AUT 31 74”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.
RARE & VERY FINE.

150

P µ 90

22g+23c


Reg. basic rate inland letter with 4 skilling 11th printing and 8 skilling
3rd printing sent from ”SVENDBORG 1.3.” to Copenhagen. Cert.
Kaiser. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 91

21a+24a


P µ 92 25 

32

90

A very colourful parcel letter from ”FREDERICIA 20.9.” to Copenhagen with pairs of 3 skilling 1st printing (on the reverse of cover)
and 16 skilling 1st printing. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
SUPERB.
1.000

A clear and perfect strike of numeral canc. 122
BORUP on line perforated 2 skilling grey/ultramarine.
Cert. Møller.
VERY RARE USE OUTSIDE COPENHAGEN.

2.000

Lot # 93
25 
Unique pair with diamond perforation at bottom
2 skilling grey/ultramarine line perforated 12 1/2 on small letter piece with duplex canc. ”181” & ”SJÆLL.JB.PE. 7.3.”.
Used pairs are very rare, unpriced in Facit. Certs Dr. Debo,
Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
Provenance:
Christian Andersen, Large Gold
€uro 4.000

P µ 94

27 **

Full corner margin pair 48 skilling brown/violet in fresh colour and
flawless perforation. Rare in this quality. F=30.000. Cert. Møller.
1.250
SUPERB.
33

€uro

95

96

P µ 95

27 

A wonderful copy of 48 sk. with an excellent and extremely clear
numeral ”4” AALBORG. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

250

P µ 96

27 

48 skilling brown/lilac in a fantastic horizontal strip of three pos. 73-75
in unusual bright oval colour and with perfect numeral ”84” Herning.
An unusual unit. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

600

97

98

P µ 97

27v1 

Inverted frame 48 skilling pos. 45 in the sheet with a perfect strike of
numeral ”45” Nibe. Strong oval colour. F=16.000+. Cert. Lasse
1.200
Nielsen.

P µ 98

27v1 

Inverted frame 48 skilling pos. 80 in a very fine copy with numeral
”63” Skanderborg. F=16.000. Cert. Møller.

800

Last day of the foot post. 4 øre grey/ultramarine perf. 14 on cover with
black oval ”F:P: 29.2.76” and circular ”KBHVN:CHR.HAVN 29.2.”.
RARE & INTERESTING.

100

P

99

29c 

Bemærk eftersynet denne gang, både i København og på SILFI 2015!
Se nærmere side 5 & 17.
34

€uro

P µ 100 33c+36a


Small size parcel letter with pair 50 öre 1st printing (blue-violet) and
16 öre 3rd printing sent from ”SØLLESTED 12.3” to Nykiøbing
Falster. Numeral ”138”. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE & SUPERB.
1.500

Lot # 101 µ
40b 
Watermark crown III 8 øre 121st printing as single franking on a beautiful cover with star canc. ”SØNDERSØ” and c.d.s. ”ODENSE 13.9.02”
sent to Copenhagen. This cover is the finest of only five recorded single
frankings of which two are very large, this one the only one with star
canc. Certs Lasse Nielsen and Møller.
EXCELLENT
€uro 2.000
35

€uro

Coat of Arms

102
103
P µ 102 50b etc  Beautiful 4 øre stationery envelope with Coat of Arms 5 øre II printing
with small figures + 3 & 8 øre Bicoloured with duplex canc. ”36” &
”KOLDING 13.3”. To Wiesbaden 1884 with 20 øre franking. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE & RARE.
P µ 103 50d 

A very beautiful c.o.d. from ”KJØBENHAVN 23.8” (1884) to Jena,
Germany. Franked with 5 øre 4th printing with small corner figures
in pair and single & 25 øre 2nd printing + a 16 øre bicoloured on the
reverse. Cert. Møller. RARE & SUPERB.

104
P µ 104 51 

P µ 105 60a 

250

300

105

An outstanding copy 10 øre small corner figures 6th printing pos. A94
with perfect perforation and upright canc. ”KJØBENHAVN KB 16.5.
F=10.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT.

300

Rare variety on 20 øre blue 17th printing pos. A54 with bent right
corners AFA No. 36Bv = unpriced. Certs Møller and Lasse Nielsen.
ONLY A FEW KNOWN.

300

Later Issues

P

36

106 140 

Extremely rare postal form no. 117 b (envelope) ”Fordringer til
Indkassering” (items for debt collection) sent to Norway. Franked
with a single 25 øre brown Christian X canc. ”KJØBENHAVN K
15.6.17” with ””KRISTIANIA 16.6.17” arrival canc. on back.

500

€uro

107
P

107 144 

Ex 108

Correct single franking 27 øre Christian X on reg. cover from ”KJØBENHAVN 10.1.19” sent to Ystad, Sweden. Sign. Møller.
RARE IN EXCELLENT QUALITY.

P µ 108 213-17 ** 1925-29 Air Mail set of 5. F=6.000. VERY FINE - SUPERB.
µ 109 213-17  1925-29 Airmail stamps, all values on three airmail covers sent to
France. Please see pictures on our website.

300
Bid
Bid

Official Issues

P µ 110

Tj 7bvm Rare unmounted copy 4 øre 2nd printing pos. 16 with inverted wmk
**
in nearly perfect centering. F=6.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

250

Collections
111

**

Very clean mostly ** collection Denmark in two very well filled albums
ca. 1930-2007. A similar album with a collection Greenland nearly cpl.
1938-2007 except the American issues and yet another album with the
Faroe Islands cpl. ** 1975-2006. Also some thick envelopes with more
recent ** material which has yet to be placed into the albums, some
prestige booklets etc.

250

112

**/*

Collection 1855-2008 in a Leuchtturm album incl. five skilling stamps
as well as better bicoloured and coat of arms issues, rather cpl. in
kings, provisionals incl. 27 øre wmk. III cpl, postal jubilee blocks and
1925 air mail cpl. Better early recess printed from 1934 onwards. Fine
section back of the book. High face value in modern issues.

500

Collection in an old DAVO album, incl. a few better stamps, e.g. 48
skilling with cert. Nielsen. Earlier issues somewhat mixed condition, but with several better ** stamps. Please inspect.

500

250

113

**/*/

114

**/*/

Carton with a collection in 3 SAFE albums from classics to 2000, much
** from ca 1980 incl. recent booklets and gift folders. Also a ** collection
Faroe Islands incl. booklets.

115

*/

Old collection with 29 skilling stamps, e.g. fine 8 skilling 1864 line perf.
and a colour fresh 48 skilling. Later with 1924 postal jubilee in blocks
of four, early tete-beche, slot machine stamps, dues, officials and better
ferry stamps.

300
37

€uro
116

*/

Collection 1851-1979 in an old album incl. a few skilling issues, three
copies Postal Building, provisionals etc.

100

117

**/*/

Collection 1870s - 1987 in an album with the modern part from 1971 **.
Also ** sections of Faroe Islands and Greenland.

150

118

**/*/

Collection 1851 - 1989 in a well filled album cpl. ** from 1969. Also sections of DWI, Faroe Islands and Greenland with e.g. cpl. * set
American issue.

250

119



120 

Collection incl. some duplicates in two thick stockbooks incl. many
better skilling, bicoloured, coat of arms, several Postal Building. A fine
lot that must be inspected.

500

121 

Collection 1875-1963 in an old Stender album incl. air mails, better officials, ferry stamps and with a fine section varieties, advertising and
blocks. Also some Greenland and DWI included.

200

122 

Collection 1858-2006 in a Leuchtturm album incl. a few skilling stamps, modern minisheets, combinations and many superb cancs. Fine
section back of the book and some DWI and Slesvig.

150

123 /

Collection 1864-1932 incl. varieties on self made pages with illustrations of the varieties, very beautifully made up e.g. with some better
skilling issues and 5 kr. postal building with F-variety. Also some ferry
stamps.

250

124 

Small collection 1875-1960 incl. some fine bicoloured, coat of arms,
provisionals e.g. 27 øre wmk. crown, both postal buildings and a fine
set airmail 1925-29. Also a * set Greenland 1945 issue.

100

WAVY LINES TYPE (1905-30 letter press). A very comprehensive collection in 18 stockbooks, much determined after N.F. Olsen’s book
or by SAVA. Containing thousands of determined stamps.
A UNIQUE STUDY COLLECTION.

500

BICOLOURED CHRISTIAN X ISSUE. Collection in thick stockbook incl. many scarce varieties catalogued at high prices in AFA
specialized catalogue. A fantastic lot for the specialist.

600

127 **

Collection printer’s Nos L001-L318 incl. better ones e.g. L016 and L030
type I & II. AFA 29.000. Also a thick stockbook with duplicates in quantities, high face value.

100

128 

ADVERTISING STAMPS. Collection in small stockbook. Rather cpl. in
used pairs. A few duplicates are enclosed.

200

129

ESSAYS, PROOFS & REPRINTS. Collection 1852-1870 in stockbook
incl. many better items e.g. Fr.VII & Mercury, Postal Jubilee 1924 and
some recess printed ones. Six certificates are enclosed.

200

130 /

STAR CANCELLATIONS. A thick stockbook with hundreds of single
stamps, blocks and letter pieces. Including many duplicates and many
superb cancs. An album is included as well.

100

125 **/*/

126 **/*/

38

A comprehensive collection 1851-2008 in three Leuchtturm albums
incl. nine copies 4 RBS in all shades, two copies 2 RBS Thiele (one
close cut with variety), line perf. 1864 issues (incl. 3 sk. pair & a single
8 sk.), fine bicoloured & coat of arms, two copies postal building and
better provisionals incl. 27 øre wmk. III cpl. with correct cancs. Air
mail 1925 and later issues with many superb cancs, combinations,
blocks etc. One volume with better officials, dues, newspaper and a
very fine section ferry stamps and advertising stamps nearly cpl.
Fine sections DWI & Slesvig 1920. Seven certs/opinions included.
Somewhat disorganized.
1.000

€uro
131 /

WITHOUT STAR CANCS. A rather cpl. collection on loose leaves incl.
several better ones, many with certs JKE. Very high value according to
Skilling. Must be inspected.

300

132 /

INK CANCELLATIONS. A stockbook with a larger number of single
stamps and at the end of the book there are several very interesting
covers with rare manuscript cancs. Must be inspected.

200

Mixed Lots & Accumulations

Ex 133
P µ 133 

Ex 135
Ex 137
Group of 10 stampless covers 1790-1850s sent to France with various
cancellations and rate markings.

200

µ 134 

Three prephilatelic covers 1837-1850 all sent to Sweden, one canc.
”RANDERS 2.8 1850” with date written by pen, the two other covers
canc. ”KIØBENHAVN” in red ink on back.

150

P µ 135 

Group of four stampless covers 1850-60s sent to Norway with postage
due notations.

100

µ 136 

Group of 9 stampless covers sent to Norway, 4 canc. Helsingør and the
other 5 privately carried.

100

P µ 137 

µ 138 **/*/

Mixed cover lot incl. a beautiful 2 RBS Thiele (certs
Lundegaard & Kaiser), several 4 RBS covers (mostly
Schleswig-Holstein), bicoloured skilling & øre,
ship mail and also a few Slesvig 1920 and one
Greenland cover. Inspect the whole lot on our website. A MOST INTERESTING LOT.

1.000

Small lot Large Oval Type 1864-70 mostly very lightly hinged unused
stamps in very good centering incl. 16 skilling in used strip of three, 16
skilling line perf. * (small thin), etc. Total Facit cat. value is over 20.000.
Please see pictures on our website.

200

Bicoloured øre stamps. A very interesting remainder lot from a great collection with two stockbooks and two cpl. sheet reconstructions of 12
øre 14th printing and 16 øre 14th printing. Also some pages with 8 øre
stamps.

200

Christian X 80 øre blue green 1915. Lot of 1.247 used copies. AFA No.
84. All checked and should be in good quality. AFA DKK 155.875.

400

DUE STAMPS. Stockbook with single stamps and blocks in quantities.
Mostly very fine quality. HIGH CAT. VALUE.

Bid

POSTHORN CANCS. A box with a few hundred covers, some are
philatelic. Also some letter pieces. A RARE OFFER.

250

143

BOOKLETS. Four old booklets, Facit Nos H 9, 11, 14 & 25. Facit ca 8.000.

100

144 **

BOOKLETS. Cigarbox full of various booklets, e.g. 2x cancer, one H.C.
Andersen and a Christian X jubilee. Also some modern with notations
of varieties.

139 

140 
141 **/*/
142 

100
39

€uro
145 *//(*)

BYPOST. Small stockbook with more than 250 stamps from nine different towns and also a few from Hamburg. Please inspect.

Bid

146 **

A comprehensieve lot with ** blocks of four, single stamps and some
sheets in stockbooks and some file boxes that also contains some used
duplicate material. Very high face value, estimated at around DKK
1.500
20.000.

147 **

YEAR SETS. Small box with ca 70 sets incl. five copies 1969. 100 copies
Hafnia ‘76 minisheet III.

200

Clean stock of unused and used issues on stockcards mostly ca 1850s1940s incl. many better stamps and sets. F=280.000 according to vendor.

750

Two stockbooks with mixed material. A few skilling stamps, provisionals and a postal building. Mixed condition.

Bid

150 **/*/

A box with three albums and three small stockbooks with remainders.

Bid

151 

Small file box with early letter press issues and also with many officials,
due, ferry etc. Must be inspected.

Bid

148 **/*/
149 **/*/

152

Removal box with remainders from a very large collection containing 16 stockbooks and a cigar box with postcards. E.g. many early
stamps and blocks in */** condition.
A LOT THAT MUST BE INSCPECTED.
1.000

153

A huge remainder lot with old auction lots, pages from collections,
bundles of covers and Greenland Pakke-Porto reprints in sheets etc.
A lot that must be inspected.

500

Remainder collections in a large carton. More than 10 elegant
albums. Mostly semi modern and modern stamps incl. Faroe Islands
and an Åland collection. Please inspect.

Bid

155

Box with literature, e.g. two titles by J. Schmidt-Andersen, 4 skilling
1854 by Børge Lundh, Godtfredsen & Haff two volumes and five AFA
specialized catalogue with interesting articles. Also two fine auction
lots, both with certs. DK sheets RK Rundetårn with variety ”bomb”
and some Greenland christmas seal in sheets

100

156 

BUNDLES. Box with a few hundred bundles varying from early letter
press up to modern commemorative issues. Must inspect.

Bid

154 **/*/

Slesvig 1920

P

40

157 1 

Additionally franked Swedish reply card returned from ”SONDERBURG 19.4 20” sent to Malmø with mixed franking 2 1/2 pf. common
zone & 2 1/2 pf. Germania. A MOST INTERESTING ITEM.

Bid

€uro

P

158 2 

159

Bisected 5 pf. green as an additional franking on 7 1/2 pf. stationery
card sent from ”SONDERBURG 10.2 1920” to Broacker. The bisect is
cancelled with an official oval cachet ”POSTAMT SONDERBURG”
and with notation ”2 1/2” indicating the value of the bisect. This
bisect is mentioned in the pamphlet of Hans Andersen. Correct commercial use. RARE.

160

Bid

161

P

159 2+4+5  A beautiful cover with scarce bridge type canc. ”MASTRUP/
SCHLESWIG 20.2 20” sent to Kolding, Danmark. SUPERB.

Bid

P

160 2+5+6  Commercial cover from ”FLENSBURG 20.2 20” sent to Kolding.
Opened and sealed by the commission by an orange label with large
violet cachet. SUPERB.

100

P

161 4 

P

P

162 5 

163 13 

Mixed franking 10 pf. red and GERMANIA 20 + 2x5 pf. on cover from
”NEBEL 19.6 20” to Norddorf - Amrum. Permitted 16.6 - 23.6 1920 only.
Ex. John Sørensen.

100

162
163
Express cover with five copies 15 pf. violet sent from ”FLENSBURG 12.3
1920” to Kolding. Black commissions cachet. One stamp with a round
corner perf. SCARCE.

Bid

Single franking 5 mk. green on commercial cover with notation
”Inliegend Mk. Vierhundert” sent from ”TONDERN 2.2 20” to
Pforzheim/Baden. RARE SINGLE FRANKING.

100
41

€uro

P

164 14 

165
P µ 165 15-19 
P

P

166 18 

167 18 

P µ 168 Tj 1 

42

10 mk. red fiscally used in a Passpor.t ”REISE-PASS” issued 10. Juni
1920 for travelling in Germany and to Wyck a/ Föhr. The stamp is
cancelled with violet cachet ”COMMISSION INTERNATIONALE
SLESVIG 21.MAJ 1920” and with large violet commissions cachet.
ONLY A FEW PASSPORTS RECORDED, this one is the only one
with a 10 mk. stamp. EXTRAORDINARILY WELL PRESERVED.

166

500

167

Three covers with mixed franking DK/1.ZONE correctly used in the
short period 9.7 - 17.7 1920. One sent registered to Gelsenkirchen.

100

Mixed franking: 15 pf. lilac common zone stationery additionally
franked with 10 øre 1.ZONE red. Scarce canc. ”EKENSUND 2.6 20”
sent to Lygumkloster. RARE COMMERCIAL USE.

100

Scarce bridge type canc. ”KEGNÆS 13.7.20” on cover with two copies 10
øre red. A SUPERB COMMERCIAL COVER.

Bid

Commercially used printed matter with pair 2 1/2 pf. grey CIS stamps
sent from ”FLENSBURG 8.3 20” to ”KØBENHAVN 10.3 20”. Noted
”Drucksachen” and with violet chachet from the Commission. Some
folds. Cert. Gruber. EXTREMELY RARE AND POSSIBLY UNIQUE.

500

€uro

P

169 Tj 1 

Single franking 2 1/2 pf. grey on local printed matter from ”FLENSBURG 18.5 20”. Envelope cut shorter at left.
VERY RARE SINGLE FRANKING.

200

170 1-Tj 14 * Red hardbound representation folder with golden embossed logo
”SLESVIG / PLEBISCIT” with three cpl. sets of stamps and six different stationeries incl. three with CIS opts. Full and intact CIS seal
and signed ”Brundnell Bruce 16/VI/1920”. VERY RARE & SUPERB.

500

P µ 171 Tj 6v *

20 pf. blue with double overprint (Michel 6DD=unpriced). Only two copies
known. Pos. 17 in the sheet. Round NE corner perf. Cert. Mikulski. Ex.
John Sørensen.

200

Collections & Mixed Lots
172 **/*//
/

A huge remainder lot from an exhibition collection (ex. John Sørensen).
A total of 32 pages with e.g. interesting postal history material, better CIS items and with many better covers, postmarks etc.
1.000

173 **/*//
/

A huge remainder lot from a great collection with interesting sections: lot interesting covers, postmarks in specialized album by
APS/GPS, sheets and ”Lutz varieties”. A lot that must be inspected.

500

A great remainder lot from various collections (e.g. pages ex. John
Sørensen etc.). Containing varieties, better covers, proofs (5 & 10 mk.
on greyish paper), postal history documents and a small section
1.ZONE. A lot that must be inspected.

300

Common Zone. File box with duplicates in single stamps and
blocks/units in quantities. Please inspect.

Bid

174 **/*//

175 **/*/

43

€uro
µ 176 

177 

178 **/*/(*)

µ 179 /

µ 180 

181

Commercial covers etc. in a lot with 30 interesting covers, some with
very beautiful decorations. Also registered covers, c.o.d.’s, express
and covers to interesting destinations. A very interesting lot. Must
be inspected.

300

Mixed lot common zone with 7 covers/cards with better postmarks
e.g. ”SÜDERWILSTRUP” (underpaid postcard), ”MASTRUP” on 10
pf. stationery, ”LINDHOLM” on reg. cover to Hamburg, also two mixed frankings and a 5 pf. bisect on 7 1/2 pf. stationery card.

100

Proofs, prints and varieties. Lot with three pages ex. John Sørensen
with e.g. 5 & 10 mk. in proof blocks of nine on brownish paper without wmk. and gum, 2 1/2 pf. proof on brownish paper in block of
nine. Also a 10 mk. with variety colour filling in ”0”. RARE.

500

Lot with five fiscally used stamps incl. two on letter pieces. One with a
1.ZONE 5 øre stamp (rare) and a 5 mk. with written ”4 mk”. An
interesting lot.

100

Five 1.ZONE covers e.g. three with better postmarks ”LINTRUP”,
”NYBØL” and the very rare ”AARØSUND HAVN”. Also two reg.
covers with some interesting units. Some small imperfections.

200

Envelope for ”24 Stk. Afstemningsplakater in miniature, I. og II.
Zone” (slightly aged) containing the 24 posters (perfectly preserved).
A very interesting lot. RARE.

Bid

182 

Lot with 19 stationeries and postcards many with better postmarks.
Please inspect.

100

183 */

A folder with a great number of forged CIS stamps.

Bid

”Aabenraa 3.Juli 1920 - Tjenstlige Meddelelser fra Det Danske
Postvæsens Kommissær i Sønderjylland”. Interesting information
about postal routes and plans. Probably only 50 copies printed.
A VERY RARE POSTAL HISTORY DOCUMENT.

Bid

Original information to ”Flensburger Tagesblatt” regarding new
appointing of managers for post and telegraphs (Franke and
Rubiewski) from the Reichspostminister. Official violet cachet.

Bid

MAPS. Lot with six historical maps. Please inspect. Interesting
material.

Bid

µ 187

Passports & legitimation papers. Lot with four documents:
”Legitimationsschein”, ”Kirchenpass” and ”Polizeilicher Ausweiss für
den Verkehr im Grenzgebiet”. Rare and interesting material.

Bid

µ 188

Propaganda material, maps etc. A lot with very interesting historic
material. Must be inspected.

Bid

Propaganda cards and posters in a binder. Very interesting material.

Bid

190 

A binder with historically interesting postcards. Must be inspected.

Bid

191 

POSTCARDS. Album with border stations. 28 cards in total, many very
interesting ones.

100

MAGAZINES ETC. Lot with various historical documents.

Bid

µ 184

µ 185

µ 186

189 

192

Bemærk eftersynet denne gang, både i København og på SILFI 2015!
Se nærmere side 5 & 17.
44

€uro

The Faroe Islands

P µ 193 DK87I  A beautiful and rare 5 øre letter card uprated with a 2 øre stamp that
was supplied at the end of January 1919. Only 3 such known.
Excellent canc. ”TRANGISVAAG 26.2 1919” and sent to Thorshavn.
Cert. Møller. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

P µ 194 1c 

750

An extremely beautiful cover with the rare 4 øre bisect with wmk
crown and 5 øre, only around 10 covers are believed to exist. Facit
without price. Superb star canc. VESTMANHAVN” and at side
1.000
”THORSHAVN 8.1 19”. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
45

€uro

P µ 195 2 

Very beautiful cover with bisect 4 øre cutout together with 5 øre
”THORSHAVN 21.1 19”. F=13.000+. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.

196

400

197

P

196 3 

2/5 øre together with 5 øre green on piece canc. ”THORSHAVN
21.1.19”. F=4.000.

Bid

P

197 6 

”Indkasserings-Postanvisning” franked with 20/15 øre provisional
and 10 øre violet canc. ”THORSHAVN 21.12 40”.

Bid

Collections & Mixed Lots
198 **/*/

Collection 1940-ca 2005 in Leuchtturm album incl. cpl. set 1940 øre
provisionals and 20/15 & 50/5 øre *.

150

199 **

Accumulation with four A5 albums with modern material **.

Bid

200 **

Two sheet folders with modern ** sheets and 58 year sets, incl. 1975-76
with signature ”Esbern Midjord”.

Bid

201 //

Lot postmarks on DK stamps, mainly bridge type cancs.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
46

€uro

Greenland
Postal History

P µ 202 

µ 203 

P

204 

An extremely beautiful cover 1838 sent by Galeasen
Wilhelmine to ”Groser Ridder Jacob Holm” in
Copenhagen with full contents and seal on the
back. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT & RARE.

1.000

Telegram envelope 1917 from Panama to Frederikshaab with contents.
On back telegraph cachet from Panama. Please view on our website.

Bid

MAC MILLAN EXPEDITION 1925. Cover with 2 c. black with violet
”AIR MAIL Phila. - Boston VIA MacMillan Expedition”. The cover
is canc. 2 days before departure JUN 9, 1925. RARE COVER.

750

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
47

€uro

P

205 

Postcard with the rare ”MAC MILLAN AERIAL ARCTIC EXPEDITION POLAR MAIL 1925”. Canc. ”BOSTON MASS. JUN 11 1925”
and sent to England. Stamped ”FIRST LEG”. RARE CARD.

206

207

208

P

206 

Cover to USA 1935 via Copenhagen with 40 øre and ”Kolonien
Godhavn” with crown. On back ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE” in oval.

Bid

P

207 

COD parcel card 1936 from Copenhagen to Greenland. Paid by 0,60
machine cachet and note ”1.70”. Scarce.

Bid

APO 615, picture postcard from Ivigtut 2.8 1943 to USA. Scarce.

100

P

208 

P

209 

EXPEDITION POLAIRES FRANCAISES 1950. Souvenir postcard signed by Paul E. Victor with three diff. cachets at left and ”ELLA Ø” with
crown. Cds ”REYKJAVIK 2 VIII 50” and franked with 15 fr.on the picture side. SCARCE.

100

P µ 210 

A piece of a parcel wrapper from 1951 with a violet ”B. W. 1.” and at
left APO 858 army canc. In between a GODTHAAB c ring canc. Also a
philatelic cover from 1960 with a single 2 kr. from the American issue.
Can be viewed at our website.

Bid

209

210

Bemærk eftersynet denne gang, både i København og på SILFI 2015!
Se nærmere side 5 & 17.
48

750

€uro

Parcel Stamps

211
P µ 211
P

P1*

212 P2II *

P µ 213 P2IIC2 *

212

Very beautiful 1 øre perfectly centered. Printing colour spot in upper
margin. F=8.500+. Opinion Møller. SUPERB.

200

Very well centered 5 öre red brown in the second printing. F=8.000.

200

Beautiful 5 öre red brown in the second printing officially re-perforated at left. F=14.000. Opinion Møller.

200

214
P

214 P2IC2 *

P µ 215 P2IID *

P

216 P 2IIB+
C

213

215

5 øre red brown 2nd printing with one side officially re-perf. F=14.000.

300

5 øre light red brown in the second printing imperf. on two sides in
very fine centering. F=8.000. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

300

Beautiful parcel card with 2 copies 5 øre 1910 perf. 3 and 4 sides, the
latter with one slightly round corner. A tear below in the card only.
Nicely canc. cross wise. SCARCE.

400
49

€uro

217
P

218

217 P3I *

Very well centered 10 øre blue in the first printing. One bent corner
perf. F=8.000. Sign. Dr. Debo.

200

Very fresh 10 øre blue in the second printing imperf. on two sides.
Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

250

P µ 219 P 3IIC  Very beautiful parcel card with 10 öre II printing in perfect centering
and lightly canc. crosswise. F=12.000+. Cert. Wowern. SUPERB.

500

P µ 218 P3IID *

P µ 220 P4ID *

1 øre olive green in the first printing imperf. on two sides. Cert.
Wowern.

100

P µ 221 P6II **

Very fresh 5 øre red brown in the second printing. Cert. Lasse Nielsen.

100

222

50

221

220

223

224

P

222 P7I *

P

223 P7IIIv2 ** 10 øre blue in the third printing with wide imperf. margin at left. Small
gum bend at bottom. Unpriced in Facit as never hinged. SCARCE.

10 øre blue in the scarce first printing, fresh example. F=7.500.

P

224 P8ID **

Beautiful and fresh 15 øre violet imperf. on two sides. F=12.000.
SCARCE.

200
500
400

€uro

P µ 225 P5II+ 15 øre 1st printing in pair one side officially reperfoP8IC1+ rated and 2 øre 2nd printing on parcel card for three
C2 
parcels sent to Godthaab. Certs. Debo and Møller.
RARE & EXCELLENT.

2.000

226
229
Very beautiful parcel card Form. A 4 d with label 976. Franked with a single
10 øre dark blue, 2nd printing canc. ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE (GF 15.01).
Notation in red ”Ladte Patroner” (loaded ammunition). Cert. Møller.

150

227
228
Very well centered and beautiful 15 øre red violet in the second printing. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. SUPERB.

300

P µ 228 P 9C3 **

Beautiful and well centerd 20 øre officially reperforated on two sides.
A few sligthly shorter perfs in upper margin. F=8.000. Cert. Møller.

Bid

P

229 P 7+9C2


Parcel card (slightly cut down) for 3 parcels with 10 øre and 20 øre officially reperforated at left. SCARCE & BEAUTIFUL

150

µ 230 P9VII **

20 øre red, 7th printing in a cpl. sheet of 25, very fresh with well centered stamps.

100

1 kr ochre yellow in a cpl. sheet of 25, very fresh with many stamps
in superb centering. F=24.000.

400

P µ 226 P 7II 

P µ 227 P8II **

µ 231 P11 **

51

€uro

238

232 P12 **

P

233
236
233 P 12+9  Very beautiful parcel card with 3 kr (one round corner) together with 2
copies 20 øre.
µ 234 P14 **

100

150

20 øre red (Schultz) in a cpl. sheet of 25, very fresh with very well
centered stamps. F=30.000.

500

70 øre violet 1937 (Schultz) in a cpl. sheet of 25, very fresh with extremely well centered stamps. Facit cat. value ca. 16.000.

200

Three copies 20 öre red Schultz printing on late used parcel card sent
from ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 29.X 37” to Godthaab. F=9.000.
Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

500

237
240
Beautiful parcel card Form. A 4 i with 3 copies 20 øre Schultz printing.
Cert. Møller. RARE & ATTRACTIVE.

400

Beautiful Schulz 1 kr. with full date canc. ”GRØNLANDS STYRELSE 3 XI 38”. F=6.000. SUPERB & RARE.

200

70 øre violet 1937 (Andreasen & Lachmann) in a cpl. sheet of 25, very
fresh with extremely well centered stamps. F=18.750.

300

P µ 240 P 13+14+ An exceptional parcel card Form. A 4 i with Schulz 10 & 20 øre together
17 
with 70 øre offset printing 1937. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. RARE.

400

µ 235 P15 **
P µ 236 P14 

P µ 237 P 14 
P

238 P 16 
µ 239 P17 **

52

232
Fresh never hinged pair 3 kr brown.

P

€uro

Later Issues

P

241 15 

µ 242 19-27
**

P µ 243 281v **

Very late censor cover from Greenland to St Pierre & Miquelon.
Franked with 2 x 30 øre American Issue ”JULIANNEHAAB 10.7
1945”. Additional 28 francs for for the re-direction to New York
(registered). US censor label (terminating 15.8 1945) and French type
Airmail label. AN OUTSTANDING COVER.

”DANMARK BEFRIET” 1945 cpl. set (15) with all
the overprint colours, never hinged superb set.
F=30.000.

Inverted overprint on 4,25/0,25 kr. Margrethe provisional. F=9.000. Cert.
Møller. SUPERB.

750

750

200

Collections & Mixed Lots
244 **/*//


Carton with a collection in Leuchtturm album with many better stamps
e.g. Pakkeporto nearly cpl, American issue & Danmark Befriet cpl.
unused etc. Also a collection from the Faroe Islands with e.g. an unused set provisionals with cert. Nielsen, modern year sets etc. Also various duplicates from both countries in stockbooks.

300

245 **/*/

Collection in a Leuchtturm album with e.g. 15 Pakke Porto stamps in
mixed condition. Also a volume with booklets, year sets, minisheets
etc.

200

246 /

Collection in Leuchtturm album incl. Pakke-Porto cpl. excl. F. Nos
1-3 and American issue used and DK Befriet on cover, also 1-7 øre on
souvenir cover. Modern issues including blocks etc. Some modern
stamps **.

300
53

€uro
247 **/

Very clean ** and used stock mostly 1938-50s incl. many sets of the
American issue both used and ** as well as Thule. F=60.000 according
to vendor.

400

Two stockbooks with mixed material, one with some 1945 American
Issue and DK Befriet e.g. used set on an FDC. Another stockbook with
modern ** in quantities.

250

Sheets and year sets. Lot with 8.600 copies F-No. 116 and 5.900 copies
F-No. 130 in sheets. Also two folders with a variation of sheets and ca
130 year sets. Total face value over DKK 25.000. Facit cat. value over
150.000.

Bid

250 **

File box with margin blocks incl. e.g. some early Christian X and Polar
bear and better issues.

Bid

251 **/*/

Remainder lot with two Leuchtturm albums with small collections of
modern material. Also four stockbooks with duplicates.

Bid

252 **/*//


A fine remainder lot in three stockbooks with **/* and used material
and a folder with some better postmarks and a Thule cover with mixed
DK franking.

100

253 

Cover lot in an old stockbook incl. early covers with transit marks from
GRØNLANDS STYRELSE and several better postal history items. Also
an FDC with American Issue and some souvenir covers. Must be inspected.

300

Small box with a few hundred small size commercial covers with a
great variation of frankings and postmarks.

Bid

248 **/*/

249 **

254 

The Danish West Indies

P

255 2 **

3 cents carmine rose in an extremely beautiful never hinged corner
margin block of four. F=6.000. EXCELLENT.

256
P µ 256 11a **
P
54

Bid

257

12 cents first printing, fresh and well centered never hinged strip of 3.
Cert. Møller. F=15.000. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

150

257 13a+b ** 50 cents, both printings in extremely fresh perfectly centered never
hinged copies. F=17.000. EXCELLENT.

200

€uro

P

258 13a **

P µ 259 13b **
P

260 18 **

50 cents violet in the first printing, well centered and fresh never
hinged strip of 3. F=16.500. VERY FINE.

150

259
260
50 cents second printing in a very fresh never hinged block of four.
Cert. Møller. F=30.000. VERY FINE.

300

10 cents perf. 12 3/4 in a never hinged block of four with each stamp
in perfect centering. F=12.000. EXCELLENT.

150

Collections & Mixed Lots
µ 261 **/*/

Exciting accumulation from an estate with mostly
various old auction purchases still on auction lot
cards, in glassines and on album pages incl. many
good items. Much in unused blocks of four or larger multiples incl. ** sheets of e.g. 10 cents perf. 14
(some separation), 50 Bit Postage Due, 1 & 2 Francs
St. Thomas Harbour. Extremely high cat. value.
Please see pictures of the lot on our website.

2.000

262 **/*//


Collection on loose stock cards incl. e.g. a */** margin block of four 3
cents F. No. 2, three copies No. 1*, bicoloured separated in prints incl.
a few isolated frames etc. Several better covers bicoloured, coat of
arms and kings issues, also two with Christmas seals tied to
cover/card and a small section ”C51” cancs. MUST BE INSPECTED. 1.000

263 **/*/

Collection on loose leaves incl. unused, never hinged and used single stamps and blocks with many varieties and isolated frames.
Bicoloured with most printings present incl. bisects and oval flaws.
provisionals, Kings Issues and St.Thomas Harbour. Also a fine section due stamps. A fine collection that must be inspected.
1.000

264 **/*/

Clean stock of various unused and used issues incl. some in multiples
on stockpages. Also some Slesvig 1920 included. Facit ca 100.000 according to vendor.

400

265 **/*/

Collection in stockbook incl. seven square issues and a good looking
used 14 cents with a repaired corner perf. Mixed condition.

Bid
55

Finland
Oval Type

5 Kopek with Original Gum

Lot # 266 µ
1 Ib *
A wonderful pair of 5 kopek blue with small
pearls. Extremely fresh with strong colour and
large margins. A major rarity in Finnish philately.
Certs Gummesson & Schwenson.
EXCELLENT EXHIBITION ITEM
Provenance:
Leo Linder
William H. Gross

56

€uro 20.000

€uro

P

267 1 Ia 

P µ 268 1 I 

P µ 269 1 IIb 

Very beautiful piece with 5 kopek small pearls, good to large margins. Low boxed ”NYCARLEBY 13 SEPT 1857”. Oval Point No.
10410. SUPERB.

750

Beautiful cover from Lovisa 15.4 1858 to Helsingfors with 5 kop.
light blue, small pearls with double ink cross, typical for Lovisa.
Very good to large margins, slight toning in the margin of little
importance. F=50.000. Cert. Gummesson.

750

Beautiful 5 kopek blue large pearls with rectangular ”WIBORG 1.1
1858”. Large margins all around. F=20.000. Cert. Oesch.

500

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
57

€uro

P µ 270 1 IIb  A beautiful 5 kop. with large margins on a slightly
worn envelope to Borgå. Light canc. ”HELSINGFORS 18.9 1858” and ink cross. F=65.000. Cert.
Tuori. VERY FINE.

P

271 1 IIc 

Beautiful 5 kopek greenish blue, large pearls with late canc. ”HELSINGFORS 19.12 1859” and ink cross. Margins all around. F=20.000.

1.000

300

Wide Laid Paper

Lot # 272 µ
1IIcv1 
An exceptional copy 5 kopek greenish blue, large pearls with large margins all around and a clear pen cross. Extremely rare on
wide laid paper. F=150.000 in normal quality. Cert. Schwenson.
SUPERB & VERY RARE
58

€uro 6.000

€uro

P µ 273 2a 

A fantastic cover with 10 kopek reddish carmine
with large margins. Perfect boxed canc. ”HELSINGFORS 19.3 1856” on the stamp and at side.
Cert. Oesch. EXCELLENT.

274
P

274 2b 

P µ 275 2 

P

276 2 

P µ 277 2 

1.000

275

Very bautiful 10 kopek carmine with unusual low boxed ”BJÖRNEBORG 20 JUN 1857”. Sign. HfF. SUPERB.

300

10 kop carmine red with rather small margins on a small piece canc.
with a beautiful strike of the rare low boxed ”KEXHOLM 21 SEPT
58”. Ex. Linder, Mertens & Fabergé. Cert. Gummesson.

400

276
277
10 kopek with very good margins ”HELSINGFORS 3.9 1858” and ink.

100

Very beautiful 10 kop carmine red with very good even margins all
around on a small piece canc. with low boxed ”BRAHESTAD 3 MAJ
1857”. Cert. Gummesson. SUPERB.

300
59

€uro

P µ 278 2e 

Beautiful cover to Sweden with a pair of 10 kopek, cut to shape. Each
stamp with a superb low boxed ”BORGÅ 4. MAR 1858” and ink
cross. Cert. Gummesson & Tuori. RARE.

279
P

279 2w 

280

600

281

Beautiful 10 kopek on narrow laid paper with very good margins
”HELSINGFORS 11.5 1858”. VERY FINE.

200

Roulette
P

280 3ALKb  Very beautiful little piece with a pair of 5 kop. roulette I with light and
well placed Wiborg canc. Facit as singles 5.000+. Sign. Tuori. SUPERB.

P

281 4v 

Very fresh 10 kop. on hard white paper ”WIBORG 19.1 1865”.
SUPERB.

282

60

100
100

283

P

282 5C 

Very beautiful printed matter to Russia with 5 kop. roulette III with blue
”WIBORG 4.3 1871”.

200

P

283 6v3C2 

Very beautiful 8 p. roulette II ”ÅBO 20.7 1874”. SUPERB.

100

3

€uro

P µ 284 6+7C3 

Beautiful cover to Germany with pairs of 10 & 20 penni, both in roulette III. A few perf. faults of little importance. Sent from Helsinki
via Russia 1871. Rare combination over franked with 4 p. Cert. Tuori.
VERY FINE.

285
P

285 6C3+
9C3II 

286

400

289

Cover to London with 3 copies 8 p. and 40 p. in the scarce type II, all in
roulette III ”NIKOLOAISTAD 20.11 1872”. Only one missing perf. and
some toning. F=22.000. SCARCE & FINE.

287

200

288

P

286 7v5C1 

An exceptional piece with 10 p. roulette I with boxed ”NYSTAD 21.8
1875”. SUPERB.

100

P

287 7C3 

Piece with a beautiful pair of 10 p. roulette I on ordinary paper with a
light and well placed canc. Facit as singles 6.000+. VERY FINE.

100

P

288 9C3 

A big and perfectly canc. 40 p. roulette III ”TAMMERFORS 22.7 1871”.
EXCELLENT.

100

P

289 9C3 

A wonderful cover with 40 p. NIKOLAISTAD 21.10 1867”.
EXCELLENT.

100
61

€uro

P

290
290 10C3a 

293
292
291
Beautiful 1 mark yellowish brown with c.d.s. Joensuu and perfect perforation. F=7.500. Oval Point No. 10460. VERY FINE.

250

P

291 10C3b 

Very fresh 1 mark with light low boxed Torneå canc. and perfect perforation. F=8.000. VERY FINE.

250

Coat of Arms
P
P

292 11 
293 11 

A wonderful copy 32 p. Copenhagen printing ”RAUMO 13.3 1876”.
F=10.000. EXCELLENT.

200

Copenhagen printing 32 p. scarce with Swedish canc. ”STOCKHOLM
K.E. 29.7 1875”. The first month of use.

150

Cover to Holland

Lot # 294 µ
11 
Beautiful cover via Russia with 32 penni Copenhagen printing
with railway canc. 5.8 1875. Parts of back flaps missing, but most
of the arr. pmk from Harlingen is there. Very rare on cover and
more so to this destination. F=140.000. Cert. Tuori.
VERY FINE
62

€uro 4.000

€uro

P µ 295 14Sd  An extremely fresh printed matter (mourning
announcement) 1878 to Sweden with a single 8 penni dark green. Lightly canc. with railway canc. and
station No. ”53” separately at top right. Stockholm
transit canc. on back. Very rare single franking,
correctly used. Cert. Schwenson.

2.500

296
298
Very fresh never hinged pair of 20 penni blue vertically imperforate.

100

299
20 penni blue in a beautiful unused margin block of four horizontally
imperforate. The upper two stamps hinged but the lower 2 stamps
hinged only in margin. SCARCE.

200
250

P

296 16Lv5 **

P

297
297 16Lv6
**/*

P

298 16Lv 

Beautiful used pair of 20 penni blue horizontally imperforate canc. ”ILMOLA 10.7.1882”. F=10.000+. Some perfs slightly stained. Scarcely seen used.

P

299 18 

Cover to USA with 32 p. perf. 11 ”BORGÅ 24.8 78”. F=6.000.
VERY FINE & SCARCE.

6

150
63

Tête-Bêche with Gutter

Lot # 300 µ
19SC1b 
A wonderful pair of 1 mark violet perf 11 ”HANGÖ 31.1 1882”. The most beautiful of only 3 such
known. Certs Gummesson & Olamo.

EXCELLENT EXHIBITION RARITY

€uro 15.000
64

€uro

P

301 20 

5 penni green used vertically imperforate on both sides. Not listed in Facit
as such.

Bid

Later Issues

302
P
P

302 129C *
1

303 311v **

303

Very fresh 1 1/2 mark in the rare perf. 14 with wmk posthorn.
F=8.000. SUPERB.

200

Imperforate corner margin copy of 1 mark + 25 penni, never hinged.
Some natural gum bends as usual. F=5.000. SCARCE.

100

Collections

Ex 304
P µ 304 */

305 **/*/

Accumulation on stock cards incl. F. Nos 1 (repaired) and 2 (small
thin), 22 rouletted stamps, 5 & 10 mk. F. Nos 25 & 26. 32 p.
Copenhagen printing. Zeppelin 1930 ** and North Ingermanland
F-1-7 and 8-14 cpl. Most valuable stamps with Schwenson expertise.
1.000
Some imperfections, inspect the entire lot on our website.
Collection in an old album incl. some classics in mixed condition.
From 1960-83 mostly **. Please inspect.

200
65

€uro

Ex 306
P

306 **/*// Collection in a Leuchtturm album with some better stamps incl. a very
large margin copy of 5 kop with small pearls (cert. Gummesson) etc.
The modern part ** incl. some year sets up to 2010. FDCs from the
same period. Also some mint and used duplicates in stockbooks as
well as various material from Åland.

400

Ex 307
P µ 307

Collection 1860-2001 almost complete in two Facit albums, except
some early stamps, mostly unused incl. much **. E.g. Copenhagen
printing (*) sign. Gummesson, 1 m. F. No. 19L **, Russian Type 1891
etc. Please inspect.

750

308 **

Very clean collection Finland mostly ** in two very well filled albums
ca. 1920-2006 and a cpl. ** collection Åland 1984-2007 in an album.
Also two folders with plenty of mostly ** more recent material incl.
booklets etc. which have yet to be placed into the albums.

250

309 

Collection in a Leuchtturm album incl. 15 copies rouletted stamps,
later issues rather cpl. incl. many modern minisheets, combinations
etc. Also some back of the book issues and a few philatelic covers. A
few modern stamps are **.

200

310 

Small stockbook with some better duplicates, e.g. 10 k. oval (close) and
21 rouletted stamps incl. a good looking used 1 mk. and some better
later classics. Somewhat mixed condition.

200

311

A very clean and beautiful old collection in a Stender album 1860-1965
incl. three rouletted stamps and with several beautiful stamps up to
1930. Please inspect

200

*

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
312 **

µ 313 

66

Three file boxes with ** material. A huge number of different stamps in quantities incl. many early issues, cpl. sets etc. Also better back
1.000
of the book issues, locals etc. Very high cat. value.
ROULETTES. Nice little lot from a good collection incl. one 10 kop.
Oval 1856. Otherwise ca 25 used copies roulettes in diff. shades, perforations, paper etc. More or less all with full perforation and in good
quality. Also a 20 p. in roulette IV with a small thin spot. Please inspect.
Can also be viewed on our website.

400

€uro
µ 314 **/*/

Exceptional duplicate lot mainly medium and better singles and sets. E.g. Facit Nos 57 ** imperf.
block of 4, 106 */** (13), 117 C1 * (1) & ** (2), 583II
HaP (13) and more than 30 ** 762v2. Further many
used Lion type incl. the scarce Facit Nos 133, 134,
143, 144 etc., many canc. 1930, also some multiples.
Good quality and very high cat. value. Please
inspect.

1.000

315 **/

Very clean stock of unused and used issues from mostly 1870s-1940s
incl. better ones (with most of the unused being **), also some later
issues. F=112.000 according to vendor.

500

µ 316 **//

Ship-figure cancellations, mostly on postcards in a remainder lot also
containing some modern Åland varieties incl. 3 copies Facit No. 23v2
**. Please inspect.

100

Lot with 37 different FDCs 1946-62, mostly sent registered to Sweden
incl. some better ones.

100

LOCAL POST around 1870, Helsingfors and Tammerfors. Small lot on
pages. Norma 2002 Euro 1.970 acc. to enclosed list.

100

319 

OFFICIALLY SEALED KILOWARE. 13 kg. boxes from 1978 and earlier.
A scarce offer.

300

320 **/*/

Various mint and used duplicates in three small stockbooks with some
medium priced stamps.

Bid

317 
µ 318

Åland
321 **/

322 

Extensive collection 1984-2010 ** sets, gutter pairs, gutter blocks of 10,
minisheets and booklets (several of each) etc. as well as normal FDCs
as well as gutter pair FDCs etc. Michel cat. value ca. € 7.000 according
to vendor.

250

CROWN POST. More than 40 covers from early 1800, mostly with
contents and with nice crown coils. All sent locally e.g. to Westmyra,
Sviby, Bommarsund etc. Please inspect.

200

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
67

€uro

Iceland
Postal History

P µ 323 DK24 

Danish 16 Skilling with numeral canc. ”236” Reykjavik. Cert. JKE.

Bid

Skilling Issue

P

324
324 1v2 (*)

P µ 325 2 

P

326 4v1 * *

P µ 327 6 *

325
326
327
Very beautiful imperf. 2 sk.with large margins, as always without
gum. F=5.500. SUPERB.

150

Small letter piece with upright antiqua date stamp ”AKUREYRI
7.11”. Cert. Möller. SUPERB.

400

Very fresh copy 16 sk. in the rare perf. 14 with inverted watermark.
Especially difficult to find with perfect perforation. F=15.000+. Cert.
Møller.

250

An exceptional 4 sk. perf 12 1/2 in unusually good centering and perforation. Part of two watermarks crown. F=20.000. Cert. Møller.
SUPERB.

750

Aurar Issue perf. 14 x 13 1/2

328
P µ 328 13a 

68

329
330
331
332
Very beautiful 16 aur in the scarce dark brown shade with superb canc.
”SVEINSTADIR 6.4”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Møller.
Very beautiful 16 aur brown with excellent canc. ”DYRAFJÖRDUR
4.7”. SUPERB.

100

100

P

329 13c 

P

330 13d 

Exceptional copy of 16 aur brown ”SEYDISFJÖRDUR 16.3”. EXCELLENT.

100

P

331 13 

Rare oval postmark on 16 aur brown perf. 14 ”C. 31/” normally used in
Copenhagen as arrival mark on the reverse of incoming letters.

Bid

P

332 14b **

Well centered block of 4 of 20 aur violet. F=4.500+. SUPERB.

100

€uro

Aurar Issue perf. 12 3/4

P

333 20 **

P µ 334 30 *

Beautiful 3 aur with small ”3”. F=5.000. SUPERB.

100

Very fresh copy of the rare 40 aur, less than 40 copies existing. No
hinge mark but at the top of a few perforations the gum is slightly
2.000
affected. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. VERY FINE.

Prir Issue

P µ 335 32 

P µ 336 33 

Beautiful Prir in perf 14, very scarce with full and upright cancellation ”REYKJAVIK 1.11 97”, which also is the First Day! Very well
centered. F=20.000++. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. EXCELLENT

600

A very fresh and beautiful copy of the rare 3 on 5 aur LARGE Prir
canc. in October 1897 (before date of issue, please see note in Facit).
F=35.000. Cert. Grønlund.
1.000
69

€uro

337
P µ 337 36 **
P µ 338 36 

338

Very fresh and beautiful Prir overprint in small letters, rare never
hinged. F=22.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

800

Small Prir on printed matter canc. ”REYKJAVIK 11.11 97” with
”HAFNARFJÖRDUR” crown canc. alongside. Faint fold at far left.
Cert. Kaiser.

150

Í Gildi Issue

339

340

343

P µ 339 38 *

3 aur yellow perf. 14 x 13 1/2 in a fine unused copy. Cert. Lasse
Nielsen. F=13.000.

250

P µ 340 40 *

16 aur brown perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with black Í GILDI overprint. F=13.000.
Cert. Møller. RARE.

300

P µ 341 46A *

16 aur brown perf. 14 x 13 1/2 with red Í GILDI overprint in a fine
unused copy. Cert. Lasse Nielsen. F=65.000. VERY RARE.
2.000

P µ 342 52 **

Black Í GILDI on 6 aur grey perf. 12 3/4 in a perfect unmounted copy.
F=12.000. Cert. Møller. VERY FINE.

300

6 aur grey perf. 12 3/4 with inverted black Í GILDI overprint. Cert.
Lasse Nielsen. F=7.000. VERY FINE.

200

P µ 343 52v *
1

70

342

€uro

Christian IX

P

344 75 **

5 Kr. grey & red brown in exceptional centering. EXCELLENT COPY.

Bid

Silhouette Issues

345

346

P

345 (*)

ESSAY. Frederik VIII 5 aur red. SCARCE.

200

P

346 116 

Single 20 aur Sigurdsson on ship letter from Reykjavik via ”EDINBURGH 10 FE 14” to Copenhagen. Violet ”PAQUEBOT”. One back
flap is missing.

Bid

Later Issues

P µ 347 103+121+ Fantastic Ahrenberg flight cover franked with a pair of 10 kr/2 kr
143...  Christian IX, two copies 2 kr/25 aur Sigurdsson, 2 kr Christian X etc.
canc. ”REYKJAVIK 9.VI.29” sent by airmail to Ivigtut, Greenland
and then onwards by ship to New York. With three row cachet on
back: ”Par aviators Ahrenberg Floden Iceland New York” as well as
several ”NEW YORK SEPT 11 1929” arrival cancs on back.
VERY RARE COVER, ONLY 65 FLOWN!
1.000
71

€uro

348
P

P

348 128v+
195v 

349 134 

349

Parcel card from ”KØBENHAVN 24.8.33” to Iceland with Danish kr.
2,70 franking and fiscally used 5 aur Christian X (pair) and 20 aur
Gullfoss with framed ”Tollur”. Flawless quality. RARE.

400

Single 20 aur Christian X blue on a rare ship letter from Reykjavik
canc. in ”VEJLE 13.10.21” with violet single line cachet ”Fra Jsland”
(rare). Only a few known. SUPERB.

200

350
P

P

P

P
72

350 136+
169 

352

Ship letter from Reykjavik canc. ”HAMBURG 1 / Schiffsbrief, Paquebot,
über Hamburg 19.3.29” sent to Denmark.
VERY RARE ROUTING TO DENMARK.

Bid

351 189-93  1930 Parliament Air Mail. Exhibition page with a cpl. set + a correctly
franked reg. cover with three copies 20 aur.

Bid

352 195R 

Single franking 20 aur Gullfoss from slotmachine on a ship letter from
Reykjavik to Aarhus canc. ”GLASGOW 10 AUG 1937”. RARE.

Bid

353
354
353 146+205+ Registered ”Petersen” cover canc. with five unusually beautiful strikes of
213+219 ”SALTHOLMAVIK 14.4.38” bridge canc. Transit canc. ”BUDARDA
LUR 16.IV.38” and ”REYKJAVIK 23.IV.38” arrival on back.

100

354 212+214+ Beautiful registered ”Petersen” cover canc. with five perfect strikes of
218...  ”STAFAFELL 16.4.38” bridge canc. Transit canc. ”HORNAFJÖRDUR
16.IV.38” and ”REYKJAVIK 18.IV.38” arrival on back.

100

€uro

Ex 355
P µ 355 228P+
232P **

20 aur and 50 aur Geysir, 5 proofs on gummed paper in different
colours (3 x 20 aur, 2 x 50 aur). One with small thin spots in margin, of
minor importance. SCARCE.

356
P

356 229 

600

Ex 357

Ship letter with a single 35 aur Geysir sent to London via ”GRIMSBY
24 MY 39” with framed ”GRIMSBY SHIP-LETTER”.

Bid

P µ 357 268-73 ** 1944 Jon Sigurdsson set cpl. in never hinged matching corner blocks of
four.

Bid

Official Issues

P µ 358 Tj 1 *

4 sk. perf. 14 in a very representable lightly hinged copy in the usual
centering. Some small black paper remnants on back, two perfs
slightly improved according to the cert. Cert. Møller. F=70.000.
A RARE STAMP.
1.500
73

€uro

359

360

P

359 Tj 6 **

10 aur blue in a never hinged block of 10. F=22.000.

150

P

360 Tj 17 **

Beautiful and fresh 10 aur blue Í GILDI perf. 14 x 13 1/2. F=7.500.
VERY FINE.

150

Booklets

P

361 H7

Very fresh booklet 5 x 5 + 10 + 25 aur Fishes in perfect condition.
F=7.500.

200

Collections
362 **/*

Unused collection 1873-1973 in a well filled Leuchtturm album with
many better stamps and sets throughout incl. Officials. High cat.
value.

500

363 **/*

Clean unused collection with many better ** stamps and sets e.g. 1930
Alting + airmail sets cpl, 1930 officials cpl. * etc. High cat. value.

500

364 **

Clean collection mostly ** in two albums with very few stamps before
1930 but the Republic cpl. 1944-2006 except the 25 kr Parliament
Building. Also some loose stamps and sets etc. in a folder which have
yet to be put into the albums incl. ** year sets 2007-2009.

200

365 **/*/

Collection from 1873 - 1997 incl. many better stamps. High cat. value.

500

366 **/*/

Collection 1873-1974 mixed used and unused with many good stamps
and sets, the Kingdom part mostly used incl. a cpl. set 1930 Millenary
etc. High cat. value.

400

367 **/*/

Collection 1873-2008 in a Leuchtturm album incl. officials and better
kings issues, provisionals and better sets e.g. Parliament (incl. official).
Also a beautiful used 8 skilling official stamp and three charity christmas stamps.

400

Collection in several albums, often with both unused and used incl.
some better ** stamps, sections of crown and numeral canc. etc. Also a
bundle of year sets and a small box of booklets from other Nordic
countries. Please see pictures on our website.

500

Clean used collection in a Leuchtturm album 1876-1995 with many
medium priced stamps.

200

µ 368 **/*//


369 

74

€uro

Ex 370
P µ 370 /

EXHIBITION COLLECTION CHRISTIAN X 1920-37 type I & II incl.
provisionals beautifully mounted on 51 pages. Incl. superb postmarks and interesting covers e.g. high values and bridge canc.
”SANDNES” and with many varieties. All denominations are present, many on covers. The entire collection can be inspected on our
website. PLEASE INSPECT.
1.000

µ 371 572 // Collection 1978 1000 kr. Painting beautifully mounted on 72 exhibition pages demonstrating the use of this stamp during the inflation
period on covers, parcel cards etc. and including many superb bridge type cancs, 265 stamps off cover in total. Also many rate tables.
The entire collection can be inspected on our website.
A VERY INTERESTING COLLECTION.

Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 372 **/*/

Small lot mostly with expensive skilling and aurar stamps in good
quality and mostly with certs (except one 16 sk with small faults).
Also some nice numeral and crown cancellations on cards incl.
numeral canc. ”264” on small piece (post-canc.). Total Facit cat. value
is 83.800 for sound stamps. 10 certs enclosed. Please see pictures on
our website.

500

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
75

€uro

P µ 373 

P µ 374 

P µ 375 /

76

CANCELLATIONS. Selection of Oval aur stamps with nice cancellations of various types mostly on stamps in very good quality.
Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

250

Ex 374
Interesting lot of 11 scarcer Money Letters incl. some very beautiful
ones. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

400

Ex 375
SHIP MAIL. Collection Copenhagen OMK (Omkarteringspostkontoret) mounted on 30 beautiful exhibition pages demonstrating
the great variation of ”KØBENHAVN OMK” cancel types as well as
”FRA ISLAND” and ”Paquebot” marks. 30 covers in total and a greater number of single stamps, pieces and blocks. The entire collection can be inspected on our website.

750

€uro
µ 376 

µ 377

•

Exceptional remainder lot of mostly exepensive
items, many 4 sk. 1873 incl. a pair * in perf. 12 1/2
and a used pair of 3 prir perf. 14 x 13 1/2. Many certificates. Please inspect!

400

1.500

µ 378 

Group of 3 early airmail covers on pages incl. 50 aur with aeroplane
overprint canc. ”HRAUNGERDI”. Also a few **/* airmail stamps
1928-30.

Bid

µ 379 

Album filled with old covers, much from WWII incl. better censor and
military mail items. Also a some modern year sets and a few titles of
literature on Icelandic cancellations and postal history. Please see
sample pictures on our website.

300

380 **/*/

Lot with various used and unused sets and singles mostly 1902-40s
incl. many better sets e.g. used F. Nos 63-75, 108-20, 145-57, 173-87 on
piece and unused F. nos. 76-90, 91-97, 124-43 etc. High cat. value.

500

µ 381 *//

Interesting group of items with e.g. forged I Gildi and Thrir (2 covers)
overprints, forged cancellations, post-cancelled 10/5 kr Two kings,
beautiful regummed 3 sk in perfect centering etc. Please see pictures of
the entire lot on our website.

150

Lot with older stamps from an estate incl. better Skilling and Aur
stamps with certificates, better kings stamps, better well centered
Christian X issues in ** blocks of four etc. Total of 8 Certs. F=106.000.
Pictures of the entire lot can be viewed at our website.

500

Two stockbooks with mixed material, e.g. with a used corner margin
copy 3 skilling c.t.o. and a used 10 aur Í GILDI perf. 14 and a few other
better stamps.

Bid

µ 382 **/*/

383 **/*/

•

SHIPMAIL. Lot with 15 covers cancelled in transit in various foreign
ports incl. some better ones, mostly in very fine quality. Please see
pictures of the entire lot on our website.

µ 384

Very interesting lot with essays for the 1991 Nordia
minisheets by artist Thröstur Magnusson, later engraved by Slania. Around 20 items in total in various
oversizes, some very large (suitable for display).
Many are signed by the artist. Also some papers
relating to the development of the issue. Please see
pictures on our website.

1.200

Ex 385
P µ 385 

Interesting selection of beautiful cancellations on Aur Officials incl.
some pairs. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

250
77

€uro

P

386 

5000 KR stimpilmerki documentary revenue in a fantastic cancelled to
order corner margin block of four. VERY RARE.

250

Remainders of a large exhibition collection of revenues and revenue
documents incl. many Stimpilmerki values and types which are
extremely difficult to find on documents, very broad range of different document types etc. Must be inspected to appreciate.

400

Small bundle of documents of various sorts, mostly with various revenues incl. very many unusual usages e.g. a 1930s marriage licence with
the coat of arms embossed etc. Please inspect.

100

Ex 389
Ex 392
Small but very interesting selection of mostly better revenue items incl.
a 1937 Tollur document, scarce saving stamp booklets etc. Please see
pictures on our website.

250

390

Box containing many hundreds of old invoices and other documents
with and without revenue stamps incl. many decorative and interesting items.

200

391

Various modern colour errors and Cinderella material incl. Christmas
seals back to 1920s, saving stamps, cpl. sheet of 24 of Akranes 1926
Sailor Aid, children, sport etc. Please inspect.

Bid

Small group of mostly censored covers incl. some very scarce items
e.g. an unfranked local courier letter with American censor label,
censored newspaper wrapper sent to the US, 1939 censored postcard
to England etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

200

Small box with hundreds of covers and cards mostly 1920s-50s incl.
some better items. Good variety. Please inspect.

500

µ 387

388

P µ 389

•

P µ 392 

393 

•

394 

Lot with 78 unused copies of 5 aur I Gildi Postal stationery card (F. No.
12II) with two different printed forms from Söfnunarsjodur Islands on
back in very good quality. F=27.300.

250

395 

Box with several hundred covers mostly 1930s-50s. Please inspect.

150

Unusual lot with ca. 180 items, starting with some very unusual early
1930s COD cards (Postkrafa) and then mostly parcel cards with higher
values 1960s-80s incl. many good items. Please see pictures on our
website.

200

µ 396 

78

€uro

Norway
Postal History

Ex 397
P µ 397 

Two covers 1858-59 sent from France with due handstamps ”26”, transit
cancs on front.

150

4 Skilling 1855

P µ 398 1 

P µ 399 1 

Very beautiful 4 sk. with rare numeral ”27” BIRID. R 5. Cert. Aune.
SUPERB.

400

Very clear and rare numeral ”170” LAURDAL I JARLSBERG. R 6.
Cert. Aune

500

79

€uro

P µ 400 1 

P

401 1 

P µ 402 1 

Beautiful 4 sk. with a full strike of the extremely
rare numeral ”361” GJESVÆR. RR. Cert. Aune.
VERY FINE.

Beautiful strike of 11 bar grid canc. in blue ink on 4 sk. blue.

Beautiful and full strike of the rare ”L/S” canc. from
Waagen. Cert. Aune. VERY FINE & RARE.

P µ 403 1vm1+v8 Reversed watermark. 4 sk. with this rare variety and also the secon
dary variety of the re-engraved corner in pos. D 34. F=20.000. Sign.
Moldenhauer & cert. Aune. VERY RARE.
80

1.000

Bid

2.000

750

Largest Block on Cover

Lot # 404 µ

An exceptional cover to Russia with a block of 8,
which is the largest multiple recorded on a cover!
Nicely canc. ”BERGEN 3.3 1856”. The block is
repaired, but still a great rarity in Norwegian
Philately. Cert. Aune.
Provenance:
Arnold Nyman, Large Gold
€uro 10.000

81

€uro

Oscar

P

405 2 

Very beautiful 2 sk. Oscar I with a perfect British ship canc. ”383”
HULL. EXCELLENT & SCARCE.

200

Collections
406 **

Very clean unused collection ca. 1930-2007 in two albums with the post
war period cpl. **. Also some extra mostly modern material in an envelope.

250

407 **/*/

Collection 1856 - 1989 in an album, well filled from 1870s e.g. Legion
stamp * etc. The collection is ** from 1966.

200

408 **/*/

Collection in an album 1856 - 1989. Well filled from ca 1910, ** from
1970.

150

409 **/*//


Collection Norway in 9 stockbooks in a carton, the modern part often
with never hinged, used and one FDC of the same issue. Modern face
value ca. NOK 3.000 as well as some good stamps and sets in the early
part.

250

Used collection 1856 - 1963 in an Estett album nearly cpl. with good
skilling and posthorn stamps incl. 12 øre unshaded posthorn etc.
Some better later issues such as the legion stamp, 3 different London
overprinted stamps * etc. Total Facit cat. value is over 60.000 when
only stamps over 50 kr have been counted.

500



A fine and rather cpl. collection 1855-1999 in Stender album incl. a total
of 35 skilling stamp with a fine No. 1 etc, 12 øre dull green and a 21 mm
1 ½ kr. Haakon VII with cert. Nielsen.

250

412 

Collection 1855-2008 in two Leuchtturm albums incl. Dues and
Officials and some better skilling stamps. A rather cpl. collection.

300

410 

411

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
413 

Two stockbooks with duplicates with e.g. some skilling stamps incl.
beautiful F. Nos 1 and 2.

200

414 */

Small remainder collections on loose leaves, one with some better used
oval stamps. Please inspect.

250

Two pages from an old collection with ** stamps 1925-27 as well as a
postcard canc. ”KINGS BAY” 1925 and a 1927 airmail cover to France.
Please see pictures on our website.

Bid

µ 415 **/

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
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€uro

Sweden
Friday 2 October
13.00 hrs

Prephilately

416
P

416 

P

417 

P

418 

P

419 

417

Very beautiful courier cover 1630 to Axel Oxenstierna in East Prussia
with note ”cito” 4 times! Addressed in 7 lines.
EXCELLENT & RARE.

500

Beautiful small cover canc. with scarce RAMUNDEBODA
22.11.1833” Type 1 Arc canc. F=8.000. SCARCE.

500

418
419
Very beautiful cover canc. with boxed ”NORA 21.9.1857” (type 5) as
well as an oval ”FRANCO” handstamp.

150

Cover dated ”Norrköping 14.10.1857” sent to Stockholm canc. with
octagonal ”4 sk. STOCKHOLM 18.10.1857” on arrival.

150

Covers Sent Abroad
Please see also Lot # 747

P

420 

P

421 

420
421
Beautiful little cover dated ”Gefle 20.3.1802” sent to Nantes (France)
with two strikes of straight line ”SUEDE” handstamp.
Very beautiful cover to France sent from ”STOCKHOLM 10.5.1831”,
Frco. Stralsund, transit canc. ”GREIFSWALD 14. MAI”. A small tear on
front of little importance.

150

100
83

€uro

422

423

P

422 

Beautiful little cover to Germany canc. with boxed ”UPSALA
21.9.1856”, ”Aus Schweden” in red ink as well as rate markings on
front.

100

P

423 

Cover sent to Austria canc. ”SKÖFDE 11.12.1856”, Franco and via
Ystad notations, boxed ”Aus Schweden” handstamp on front as well
as several transit cancellations on back.

200

424

425

426

P

424 

Cover sent to Italy canc. ”NEDER-KALIX 23.7.1865” various transit
canc. on front and back.

200

P

425 

Cover sent to Switzerland canc. ”STOCKHOLM 19.3.1867”. Various
rate markings on front as well as five different transit and arrival
handstamps on back.

100

Beautiful registered Sven Hedin cover sent to Osh, Kyrgizstan (Russian
Empire) franked with two copies 20 öre Oscar canc. ”STOCKHOLM
21.4.02”, arrival canc. on back.

200

P

426 56 

427
P µ 427 60 

P

428 73+99 

428
Registered Sven Hedin cover sent to British India franked with a single 1
kr Oscar canc. ”STOCKHOLM 5.9.01”. Transit canc. ”SEA POST OFFICE 6.SE.01” and arrival canc. ”LEH KASHMIR 30.SE.01”. Stamp with
one bent corner perf.

200

Cover sent to Western Australia canc. ”SÖDERTÄLJE 9.9.19”. Unknown
in this period according to Facit. Some bends in the card.

Bid

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockhom 23 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
84

€uro

Covers Sent to Sweden
Please see also Lots # 157, 726, 732, 826, 827, 959, 1016 & 1017

429

430

432

429 

Cover sent from Trieste to Sweden in 1858 with e.g. ”STRALSUND”
transit canc. on back.

Bid

P µ 430 

Cover from 1862 sent from Sardinia with red ”SARDEGNA” on front as
well as various rate markings and ”MALMÖ 2.5.1862”. Sent via
”HAMBURG K.S.P.A.” with nine different transit canc. on back. Please
see a picture of the reverse on our website.

Bid

P

431 Mi 4+5  A rare cover from Württemberg to Sweden with the two high values 9
& 18 kr. ”WILDBAD 10 AUG 53”. Defective, but very rare.

Bid

P

432 

P

Cover from Finland 1899 salvaged from the wreck of S/S Bore canc. in
Sjundeå, presumably 28.9 1899 with a perforated label reading ”Tillhör
Ångf. BORES post.” where the stamp has previously sat.

Bid

Skilling Banco

P µ 433 1b 

3 Sk. Bco bluish green ”STOCKHOLM 3.1 1858”. Bent corner perf.
Certs F. Obermüller & Bo Grenstedt. VERY FINE.

750
85

€uro

434
P µ 434 11E2 

436

437

150

435 2c 

A very fresh 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade. Unusual with ink
cross.

Bid

P µ 436 2e 

An exceptional 4 Sk. Bco blue ”WADSTENA 7.5 1857”. Cert
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB - EXCELLENT. 4-5, 4, 5

250

P µ 437 2g 

Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the scarce bright blue shade ”STOCKHOLM 15.9
1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

150

438
438 2h 

439
440
441
Beautiful little piece with 4 Sk. Bco light blue with superb canc.
”HAPARANDA 17.6 1857”.

Bid

P µ 439 2h1 

An extremely fresh 4 Sk. Bco light blue with clear ”STOCKHOLM 10.9
1857”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

100

Well centered 4 Sk. Bco light blue ”NORRTELJE 9.1 1858”. SUPERB.

100

A very beautiful 4 Sk. Bco pale blue with excellent canc. ”CARLSHAMN 19.4 1857”. One lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 5, 4

200

P

P

P

440 2h1 

P µ 441 2h2 

P µ 442 2i 

86

435

Used reprint 1868 II 3 Sk. Bco with a local STOCKHOLM TUR canc.
Minor perf. faults of little importance. Very rare used. F=8.000. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Lundström. FINE COPY.

An exceptional cover with a well centered 4 Sk. Bco
in the scarce grey ultramarine shade in highest possible quality. Extremely clear canc. ”WADSTENA
15.11 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
EXCELLENT ITEM. 5, 3-4, 5,5

2.500

€uro

P µ 443 2j1 

P µ 444 2j1 

P µ 445 2j3 

P µ 446 2k2 

443
445
Very beautiful copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull ultramarine shade with
arc. canc. ”SKARA 13.12 1857”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

A wonderful cover with 4 Sk. Bco in the rare dull
ultramarine shade (slate group) with excellent canc.
”LINKÖPING 25.12 1857”. Certs Obermüller Wilén
& Menzinsky. SUPERB. 4, 3, 5, 4
Beautiful 4 Sk. Bco in the rare ulmarish grey shade with rectangular canc.,
one short perf. Interesting dry printing. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
FINE COPY.

A fantastic 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light dull blue shade
(turqouise group) with superb arc canc. ”UMEÅ
11.11 1857”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

2.500

200

2.500
87

€uro

P µ 447 2k3 

A wonderful 4 Sk. Bco in the rare light grey blue
shade (turqouise group) with extremely clear canc.
”CARLSHAMN 17.10 1857”. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 4

448

449

P

448 2 

4 Sk. Bco on small cover canc. ”HJO 21.9.1856”.

100

P

449 2 

4 Sk. Bco blue with rectangular canc. ”PHILIPSTAD”.

Bid

450

451

452

453

P µ 450 2E1 *

An extremely fresh and well centered copy of 4 Sk. Bco in the first
reprint 1868. Interesting coloured spot to the right of the shield. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

P µ 451 3a1 

Very beautiful 6 Sk. Bco grey with superb canc. ”GEFLE 7.5 1856”, one
short perf. F=12.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 452 3a 

Nice little piece with 6 Sk. Bco grey ”STOCKHOLM 12.9 1856”. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Strandell. VERY FINE

250

P µ 453 3a1 

Beautiful little piece with two copies 6 Sk. Bco grey, each with a rectangular ”MÖNSTERÅS 8.8 1855”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE.

600

1

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockhom 23 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
88

2.500

€uro

454

455

456

457

P µ 454 3d 

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco in the rare grey brown shade ”STOCKHOLM 22.5
1856” and part of a red foreign canc. Strong colour, one lightly bent
corner perf. F=24.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

400

P µ 455 3e 

Very fresh and well centered 6 Sk. Bco brownish grey ”STOCKHOLM
26.2 1858”. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 456 3f 

Beautiful 6 Sk. Bco in the last shade, grey brown with complete canc.
”STOCKHOLM 19.3 1858”. One lightly bent corner perf. F=13.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

250

Exceptional 6 Sk. Bco reprint 1885. EXCELLENT COPY.

200

P

457 3E4 **

P µ 458 4a (*)

459

A wonderful 8 Sk. Bco of the first shade in perfect centering and
1.000
strong colour, one creased corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

460

461

462

P µ 459 4a 

8 Sk. Bco reddish orange on small piece canc. with beautiful boxed
”BOLLNÄS 31.3.1856”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

400

P µ 460 4f 

Very beautiful 8 Sk. Bco dull yellow in very good centering ”STOCKHOLM 27.11 1857”. Certs Obermüller Wilén & Nils Svensson.
VERY FINE.

200

P µ 461 4g 

Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco in the rare shade orange yellow, blurred printing, one
short perf. ”STOCKHOLM 14.1 1858”. F=9.500. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

200

462 4h 

Beautiful 8 Sk. Bco orange ”STOCKHOLM 11.3 1858”. Cert. Bühler.
VERY FINE.

P

100
89

€uro

463
P µ 463 5c 

464

465

Very fresh 24 Sk. Bco orangish red ”STOCKHOLM 10.7 1857”.
F=18.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500

P µ 464 5c 

Beautiful 24 Sk. Bco orangish red ”STOCKHOLM 22.1 1857”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

400

P µ 465 5d 

Beautiful piece with 24 Sk. Bco light orange red ”STOCKHOLM 28.9
1857”. F=19.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén & sign. Strandell.
VERY FINE.

500

Largest Multiple Known

Lot # 466 µ
5d 
Very beautiful strip of 3 of 24 Sk. Bco light orange red on
a piece. Each stamp with a superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM
28.8 1857”. Cert. Harbrecht.
EXHIBITION RARITY
€uro 7.500
90

€uro

P µ 467 1-5E2 (*)

Ex 467
3-24 Sk. Bco cpl. set of 1868 without gum (presumably reprint II). 3 Sk.
with a couple of short perfs.

150

Local Issues

Unique Strip of 3

Lot # 468
6a3 
Beautiful strip of 3 of 3 öre, which is the largest multiple
and only known in used condition of the black local
issue. Some perfs separated and supported by hinges.
Pos. 14-16 confirmed by Sjöman, showing a shorter
distance between pos. 15 & 16 (from different quarter
sheets). Each stamp with a superb star canc. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Sjöman.
VERY FINE EXHIBITION RARITY
Provenance:
Lauson Stone, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 74
€uro 9.000

91

€uro

Coat of Arms

P µ 469 7b1 

P µ 470 7b1+9c2,
14Bc1 

92

469
471
A very interesting and beautiful 5 öre green with an excellent canc.
”GAMLEBY 29.27 1865”. Note the misstake in the month figure made
by the postal clerk! Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 3, 5

Bid

Rare combination of franking on cover to Norway with 5 and 12 öre
Coat of Arms as well as 3 öre Lying Lion canc. with beautiful ”LJUSDAL 4.2.1867”. Very good appearance but however an archival fold
through the stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

500

Very fresh 5 öre light yellow green.

Bid

P

471 7f2 *

P

472 7+20  A wonderful mixed franking to Portugal with 5 öre
together with 20 öre Circle Type in pair ”PKXP 19.5
1873”. SUPERB.

2.000

€uro

473
474
Beautiful piece with 9 öre blue violet in a vertical strip of 3 ”STOCKHOLM 19.9 1866”.F=13.200. Copy of cert. Sjöman. VERY FINE.

300

P µ 474 8b+9h + An exceptional piece with 9, 12 and 24 öre. Each stamp with an excellent canc. ”ÅHUS 14.7 1862”, two minor faults. Cert. Obermüller
10d1 
Wilén. SUPERB.

300

P µ 473 8d 
1

P µ 475 8b 

P µ 476 8d+
11e1+
12f1 

Very beautiful near zone rate shipletter to Denmark
with two copies 9 öre nicely canc. with Danish
numeral canc. ”1” and at side ”FRA SVERRIG 9.9
1864”. F=45.000+. Certs Sjöman & Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE & RARE.

1.500

Very rare registered double rate cover to France
with 50 öre in pair together with 9 and 30 öre. The
latter two with each one short perf. of no importance ”STOCKHOLM 20.11 1865”. F=60.000. Cert.
Sjöman. FINE - VERY FINE.

1.500
93

€uro

P µ 477 9a1 

Very rare near zone rate cover to Norway franked with 12 öre greenish dark blue canc. ”FUNÄSDALEN 18.11.1858”. F=35.000. Cert.
1.200
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

478

479

P µ 478 9c v 

Bid

P µ 479 9c3+14Be Very interesting piece with 2 copies each of 12 öre and 3 öre Lion Type,

two creased perfs. Two superb and canc. ”ANK”, scarcely used on
stamps. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

400

480
P

480 9 

P µ 481 10h2 

P µ 482 11e 
2

P
94

481

Utropstecknet! (The exclamation mark). A very clear and visible
example of this exceptional variety from pos. 53 in plate VI with a light
Lysekil canc. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

3 6

483 11 

482

483

An exceptional little cover with full contents. The 12 öre stamp as well
as the canc. ”STOCKHOLM 13.7 1870” are perfectly centered! Extra
interesting as the line is under the ”7” instead of in between the date
figures. EXCELLENT ITEM.

Bid

Very beautiful 24 öre reddish orange with perfect canc. ”WADSTENA
28.9 1867”. One slightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB. 4, 3, 5

100

Very beautiful and well centered 30 öre brown ”OUSBY 2.6 1871”.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB- EXCELLENT. 4-5, 4-5, 5

300

30 öre brown canc. on the second day 2.7.1858 in Stockholm. RARE.

Bid

€uro

P µ 484 11h+
17d+
21g 

An exceptional mixed franking to Spain with 30 öre
together with Circle Type 3 & 12 öre ”PKXP Nr 6
UPP 19.3 1873”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

1.500

P µ 485 12h+21b Very beautiful insured letter with mixed franking 50 öre together

with 12 öre Circle Type ”FLODA 3.10 1872”. Small tear in the envelope,
not touching the stamps, on back 5 seals and a red/white thread. Cert.
1.000
Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
95

Rare Block of 4 on Cover

Lot # 486 µ
14Bc1 
A fantastic cover with 3 öre brown in block of 4 perf.
by the tool of 1855. Only one other such cover
known! Each stamp with a superb canc. ”STOCKHOLM 13.5 1866”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB EXHIBITION RARITY. 4, 4, 4, 4
Provenance:
Hugo Josefsson, Grand Prix STOCKHOLMIA 86

96

€uro 8.000

€uro

Lion Type

P

487 14Bf 

Beautiful 3 öre brown orange with superb ”SKÖFDE 7.12.1871”.

488

489

P µ 488 14Bdv1  3 öre orange brown type II printed on both sides. Some small faults.
F=33.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. RARE.
P µ 489 15b1 

Bid

Very beautiful piece with a vertical pair of 17 öre reddish lilac. Each
stamp with a superb canc. ”GÖTEBORG 22.5 1866”. Scarce. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

P µ 490 14Bc1+ Very rare franking combination 3 öre brown and 17
15b1  öre reddish lilac on cover to norway canc. ”HEDEMORA 9.2.1867”. One short perf. of little significance. F=30.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

500

200

1.000

97

€uro

P µ 491 15c+
9c3 

Beautiful cover to Italy with 17 öre grey (corner
damaged) and two 12 öre with superb canc. ”ORSA
4.11 1870”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

492

4.000

493

P µ 492 15c 

17 öre bluish grey on cover to the Netherlands, inside dated Malmö 21
april 1871 with some stamps removed. Transit canc. ”STRALSUND
21.4.1871” and arrival canc. ”AMSTERDAM 23.4.1871”. The stamp
canc. by manuscript canc. Cert. F. Obermüller. RARE.

500

P µ 493 16b1 

Beautiful cover with 20 öre brownish orange red sent to Norway canc.
with beautiful ”HEDEMORA 17.1.1867”. The stamp has an interesting
clearly visible extra frame line at left as well as somewhat frayed left
and lower frame lines. One short perf. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
SUPERB.

250

Circle Type perf. 14

P µ 494 17f 
98

A wonderful strip of 4 of 3 öre on a piece with two excellent canc.
”NORDMALING 7.10 1874”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

€uro

P

495 20a

496

Very beautiful cover franked with two copies 6 öre in the first shade in
very good centering (upside down) canc. ”PKXP. N:r 11 20.10.1872”
with ”MARIEHOLM 20.10.1872” alongside. F=24.000. SUPERB.

497

300

500

P

496 20c 

Very clean printed matter franked with 6 öre in the scarcer ultramarine
violet shade on ordinary paper canc. ”STOCKHOLM 4.9.1872”. F=3.000.

100

P

497 20c 

6 öre ultramarine violet on ordinary paper in strong colour on a printed matter canc. ”STOCKHOLM 17.4.1873”. F=3.000.

100

Pen canc. ”Blackstad 29/3” on a 6 öre bluish lilac with a light verical
crease. Probably before 1874, when Blackstad got its date canc. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. FINE & VERY RARE.

400

A very beautiful piece with 2 each of 6 reddish violet and 12 öre
”WERNAMO 21.4 1875”. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB.

200

P µ 498 20d 

P µ 499 20e+
21m 
P

500 20h 

Beautiful printed matter franked with 6 öre in the scarcer bluish grey
shade canc. ”MALMÖ 9.1.1875”. F=3.000.

100
99

€uro

501
P

501 21 

502

503

Beautiful 12 öre dull ulmarish blue with pen canc. ”Hofmantorp 1/5
1874” and part of canc. SUPERB.

100

P µ 502 21c 

Very beautiful strip of 3 of 12 öre, a few short perfs. The left stamp with
a vertical pre-printing fold (dragspel) in the middle. Scarce. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

503 22f 

Very beautiful 20 öre pale orange with an excellent canc. ”WERNAMO
17.1 1876”.

100

P

504
P
P

504 23 
505 24 

505

20 öre on 20 öre double print on cover to France canc. ”GÖTEBORG
19.3.1877”, transit and arrival cancs on front and back. F=3.000.

100

24 öre yellow in a block of 5 being the largest known multiple. Canc.
”GÖTEBORG 19.10.1877”. Lightly creased with the perforation
between the horizontal pairs broken but the block is confirmed by
the cancellations. EXHIBITION ITEM.

500

506
P µ 506 24e 

P

507 24g 

507

An exceptional 24 öre orange yellow with an excellent Hull canc.
”383”, two lightly bent corner perfs. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.
VERY FINE & RARE.

200

Large pre-printing fold (dragspel) on 24 öre dull orange. Scarce.

Bid

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockhom 23 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
100

€uro

P µ 508 24i *

Well centered and very beautiful 24 öre in the rare lemon yellow shade,
one short perf. F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE
1.000

509

510

P µ 509 24i *

512

Beautiful copy 24 öre in the rare lemon yellow shade. Some imperfections.
F=20.000. Cert. Obermüller Wilén.

300

A fantastic 30 öre brown
with an excellent blue canc.
”ÖRNSKÖLDSVIK 16.7 1873”. Cert. Harbrecht.
SUPERB & VERY SCARCE.

200

26a *

Beautiful 50 öre rose. Well centered and colourful. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. SUPERB COPY.

300

512 26c 

Beautiful 50 öre dull rose with a rare and excellent canc. ”OSEBOL 8.4
1874” (Värmland). Facit Postal 1.500+.

Bid

P µ 510 25e 

P µ 511
P

511

513

514

P

513 26+32 

Beautiful insured cover franked with 50 öre perf. 14 and 12 öre perf. 13
canc. ”TANUM 1.10.1877”. The 12 öre with a couple of short perfs of
little importance.

100

P

514 27c 

Two diagonal pre-printing folds (dragspel) on a beautiful 1 Rd.
”GEFLE 3.8 1877”.

Bid
101

€uro

Circle Type perf. 13

P µ 515 29a3 

P

516
516 29 

P µ 517 29 

Very beautiful copy of 4 öre in the very rare black
shade with a superb canc. ”UPSALA 9.6 1880”. The
certs from 2005 & 1986 say 29a2, which at the time
was the Facit number for this shade. Certs
Obermüller Wilén & Olle Pettersson.
VERY FINE & EXTREMELY RARE.

3.000

518
519
An extremely off centered 4 öre ”PKXP Nr 7B 14.1 1884”. Scarce.

Bid

Extremely beautiful 12 öre stationery envelope with a pair of 4 öre
dull grey ”SÖLJE 13.10 1884” sent to Hamburg and readdressed to
Bremen. The envelope is skillfully strengthened inside. Cert.
Obermüller Wilén. RARE & SUPERB.

400

P

518 30+33 

Beautiful piece with 5 + 20 öre with pen canc. ”Högfors den 6/11
1885”. SUPERB & RARE.

Bid

P

519 31d **

Beautiful copy of 6 öre in the scarce dark lilac shade, which is very rare in
never hinged condition. SUPERB.

200

102

€uro

520

521

522

523

P

520 32c 

A perfectly centered 12 öre ”HÄSTHOLMEN 1.12 1879”.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

521 33 

A well centered 20 öre ”STRENGNÄS 7.3 1885”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

522 34f 

Extremely beautiful 24 öre lemon yellow on hard white paper with fantastic canc. ”FORSHULT 21.4.1884”. SUPERB.

150

P

523 34 **

Beautiful 24 öre orange. F=2.200. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

524 34 **

Very fresh block of 4 of 24 öre. SUPERB.

200

P

525 35 

An extremely off centered 30 öre with superb canc. ”BORÅS 2.7 1881”.

Bid

P

526 36h 

Very beautiful 50 öre carmine red rose canc. ”KATRINEHOLM
1.1.1886”. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

527 36 

An exceptional 50 öre with 3 clear pre-printing folds (dragspel) ”KALMAR 25.9 1879”. Very unusual.

Bid

524

525

526

527

P µ 528 29b+32f+ Insured cover to Norway franked with three copies 50 öre and one
36f 
copy each of 4 and 12 öre canc. ”STOCKHOLM 19.5.1883”, transit
canc. ”PKXP No. 7B 20.5.1883”. Correct postage, a very unusual combination. The cover is slightly worn, mostly due to the contents (143
grams). Cert. Obermüller Wilén. VERY FINE.

500
103

€uro

529
P µ 529 29b+36f


531

Beautiful insured cover to Norway franked with three copies 50 öre
and a single 4 öre canc. ”STOCKHOLM 11.6.1883” with transit canc.
”PKXP No. 7A 12.6.1883” on back. Correct postage. A couple of insignificant short perfs and a small hole in the envelope. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

300

P

530 37 *

1 Rd. Well centered and fresh. F=28.000. SUPERB COPY.

500

P

531 37 

Extremely beautiful 1 Riksdaler in perfect centering canc. "JÖNKÖPING
7.7.1878" however with a small hole caused by the canc.

200

µ 532 38 

1 Kr. in a cpl. sheet of 100 copies with margins intact canc. with experimental ventilator canc. ”GÖTEBORG 23.5.1879” as well as the normal Göteborg canc. Some separation in the middle, most stamps very
well centered.

200

Circle Type with Posthorn

P

533 43 

P

534 43+50 

µ 535 44 **
104

533
534
Beautiful 10 öre red postal stationery envelope with two copies 5 öre
canc. ”WESTERÅS 25.10.1890” sent to Germany.

100

Insured large size cover franked with 29 copies of 10 öre provisional
overprint on Circle Type plus one copy 5 öre canc. ”HELSINGBORG
5.10.1890”. Five wax seals on back.

100

6 öre Circle Type with posthorn on back in a fresh never hinged upper
half sheet of 50 with margins intact and stamps in good centering.
F=25.000.

200

€uro

P

536 43+45+
48 

P

537 43+47 

P

538 51c 

536
537
90 öre parcel letter to Denmark canc. ”STOCKHOLM NORR
14.10.1887”. Various transit canc. on front as well as on back. Sent by
Dr. A. Hazelius founder of the Nordic Museum. Slightly aged, the 50
öre missing one corner perf.

100

10 öre postal stationery envelope sent as COD with added franking, 5
and 30 öre Circle Type with posthorn on back (5 öre with faults), canc.
”NORDMALING 14.2.1890”.

100

10 öre provisional overprint on the scarce 24 öre lemon yellow shade
in block of four on small piece with each stamp canc. ”LUND
19.7.1893”. Minor separation. Sign. Olle Pettersson for shade.
PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN ACCORDING TO FACIT.

300

Oscar II

P

539 55vm2 ** UNIQUE block of 16 with wmk KPV as well as parts of 2 crowns! In
the left side 3 of the stamps have small, but clear parts of the KPV
wmk (not registered in Facit). The 12 stamps at left have large parts
of 2 crowns. Fantastic quality with most of the stamps in perfect centering. EXCELLENT EXHIBTION ITEM.

750
105

€uro

540
P

542

545

540 56vm2 ** Very fresh corner block of 10 of 20 öre. At least 5 stamps with clear
parts of 2nd wmk crown. Interesting and scarce.

541

544

200

546

P

541 57 **

Perfectly centered 25 öre. F=1.400+. EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

542 57 **

Very beautiful and well centered block of 4 of 25 öre with wmk crown.
F=5.600. SUPERB.

150

543 57vm2 ** Very fresh corner block of 16 of 25 öre orange. Very interesting as
some stamps have small part of 2nd watermark crown. All in superb
- excellent centering. Surely some 5,5,5. Facit as normal superb stamps
22.400.

500

P

P

544 58 **

Perfectly centered 30 öre brown. EXCELLENT.

100

P

545 58 **

A well centered corner block of 4 of 30 öre. EXCELLENT.

200

P
106

546 59 **

Very well centerd 50 öre grey. F=4.000. EXCELLENT.

150

€uro

547
P

547 59 **

P µ 548 60 

548

Beautiful and well centered block of 4 of 50 öre. F=16.000. SUPERB.

250

1 kr carmine & grey as single franking on parcel letter to Finland canc.
”STOCKHOLM 2 PAK. EXP. 3 23.10.07”, transit canc. ”ÅBO 26.X.07”
and arrival canc. ”KRISTINESTAD 28.X.07”.

100

Later Issues

549
P

549 65 **

P µ 550 65+77+
91 

550
General Post Office 1903, 5 kr. in a perfectly centered corner copy.
F=7.500. EXCELLENT.

200

Beautiful insured parcel letter sent to Norway franked with 16,56 kr
incl. three copies 5 kr General Post Office canc. ”KARLSTAD 1.3.16”.
Arrival canc. ”KRISTIANIA 2.3.16” on front. SCARCE.

150

551
P
P

551 67 
552 69vm **

552

Exceptional 25 öre with very rare and superb ”TEGELTRÄSK 12.8
1911” (Lappland AC). Facit Postal 3.000+.

100

Inverted watermark on 2 öre Coat of Arms in a very fresh copy. Very
scarce, not priced in Facit (canc. = 7.000).

200
107

€uro

553 69vm
**

Very rare and fresh block of 4 with inverted watermark crown. Not priced in Facit.
EXHIBITION RARITY.

P

554 77vm2 ** Medallion 1 kr in a fresh margin block of 9. All stamps with watermark parts of 2 crowns. F=19.800+.

P

555 77vm3 1 krona with WATERMARK CROWN & KPV clearly

visible on a used pair (right stamp with a vertical
fold). Only 2 copies known according to Facit.
VERY RARE.

108

600

300

750

€uro

P µ 556 78 

P

557 78... 

P

558 

P

559 91Bz **

P

560 91 **

Extraordinary insured parcel letter for gold transport
from the Swedish National Bank to Switzerland franked with a total of 315,23 kr incl. 63 copies 5 kr Gustaf
V. The stamps canc. ”STOCKHOLM PAK. AVD
23.4.21”, various transit and arrival canc. A few stamps
with faults due to placement. RARE ITEM.

500

557
558
Beautiful insured parcel letter to Switzerland franked with 27,91 kr
incl. 5 copies 5 kr Gustaf V.

100

Thulin flight from Öland to Kalmar 8.2 1912. Picture postcard with
portrait of E. Thulin. Franked with 5 öre canc. ”KALMAR 13.2 1812.
Scarce.

100

559
560
Medallion 50 öre with full wmk KPV. F=2.200+. SUPERB.

100

Beautiful corner block of 9 of 50 öre Medallion, plate No. 6. F=13.500+.
VERY FINE - SUPERB.

250
109

€uro

P µ 561 92+93
**

P
P

VÄRNAMO 55 & 80 öre in very fresh and beautiful, never hinged copies. Rare in this condition.
Certs Obermüller Wilén.
80 öre VERY FINE and 55 öre EXCELLENT 5,5,5.

2.000

562
563
562 96Bz ** Medallion 1 kr. in a beautiful block of 4. All stamps with wmk KPV.
F=11.200.

200

563 97vm ** Medallion 1.98 on 5 kr. in a margin block of 4 with wmk crown and
small parts of KPV on the two left stamps. Not priced in Facit.

Bid

3

564

565

Medallion 1.98 on 5 kr. in margin block of 6 with inverted wmk crown and
small, but clear parts of wmk KPV on the three left stamps. Very scarce, not
priced in Facit.

Bid

P µ 565 140+190+ Extraordinary printed matter cover sent as registered airmail to Colombia
233a 
with a total franking of 118,65 kr incl. 23 copies 5 kr Royal Palace canc.
”STOCKHOLM VÄRDE C 5.5.33”, various US and Colombian transit
canc. on back, arrival canc. ”BOGOTA 16.V.1933”. Vertical fold, some
stamps with faults as is to be expected. RARE ITEM.

200

P

110

564 97vm4

€uro

P

566 152
Very beautiful pair Gustaf II Adolf 20 öre with the
Acxz * rare wmk KPV, large and clear on both stamps.
Facit without price. SUPERB & VERY RARE.

567

1.500

568

P

567 165 

Beautiful early airmail cover to Belgium in the third weight class franked
with two copies 80 öre Crown & Posthorn canc. ”STOCKHOLM
..10.20” and arrival canc. ”BRUXELLES 5.X.1920”.

100

P

568 167... 

Zeppelin flight postcard sent to Brazil with the 9th South America
flight of Graf Zeppelin canc. ”BLÖTBERGET 20.10.1932”. The stamps
with some toning.

100

569
P

569 186c **

Ex 570

Ex 571

30 öre reddish brown on white paper in strip of three. F=17.150.

200

P µ 570 196-210 ** Very fresh and well centered cpl. set 1924 Postal Congress incl. extra
watermark and colour shade (18). F=14.100.

150

P µ 571 196-210  1924 Postal Congress in cpl. used set incl. F. Nos 197cx and 201b (17).
F=10.400.

100

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
111

€uro

P

572 216 

572
575
Beautiful cover sent to China via Siberia with an unusual franking of
two copies of 30 öre UPU Anniversary canc. ”JÖNKÖPING 17.4.1925”.
SCARCE.

100

Ex 573
Ex 574
P µ 573 211-25 ** Fresh cpl. never hinged set 1924 UPU Anniversary (15). F=13.500.

150

P µ 574 196-225 ** 1924 Postal Congress and UPU Anniversary sets cpl. ** incl. the watermark and colour shades for the Congress set. F. No. 225 with a natural
gum bend. F=27.600.

250

P

575 231+
232 

P µ 576 233a 

P
112

577 233a 

Zeppelin card sent to Chile with the 3rd South America flight of Graf
Zeppelin canc. ”STOCKHOLM LUFTPOST 15.4.32”. Transit canc.
”FRIEDRICHSHAFEN 18.4.32” and arrival canc. on back. Slight
toning.

100

Beautiful parcel letter with single franking of the 5 kr Royal Palace sent to
Belgium, canc. ”SKOGHALL 10.1.34”. Transit and arrival canc. on
front. SCARCE.

150

Postage due receipt franked with 21 copies of the 5 kr Royal Palace
canc. ”STOCKHOLM ANK. F 10.1.36”. Two vertical folds between
stamps of little importance.

100

€uro

578
P

578 237 

P µ 579 237 

579

90 öre Lützen as single franking on beautiful parcel card canc. ”GÖTEBORG 14.12.32”.

100

Beautiful parcel card franked with 19 copies of 90 öre Lützen (correct
postage) canc. VÄXJÖ 11.3.33”. RARE.

200

P

580 P **/*

Ewers proof from 1937 in blue. A very rare imperf. large block of 48
stamps, of which some in the middle are perforated. Mostly **.

400

P

581 P **

Ewers proof from 1937 in brown in a block of 20 imperf. horizontally.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
113

€uro

P

582 E

Proposal (drawing) for the Gustaf V issue 1939 in black in the value
30 öre. Noted in the lower left corner: ”MOTTO: NATIONALMÄRKE, ALT. 1. Full size ca 20 x 24 cm. Probably unique.

583
P

583 470 *

500

Ex 584

15 öre Swedish Flag in pair with diamond perf. SCARCE.

P µ 584 471-75BL Unusual complete set of 5 minisheets complete with selvage on a large

size first day cover. SCARCE.

Bid
Bid

P

585
585 795v 

586
587
75 öre Christmas stamp in an imperforate pair on a philatelic cover.
SCARCE .

300

P

586 SH18B1

Signs of Springtime self adhesive booklet from 2005 without 1500 g rate
on cover, listed in Facit but unpriced.

Bid

587 BL38v  Rare Beijing variety with Chinese and Swedish flags in the background on an oversized cover canc. on the Day of the Postage Stamp
in Östersund 28.09.2013. F=2.000.

Bid

P
114

€uro

Official Issues

588

589

P

588 Tj 1 **

Very fresh 3 öre perf. 14. F=2.800. SUPERB.

Bid

P

589 Tj 1 **

Beautiful 3 öre in another shade and with variety: break in the upper
frame. F=2.800+. SUPERB.

100

P

590 Tj 1 **

591

A wonderful block of 4 of 3 öre perf. 14. Facit as singles 11.200+.
EXCELLENT.

592

300

593

P

591 Tj 2c 

A wonderful 4 öre perf. 14 grey - light grey ”ÅRJENG 17.8 1882”.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

592 Tj 4a 

A well centered 6 öre reddish violet ”LINKÖPING 5.11 1874”.
EXCELLENT.

Bid

P

593 Tj 4b 

Beautiful 6 öre grey - light grey ”NORRTELJE 6.11 1876”. SUPERB.

Bid

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockhom 23 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
115

€uro

594

595

596

P

594 Tj 4c 

A perfectly centered 6 öre olivish grey ”WISBY 2.10 1875”. SUPERB.

100

P

595 Tj 5 **

Beautiful 5 öre perf. 14, very well centered. F=4.000. SUPERB.

100

P

596 Tj 6 *

Very well centered 20 öre red in a fresh copy. F=13.000. SUPERB.

200

597

598

599

P

597 Tj 7c 

Very beautiful 24 öre orange yellow ”ÅMOT 5.5 1875”. SUPERB.

Bid

P

598 Tj 9 *

Exceptionally well centered and fresh 50 öre red with a nearly invisible
trace of hinge. F=7.000. SUPERB.

150

P

599 Tj 16A  10 öre red type I canc on the first day of issue ”TIDAVAD 1.1.1885”.
RARE.

200

P

600 Tj 18 **

600
601
20 öre red in a well centered never hinged block of four. F=25.200 without premium for centering. VERY FINE - SUPERB.

400

P

601 Tj 24B+
39... 

Beautiful parcel card franked with 10,75 kr in Officials on both sides
incl. five copies 1 kr. large size type II and one copy 5 kr. small size.
Canc. ”GÖTEBORG 28.12.14”.

150

602 Tj 14+21+ Beautiful official money letter franked with e.g. 12 copies 1 kr on the
24B 
back all canc. ”STOCKHOLM TJ. BR. 20.8.06”. Faint vertical fold, a
couple of stamps with small faults. Two beautiful wax seals on back.

100

P
116

”Frankozettel”
for Parcel to Belgium

Lot # 603
L 2a+7a+10 
This usage was introduced in the Swedish-Prussian agreement from
1864 and mainly for occasions when rates where not known at the
sender’s Post Office. It became a guarantee for payment of the postage.
In this case the rate was established in Stralsund and due to the currency calculation it became 3 öre more expensive than if it had been calculated in Sweden. The ”frankozettel” was returned and the postage paid
by postage due stamps 3 and 24 öre in the first shades together with 2
copies of 1 Kr., all nicely canc. ”GÖTEBORG PAKET 15.7 1875”. Only
one other such usage is recorded from this period.

SUPERB EXHIBITION ITEM
€uro 4.000
117

€uro

Postage Due Issues

P

604 L 3 **

604
606
Postage Due 5 öre perf. 14. F=3.500. EXCELLENT COPY.

100

P

605
605 L 3 **

607
608
Beautiful and fresh 5 öre in block of 4. F=8.000+. SUPERB.

200

P µ 606 L 7a ** An exceptional copy 24 öre red violet. F=24.000.
Cert. Obermüller Wilén. SUPERB. 4, 4, 5.

500

P µ 607 L 9a 

A very beautiful and well centered block of 4 of 50 öre perf. 14. Blue
canc. ”OINLÖST”, one lightly bent corner perf. Cert. Obermüller
Wilén. VERY FINE.

Bid

P

An exceptional block of 4 of 24 öre lilac. Facit as singles 6.000.
EXCELLENT.

200

608 L 17 **

Full Sheets

P

118

609 55 **

Complete sheet of 100 of 15 öre Oscar II. Several stamps with clear
part of 2nd watermark crown. Very fresh. F=70.000+.

610 57 **

Oscar II 25 öre with wmk in a fresh full sheet of 100.
At top some stamps have small part of a 2nd wmk
crown (Facit 57vm2). F=95.000+.

750

1.000

€uro

P

611 58 **

612 75-76 **

P

P

613 77 **

A very fresh full sheet of 100 of 30 öre brown Oscar
II. Some stamps with two clear parts of wmk crown
(Facit 58vm2). F=160.000+.
Medallion 5 & 10 öre with wmk crown in full sheets of 100. Some stamps
with small part of 2nd wmk crown. F=37.000+.

Medallion 1 kr wmk crown in a full sheet of 100.
Very fresh and well centered, but some gum bends.
F=180.000.

2.000
300

2.000

614 84-85 **

Medallion 15 & 20 öre in full sheets of 100. 10 & 20 stamps with wmk
KPV (Facit Bz) respectively. F=44.000.

400

615 88 **

Medallion 30 öre brown in a very fresh full sheet of 100 incl. 20 stamps
with full wmk KPV (Facit 88Bz). F=57.000.

500

616 89 **

Medallion 35 öre in a full very fresh sheet of 100. 20 stamps with wmk
KPV (Facit 89Bz). F=46.000.

617 90 **

Medallion 40 öre in a full sheet of 100. Very fresh. F=50.000.

400
400
119

€uro

P

618 91 **

Very fresh full sheet of 100 of 50 öre Medallion. 20
stamps with full wmk KPV. F=164.000.

P

619 126-35 Landstorm III 1918 cpl. (10) in full sheets of 100.
**
Very fresh and fine. F=75.000.

1.000

P

620 151C ** Gustaf V en face 20 öre in a full sheet of 100 with
plate No. 1-2. 30 with wmk KPV. F=101.500.

1.500

1.500

Booklets

622
623
Oscar II 10 öre ”Pris 3 kronor”. Extremely fresh and in perfect condition. Control letter ”L” on back. F=17.000.

500

P

622 H14bz R 20 x 20 öre Gustav V en face, watermark KPV, normal mounting.
F=36.000 for stamps alone. Good quality apart from a small hole in the
booklet cover on front. RARE.

300

P

623 H14B O

P

120

621
621 H4

20 x 20 öre Gustav V en face, without watermark, inverted mounting.
F=13.000. Very good quality.

200

€uro

P

624 H15Aa O 20 x 10 öre Standing Lion, large emblem, stamps on Av paper, inverted
mounting. F=22.000.

626
627
18 x 15 öre New Sweden with part of cylinder no. 2. F=3.600.

500

P

625
625 H35BC

P

626 H38BC R 20 x 5 öre Per Henrik Ling 3+4 sides, normal mounting. F=4.000.

100

P

627 H38CB R 20 x 5 öre Per Henrik Ling 4+3 sides, normal mounting. F=4.000.

100

628

100

629

P

628 H39CB R 20 x 10 öre Gustaf V Right Profile, 4+3 sides normal mounting with
cylinder no. 1. The cover has a minor cover fold. F=11.000.

200

P

629 H42BC R 20 x 10 öre Gustaf V Right Profile type II, 3+4 sides normal mounting.
Bend in the cover by the staple due to opening. F=16.000.

250

630

631

P

630 H44 O

40 x 5 kr. Royal Palace, inverted mounting, very well centered stamps,
cyl. no. 1 on the middle pane. F=26.000. EXCELLENT.

750

P

631 H45

20 x 20 Kr. Flying Swans, fresh with well centered stamps, insignificant bend near staple due to opening. F=30.000.

750
121

€uro

P

632 H143B1

632
633
20 x 10 kr. Picture Stone, folded spine, light green. F=7.000.

100

P

633 H143B2

20 x 10 kr. Picture Stone, rouletted spine, dark green. F=7.000.

100

Booklet Collections & Lots
634

Very extensive specialized collection of booklets and slot machine booklets
neatly organized in albums in two large cartons. The collection extends from
ca 1940 onwards to modern self adhesive booklets and is specialized in markings and just about every imaginable type of variety existing, often with unused as well as used copies. Also some albums with minisheets etc. Very high
2.000
catalogue as well as face value. Must be inspected.

635

Accumulation of booklets ca. 1940s-2010 incl. very many with markings and
the larger part being recent ones. Total face value is 34.397 plus 84 discount
2.500
booklets (nearly all to the Nordic countries).

636

Carton from an estate with a large number of booklets ca 1950s to mid 1990s in
various boxes as well as a specialized collection in 13 albums from ca 1920 to
mid 1990s. A very large percentage of the booklets with markings. Also a
bundle of opened year sets and stamps in strips of 5 from the same era. Total
1.000
face value is over 33.000 SEK.

637

Well organized specialized stock of booklets and slot machine booklets with a
wealth of markings and varieties in several stock boxes in a carton. High face and
cat. value.

500

638

Small box from an estate with several hundred 1950s-70s booklets with e.g. various Gustaf VI incl. early ones. High cat. value.

200

639

Duplicate lot with several hundred booklets and slot machine booklets ca 1940s1980s in a shoebox.

150

640

122

DISCOUNT BOOKLETS. 184 discount booklets (of which 180 to the Nordic
countries). Some stamps have been removed from the booklets.
1.250

Collections

Lot # 641 µ
Extensive unused collection 1855 - 1953 in a very clean
Estett album often with the classic stamps in several different shades. A large number of good stamps is included in the collection. The Sk. Bco mostly in reprints
except 3 different shades of 4 Sk. Bco (2 with faults) in
originals, then onwards very good Coat of Arms and
Circle Type in shades, good Officials and Postage Dues,
55 & 80 öre Gustaf V (80 öre small imperfections) etc.
F=1.048.176 according to the vendor (when some regummed or stamps without gum have been counted in the
cat. value). 14 certs enclosed. Please see pictures of the
older part of the collection as well as an extensive list of
contents on our website.

€uro 10.000

123

€uro

Ex 642
P µ 642

µ 643

124

Very interesting specialized collection of used stamps 1855-2009 in 6 thick
albums. Starting with a set of Sk. Bco (except 3 Sk.) and onwards with a very
large number of different varieties and plate flaws as well as interesting cancellations for most issues incl. foreign canc. from various countries etc. Incl.
most better stamps and BC-CB pairs etc. in the later period. The most recent
period also **. Please see pictures of the contents of the first album on our
2.000
website.
Extensive collection in a Davo album, almost complete 1855 - 1987. Somewhat
mixed condition, but reasonably good 3- 24 Skilling Banco. Up to 1950s mainly
used, but a fresh copy 1 riksdaler Circle Type perf. 14 *, further e.g.
Landstorm, UPU 1924, BC-pairs etc. Very high cat. value.

500

644

Unused collection up to 2007 in three beautiful Leuchtturm albums with a sparsely filled early part but incl. a beautiful reprint set of Coat of Arms (24 öre with
thin). Considerable face value.

300

645

Unused collection 1880s-1975 incl. better stamps and sets e.g. both 1924 UPU
sets cpl. etc.

200

646

Clean used collection 1855-1957 in a very well filled album with some older issues
in shades and many with nice cancellations. The collection includes a number of
good stamps e.g. a nice 8 Sk. Bco, both 1924 UPU sets etc. High cat. value.

300

647

Used collection 1855-2002 in two Leuchtturm albums incl. some better stamps.

250

648

Used basic collection 1855 to 1972 in an album.

100

649

Used collection 1877-1970 in two well filled albums incl. many better stamps and
BC-CB pairs etc. Also a cancellation collection in an album 1855-1920 of which a large
part is on Circle Type.

400

650

Collection used in two Leuchtturm albums with a few classics in mixed condition. Later rather cpl. incl. combinations, booklet panes etc.

200

651

Used standard collection 1855-1949 in an album incl. Officials and Postage Dues.

150

652

Collection 1855-1960s in a Facit album incl. 4 different Sk. Bco (all with faults or
repairs) and many other medium priced stamps and some beautiful cancellations.

250

653

Very clean unused collection in 4 well filled albums ca. 1900-2007 mostly ** incl.
many good BC-CB pairs etc. Also a folder with various extra material up to 2010
which is yet to be placed into the albums. High face value.

500

654

Very clean ** collection 1954 - 1991 in three Estett albums. Cpl. incl. booklet pairs
etc. according to the albums, except for some fluorescent stamps. F=45.900
according to the consignor.

400

655

Collection 1855-2000 in 4 SAFE albums. The early part mixed mint and used,
then seemingly cpl. ** from 1945 to 2000 incl. booklet pairs.

250

656

Very clean cpl. ** collection 1945 - 1976 in a Leuchtturm album incl. booklet
pairs. F=17.122.

150

657

Somewhat specialized mostly used collection 1855-1930s in 3 albums incl.
Officials and Postage Due stamps.

200

658

Unused collection 1877-1960 in a well filled album with many better stamps incl.
Officials and Postage Due stamps.

250

€uro
659

Collection 1953-79 in KA-BE album, mostly ** incl. booklets. Also one volume **
duplicates.

Bid

Specialized Collections

Ex 660
P

660

CANCELLATIONS. Beautiful collection from an estate with superb and excellent
cancellations in two stockbooks and a folder. Mostly on Circle Type with
Posthorn up to 1950s incl. a large number of very beautiful ones.

Pµ 661 Exciting accumulation of Circle Type from the estate of a
lifetime collector. Arranged on stock pages with a large
part sorted by shades and deliveries. Includes many beautiful cancellations, interesting varieties such as pre-printing paper folds (dragspel) and set-offs (spegeltryck) etc,
multiples incl. 1 Rd perf. 14 in block of 6 etc. Mostly used
and in good quality. Total Facit cat. value is over 1.000.000
without premium for cancellations or superb copies. Please
see sample pages on our website.

300

5.000

Ex 662
P µ 662

CANCELLATIONS. Beautiful selection of 29 well centered, mostly Circle
Type stamps in various shades with superb to excellent cancellations. Please
see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

250
125

€uro
663

OSCAR II. Collection in a binder with mostly superb to excellent cancellations
but also some interesting varieties and plate flaws, a few covers e.g. an uprated
1889 postal stationery envelope to England re-sent with a British stamp etc.

200

664

SHIPMAIL. Collection in four albums from early to modern with the larger part
being covers and cards incl. both items sent to and from Sweden with interesting
shipmail cancellations. Also various foreign canc. on loose Swedish stamps.

250

665

Collection of Railway and Railway Station cancellations in three albums incl. many
beautiful ones on Circle Type and Oscar.

200

666

Beautiful and extensive collection of National Guard propaganda fund raising
seals (Hemvärnets: På Post för Sverige brevmärken) neatly put up on printed
album pages incl. a large number of covers and postcards with seals tied by
canc. as well as seals and booklets, propaganda postcards etc.

100

667

Beautifully
organized
collection
of
exhibition
cancellations
(Minnespoststämplar) 1897-1930 mostly on covers and a wide range of different
exhibition picture postcards in three albums.

150

Specialized Selections & Lots
µ 668

SKILLING BANCO. Small lot of 8 stamps; 6, 8 & 24 Sk. Bco. All with certs,
mostly with small faults. Please inspect!

µ 669 Stockbook with 4 Sk. Bco sorted in shades incl. rare ones
such as j1 & j3 etc. Mixed quality, but large part good especially of more common shades. Several certificates and also
some covers. All in all more than 60 stamps. Please inspect.

500

1.000

µ 670

Small lot with 11 Sk. Bco stamps in all values, however all with faults, repairs or
as reprints. Please see picture on our website.

200

671

Accumulation from an estate consisting of mostly Coat of Arms and Circle Type
issues in 3 albums incl. a section of experimental cancellations, shade study of 12 öre
Coat of Arms etc.

200

672

LARGE SIZE OFFICIALS. Album from an estate with mostly used large size
officials of both perf. 13 and 14 incl. many with beautiful cancellations.

Bid

Ex 673
P µ 673

126

CANCELLATIONS. Exceptional selection on 7 double stock pages. Starting
with one 4 Sk. Bco and up to ca the 1960s. Mostly superb & excellent cancellations incl. many small places, also scarce ones. Some nice Coat of Arms and
Lion Type and a lot of Circle Type as well as Oscar II with many different ones
incl. unusual places. Please inspect, all available on our website.

500

€uro

Ex 674
P µ 674

SHIPMAIL. An exceptional selection on Visir pages with stamps and interesting covers. Both Swedish stamps with foreign canc. as well as foreign stamps
and covers with Swedish canc. Many good early items incl. Coat of Arms,
Numeral Type, Oscar II etc. as well as early foreign issues. Please view the
entire lot on our website.

750

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 675 Comprehensive and fresh unused duplicate stock 1858 1940 incl. many good stamps. Also some BC-CB pairs and
blocks. Among the contents are some nice Sk. Bco. reprints,
F. No 48 in ** block of 4, 65vm1 in ** block of 4, many good
coil stamps etc. Mostly 1-5 of each stamp with a large part
**. F=547.800 according to the vendor. Detailed list and pictures on our website.

4.000

µ 676 Good used stock arranged in two stockbooks 1855 - 1948
incl. many Sk. Bco and Local stamps in mixed quality but
with many fine examples. Later with good UPU 1924 high
values, better BC-CB pairs etc. 7 Certs enclosed.
VERY HIGH CAT. VALUE.

2.000

677

Interesting lot of mostly classic stamps in an album from an estate as well as on
various cards and in envelopes. Much Coat of Arms and Circle Type, with many
of the former having superb or excellent cancellations. Please inspect.

400

678

Two albums with used duplicates 1858-1940s incl. a section with many nice cancellations. Also a few old covers.

200

679

Used accumulation 1858-1930s in a large stockbook with e.g. much Circle Type,
some nice canc. etc. Please inspect.

200

680

Lot with four mostly used well filled basic collections 1850s-1950s each in their
own album. Also an album with used issues from the 1970s-80s.

400

681

Small remainder lot with used old stamps incl. some nice canc. on 10 öre large
Officials, some old covers, some modern face value etc.

Bid

Two small boxes with a large variety of booklets mostly 1930s-50s incl. better
ones. Very high cat. value.

250

682

Visning av utvalda svenska objekt kommer denna gång att ske på Postmuseum,
Lilla Nygatan 6, Stockhom 23 september. För ytterligare information se sidan 5.
127

€uro
683 Very clean accumulation of mostly ** medium and better
stamps and sets up to 1940s incl. many copies of each of the
1924 UPU high values (from both sets), better BC-CB pairs
etc. Most of the material is still on the auction cards from
when it was bought in the 1970s. Only a very small part is *
or used. Facit cat. value ca. 210.000.

1.500

684 Large lot booklets and modern/semimodern stamps, also
coils and strips. Many old ones incl. slot machine booklets
as well as modern ones with high face value incl. many
”brev” stamps for normal letters. Also a box with 65 discount stamps in small size. Very high face and catalogue
value. Please inspect.

1.000

685

Large carton with a collection of mostly unused stamps up to 2007 with considerable face value in various albums, stockbooks and year sets. The older part is
used. Also unused duplicate material in stockbooks, booklets in a small box, old
covers, some foreign stamps etc. Please inspect.

500

686

Small carton with mostly a ** collection in various stockbooks and albums incl.
some better BC-CB pairs, a modern subscription on stock cards, some booklets
etc. Total face value is ca SEK 11.000 plus 10 discount booklets.

400

687

Clean ** stock of various issues 1920s-60s incl. some booklets. F=50.000 according to vendor.

250

688

Lot with year sets 1973-98 nearly cpl. incl. 1986 booklet set. Also various
booklets and discount stamps. High face value.

200

689

Unused duplicate stock in 3 albums and a box with glassines, strength in 1930s1990 but includes some earlier issues as well.

150

690

Mixed lot from an estate with e.g. considerable face value in rolls, older year sets
and stockbooks. Also a number of stockbooks with used duplicates incl. some
nice canc. as well as a collection of Swedish coins in albums and small boxes incl.
silver ones.

250

691

Album mostly with various cancellations on older issues as well as some old
covers. Please inspect.

200

692

Lot from an estate with material up to ca. 1950s e.g. an unused collection in two
stockbooks, an album and a folder (large part **) incl. strips of five, good BC-CB
pairs etc. Also a used collection in an album incl. some beautiful canc. Very high
cat. value.

300

693

Small stockbook from an estate with old stamps, mostly Circle Type perf. 13 and
with Posthorn incl. many beautiful canc. Also some old envelopes with Oscar stamps
unsorted for canc. Please inspect.

100

Covers & Postal History
Please see also Lots # 1008, 1009 & 1015
µ 694

128

Covers to Portugal 1834-55 incl. various transit and arrival markings. A total of
6 beautiful covers from Calmar, Westervik, Stockholm (3) and Stralsund.
Please inspect.

200

695

Interesting lot of old covers incl. three stampless covers from the 1850s-60s sent
to France with French postage due canc. ”10” and ”90”, four covers franked with
Landstormen stamps etc. Please inspect.

200

µ 696

Lion Type 3 öre, 4 beautiful covers around 1868 with a total of 10 stamps incl.
one with 4 stamps sign. Sjöman.

Bid

€uro
µ 697 Lot of 66 covers from Oscar up to the 1940s with very many
interesting and beautiful items nearly all sent to foreign
destinations incl. many better ones. Mostly better usages
incl. money letters, parcel cards (incl. some with large size
officials), OAT, better airmails, censored etc. Please view
pictures of the entire lot on our website.
µ 698

500

POSTAGE DUE, 21 interesting covers and cards 1855 - 1940s. Large part from
abroad, but also sent abroad incl. postage due canc., stamps, labels, parcel card,
military etc. Please inspect. All available on our website.

200

Carton from an estate with various mostly older covers in 9 albums. Nearly all
items are better usages e.g. parcel cards, CODs, express, postage due, return
markings, registered, old revenue stamped papers and cpl. canc. early 1800s
newspapers, various old charity seals tied to covers and cards, many unusual
postal markings etc. Please inspect.

500

700

Lot from an estate with various old covers and postcards in an album and a large
envelope incl. several interesting items.

Bid

µ 701

Lot with 17 prephilatelic or stampless covers 1850s-60s incl. 4 covers to Norway
with postage due notations.

100

702

Lot covers ca 1900 - 1960 incl. much Oscar II & Gustaf V Medallion.

Bid

703

Small box from an estate containing a couple of hundred old covers and postal stationery as well as a few hundred mostly older post cards.

Bid

699

Picture Postcards
704

LIGHTHOUSES. Collection in three albums containing postcards and philatelic
material with the theme of Swedish lighthouses incl. many good older postcards.

150

705

LUND. Box with ca. 600-700 postcards of which a large part are older cards.

150

Mixed Scandinavian Lots
706 **/*/

Very clean collection in an album containing all the Scandinavian
countries except Sweden from early issues to 1960s with many better
sets and singles of which many are **.

500

707 **/*/

Small collection Finland */** and used Iceland. Mostly modern.

100

708 **/*/

Remainder collections in four volumes: Denmark in Norma album
and one in Stender. Two Lindner albums with small collections
Norway and Denmark.

300

709 

Collection Denmark 1854-1979 in an old Stender album including
some DWI, Slesvig and Iceland.

100

710 **/*/

Three mostly used collections incl. some better stamps, each in their
own Leuctturm album. The first one with Denmark 1851-2002, then
Finland 1860-1997 and the third one with Norway 1855-1978. The early
sections in somewhat mixed quality. Please inspect.

300

711

Collection of Faroe Islands and Åland up to 1997 ** in an album.

Bid

Collection of mostly modern booklets from Norway and Denmark.
Facit cat. value ca. 40.000. High face value.

300

**

712 **

129

Lot # 713 µ
**/*/
An interesting accumulation on stock cards, mostly with classics:
Denmark with 2 RBS Thiele sign. Bühler (also a forgery), 30 copies 4
RBS incl. better numerals and a chestnut brown and a rouletted 16 skilling (sign. Bühler). Bicoloured skilling incl. officials 2, 4 and 16 skilling.
Three sets Air Mail 1925-29, better Postal Ferry. Greenland with
American Issue and Danmark Befriet in sets. 11 diff. Pakke-Porto,
Iceland with three skilling stamps in mixed condition. Two copies
”thrir” and some better later issues incl. Parliament set. Some beautiful
Norway skilling issues. Sweden classics with all Skilling Bco values,
mostly with repairs (remarks by Obermüller Wilén enclosed). Four sets
UPU/congress and some officials.
Please inspect
€uro 2.500
714 **/*/

Two stockbooks with some selected material, somewhat disorganised
but with many better stamps e.g. Denmark skilling, provisionals,
postal building, advertising, ferry. A few Norway skilling and early
øre. Also some better Faroe items. A lot that must be inspected.

500

µ 715 *//

Lot from an estate mostly with Norwegian skilling stamps but also
two covers with returned-letter stamps. Also five Finnish Zeppelin
stamps, some Danish stamps etc. Total of 10 certs. Pictures of the entire
lot are to be found on our website.

200

Remainder lot with various ** stamps and sets mostly from Iceland
and Greenland. Also a box with a couple of hundred mostly FDCs
from the 1940s-50s incl. some better ones.

Bid

717 **/

A remainder lot with Faroes and Greenland in ** quantities and some
old Scandinavia collections in Stender albums. Also a lot of Christmas
seals incl. some early DK sheets etc. Face value estimated to be over
DKK 10.000.

300

718 

Two small boxes with a few hundred small size covers ca 1900-2000
with a great variation of frankings and postmarks. Must be inspected.

Bid

716 **//

130

€uro

Non-Scandinavian Countries
Albania
µ 719 **/*

A very extensive dealer stock 1913 - ca 2000 in 3 large
stock albums. The stock looks very fresh and well
organized, arranged and numbered acc. to Yvert.
Mainly unused with some exceptions of used early
stamps. It seems to be mainly **, however for early
stamps sometimes ** at left and * at right. Well balanced with often up to 5-10 copies of each. Starting 1913
with several stamps from 2nd and 3rd issues followed
by many medium and better sets. Good airmail incl.
overprints, some of the expensive ones from 1929 (and
used) with expert marks, Gagarin overprints, an
interesting postage due section and other specialities
incl Red Cross 1947 ** etc. Please inspect.

2.500

Argentina

P

720 

An exceptional cover dated ”Tucuman May 3 de 1815” with full and
interesting contents re. a siege in Cordoba. From the Spanish colonial
period and just 22 days before the ”25th of May Revolution”. Very
beautiful and rare red postmarks ”FRANCA” & ”TUCUMAN”.
Edifil RRR & RR respectively. EXCELLENT ITEM.

250

Austria

P

721 4 

LOMBARDY & VENETIA. Very beautiful cover with 30 c. on ribbed
paper ”MILANO 23-3 52”. Sass. 16A = 700. Sign. A. Diena. SUPERB.

Bid
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€uro

Collections & Lots
722 **/*/

Collection 1850 - 1964 in a well filled Scott album. From 1910 mostly
unused, much * and rather complete incl. WIPA and many good singles and sets from the 1920s onwards.

600

Baltic States
Estonia
µ 723 **/*/

µ 724 **/*/

725 **/

P µ 726 /

727 **

Collection from an estate in two stockbooks, mostly unused with
much being **. Many stamps and sets are present in margin blocks
of four. Many better stamps included, of which many are signed.
High cat. value. Please see pictures of the entire collection on our
website.

500

Accumulation 1918-1941 in a thick stockbook incl. some good stamps
and interesting varieties e.g. many Red Cross stamps imperf. horizontally etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

600

Old stock of various ** and used 1918-40 issues on stockcards incl.
minisheets in quantity and much in multiples. Also a few modern
issues included. Total Michel cat. value ca € 10.300 Euro according to
vendor.

500

Very interesting shipmail greeting card 1925 from Estonia to Malmö
with 2 & 10 m. stamps canc. in Stockholm and at side framed ”FRÅN
ESTLAND”. Malmö arr. canc. and re-adressed to Danzig. Also an
interesting large piece of a shipmail cover from 1936 with Swedish
canc. Please view on our website.

100

FACE VALUE - WHOLESALE LOT. Large quantity
of Europa Anniversary 2006. Mi. Nos 537-38. 12.000
each in 0,38 and 0,42 Euro. Mi. Euro 24.000. TOTAL
FACE VALUE EURO 9.600.

2.500

Latvia
•

µ 728 

729 **/

Collection covers sent abroad 1820s - 1860s, nicely mounted and
described. Ca 60 prephilatelic and stampless covers on ca 40 pages
from an exhibition collection. Incl. covers to Denmark, Holland,
Hungary, Norway, Scotland, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland etc. Some
of the earliest pages on the website.

400

Stock of unused (mostly **) and used issues 1918-40 on stock sheets
incl. some in multiples. Also some modern stamps included. Total
Michel value ca € 11.000 according to vendor.

500

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
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€uro

Lithuania
730 **/

µ 731

Old stock of various mostly ** 1918-40 issues on stockcards incl. multiples, also some used ones. Total Michel cat. value ca € 4.000 according to vendor.

CENTRAL LITHUANIA. Extensive specialized collection in 3 thick albums. Very interesting containing
numerous shades, tête-bêche & gutter pairs/blocks,
varieties, blocks, part sheets and sheets etc. All nicely
mounted and described. Please inspect.

200

1.250

Belgium

P

732 31A 

Beautiful cover sent to Sweden franked with 40 c carmine canc.
”ANVERS 24 OCT 72”.

100

Collections & Lots
µ 733 **

734 */

IMPERFORATE 2001 - 2009. Exceptional collection
more or less complete during these years incl. minisheets. Belgian Official cat. 19.600. Rare occassion.
Mostly used collection 1849-1996 in two albums, somewhat specialized with many medium priced stamps and sets. Also good back of the
book sections e.g. railway etc.

2.000

400

Ex 735
P µ 735 1-2 

µ 736

µ 737 

FIRST ISSUE. 5 copies 10 c. and 13 copies 20 c. All with full margins
and in good quality. Many with readable number canc. incl. several
different.

Interesting duplicate stock in 3 stockbooks good
early issues incl. several Nos 1 & 2. Please see some
scans on our website.
Stockbook with duplicates of early issues up to ca. 1900 with much
first issue and beautiful canc. Mi=3.700 when counted as cheapest
types according to consignor. Please see pictures of the entire lot on
our website.

200

1.000

200
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€uro

Belgian Congo
738

Belgian Congo incl. Ruanda Urundi almost complete 1886 - 1962 in a
large Yvert album. Containing many good singles and sets and some
minisheets. Further in another Yvert album Kongo & Katanga up to
1971. Please inspect.

800

Brazil

739

740

741

P

739 1 

Early impression of 30 reis with cds Geral da Corte 1844. VERY FINE.

150

P

740 1 

30 reis in strong black colour. Scarce with red canc. Mi=800.

100

30 reis on thin white paper with double circle canc. ”PORTO ALEGRO
SUL”, lightly stained. Cert. Sismondo.

100

P µ 741 1 

742

743

P µ 742 1 

Beautiful 30 reis with scarce oval canc. ”CIDADE DE CAMPOS”.
Mi=800+. Cert Sismondo.

150

743 1 

30 r. with horizontal pre-printing fold ”CORREIO DA BAHIA JUNO 12
1844”. Scarce.

150

Early impression of 90 reis with oval canc. ”BARRA DE S. JOAO”,
Ayres No. 1232. Also date canc. ”CORREIO GERAL DA CORTE”.
Scarce.

500

P

P

744 3 

Chile
745 */
134

Small basic collection 1853-1964 in a Schaubek album

Bid

€uro

China

P µ 746 1-3 

First issue cpl. (3) in beautiful copies. All pictures on our website.

200

P µ 747 

Rare 1896 registered cover from Sweden sent to Sven Hedin in
KASHGAR, SINKIANG, CHINA addressed to him care of the
Russian general consul Petrovsky via Osh in Kyrgyzstan. Franked
with two copies 30 öre brown (faults) canc. ”STOCKHOLM 19.1.96”.
Transit canc. on back.
HEDIN COVERS FROM THIS PERIOD TO CHINA ARE RARE.

500

Ex 748
P µ 748 246-49 ** Sven Hedin Expedition 1932 cpl. (4) in very fresh corner blocks of 10.
All with inscription in the margins. Mi=3.200+.

750
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€uro

P

749 (*)

Sun Yat Sen $5 shifted head in imperf. block of 20 with margin inscription.

Bid

Collections & Lots
µ 750

Collection 1912 - 1965 in two albums with blank pages.

300

µ 751 

Interesting group of registered commercial covers 1946-47 sent to
Bolivia via the US. Many decorative frankings. Please see pictures of
both sides of the covers on our website.

Bid

µ 752 

Group of ten 1930s documents franked with various revenue stamps.
Please see pictures on our website.

100

µ 753 *//(*)

SHANGHAI. Selection of mostly unused old local stamps on 4 stock
sheets, also a few other older Chinese stamps. Please see pictures of
the entire lot on our website.

Bid

Mixed Periods

Ex 754
P µ 754 

µ 755 **/*//
(*)

Box with hundreds of mostly modern FDCs and post cards from the
Peoples Republic but also incl. a few interesting older items. Please see
sample pictures on our website.

300

Stockbook with various stamps mostly 1940s-50s but also earlier.
Please see pictures on our website.

Bid

Japanese Occupation
Lot # 756 µ
**/*
Extensive specialized collection mostly unused in a well filled album. Most
areas well represented and specialized with various types of overprints, many
good sets and singles as well as blocks and strips. E.g. Kwangtung and Meng
Chiang to $ 20, Honan, Hopeh, Shansi, Shantung and Supeh with many scarce
stamps incl. many $ 20 values. Very fresh and in good quality. All can be viewed
on our website.
Please inspect
€uro 4.000
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€uro

People’s Republic
µ 757 **//(*) Unused collection 1949-2009 in a large stockbook and on stock pages.
Also a stockbook with duplicates. Please see pictures of the entire lot
on our website.

800

Cuba
758 **/

Small exhibition collection with 1955 Rotary issue very neatly put up on
30 pages with English text. Mostly philatelic covers with different
cachets and handstamps, exhibition miniature sheets etc.

100

Czechoslovakia
µ 759

760 **/*//


761 **/*//


Extensive and specialized collection 1918 - 1938 in a Lighthouse
album. Well filled and looking very fresh and clean, incl. pages with
specialities, misprints, shades, canc., covers, cards, blocks etc. Please
inspect.

500

Study collection Hradchin in a large box with 17 albums and stockbooks with thousands of stamps much of it mounted on exhibition
pages with illustrations etc. Accompained by some sheets and a few
covers and books.

800

Box with five stockbooks with study material of early issues incl. due
stamps. Please inspect.

Bid

France
Numbers according to Yvert et Tellier

P

762 17 

Beautiful shipletter to Panama with 80 c. Empire imperf. in a strip of 3
with full margins. British ship canc. ”PANAMA OC 22 1862”.

100

764
765
Interesting perf. error on 3 fr. ”Merson” 1927. There is a bend which
was made before printing causing the perf. sliding down at bottom
and the imperf. margin at right. Very scarce.

Bid

P

763
763 240 **

P

764 A 15 **/** Airmail 50 fr. 1936 in perfect condition. Y=1.500.

250

P µ 765 A 30-33 ** Airmail 1954 cpl. (4) in blocks of 4. Y=1.600. SUPERB.

250

µ 766 BF 1 **/ Paris Exhibition, the first minisheet 1925 with exhibition canc. One light
spot in the gum at left side, far away from the stamps, which are mint **.

100
137

€uro

Collections & Lots

Ex 767

P µ 767

768 **/*/

769 **/*/

µ 770

771

µ 772 

FIRST ISSUE CERES 1849 -1850. An exceptional
little collection of mostly used and 7 covers. All
with full margins and good quality. E.g 1 fr. in two
shades, also a pair and a cover to London with pair
of 40 c. All available on our website. Please inspect.

1.000

Very extensive collection 1849 - 2007 in two thick Yvert albums. Early
part somewhat specialized with shades, some varieties etc. Also
interesting ”back of the book” section incl. occupations etc. Many
medium and expensive singles and sets, somewhat mixed condition.
Please inspect.

800

Collection in two Schaubek albums, early issues used in mixed condition. Later issues mostly ** with some *. A minor collection in a
Leuchtturm album is enclosed. Very high cat. value.

500

Collection 1849 - 1907 on old album pages incl. Levant & general
colonies. Many good stamps, mixed condition however. Please
inspect.

600

Interesting lot in a thick stockbook. Starting with early issues incl.
cancellations, later many blocks, semimodern singles and sets, airmail, postage due, pre-canc., railway stamps, corner blocks with
printing dates, old exhibition labels, fiscals incl. some documents
etc. Interesting!

600

Group of 5 interesting covers from the 1860s-70s incl. two sent from
Beirut, one sent from Alexandria etc. Please see pictures of the covers
on our website.

Bid

French Colonies

P
138

773 20+31 

MARTINIQUE. Very beautiful shipletter ”STEAMER ANGLAIS” in
blue with 5 & 30 c. imperf. from the general colony issues. ”MARTINIQUE ST PIERRE JUIL. 78” to Le Havre. SUPERB.

Bid

€uro
µ 774 */

Extremely beautiful and clean mostly unused collection of French Colonies in 12 large Yvert &
Tellier albums 1890s-1960s. Most areas are very
well filled. Among the best filled areas are Oceania,
New Caledonia, New Hebrides and Réunion which
include a large number of expensive sets. Also
included are some folders with material which is
yet to be placed into the albums. Very high cat.
value. Please view pictures of parts of the collection
on our website.

5.000

German States
Hannover

P

775 14 

An exceptional margin copy of 1 gr. 1859 with margin No. 7 and a perfect blue canc. ”WALSRODE 24 JANR.”. Enclosed is also the piece
from which the stamp is taken. EXCELLENT.

Bid

Prussia

Lot # 776 µ
An exceptional specialized collection mounted for exhibition on a number of pages. Filled with beautiful canc. incl. many superb copies, multiples, shades, covers and other specialties. Further in a stockbook a lot of
extra material, partly mounted on pages or made ready, often with
descriptions, for mounting. Very interesting to continue. Pictured is a
superb block of 4 (3 stamps **) of Mi. No. 1 and superb pairs of No. 13a
(cert) and 10 sgr postage due. All can be viewed on our website.
€uro 4.000
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€uro

Schleswig-Holstein Danish Period

777

778

779

780

781

P

777 DK2I 

Numeral canc. ”11” Cappeln on 4 RBS Ferslew plate I No. 28. Scarce on
Ferslew. SUPERB.

Bid

P

778 DK2I 

A perfect strike of numeral canc. ”10” Burg on 4 RBS Ferslew plate II.
SUPERB.

Bid

P µ 779 DK2IIIAv Corner margin copy 4 RBS Thiele II black brown plate I No. 1 with

upright numeral canc. ”66” Schleswig. Cert. Møller. SUPERB.
1

Bid

P

780 DK2IVa


4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with numeral ”134” Uetersen. Sign.
Møller. EXCELLENT.

100

P

781 DK2IVa


4 RBS Thiele III yellow brown with scarce numeral ”144” Reinbeck.
F=2.200. SUPERB.

100

P µ 782 DK2IVc Mute canc. on cover with 4 RBS Thiele III grey brown plate III No. 1

on a market report from Glasgow, sent from ”BAHNHOF ALTONA
12.7.(1854) to Randers. Cert. Møller.
RARE IN THIS EXCELLENT CONDITION.

500

Schleswig-Holstein Issues

P µ 783 2a 

140

A perfect impression of rare insurrection canc. No. 14 Heiligenhafen
on 2 schilling red, only 3-5 impressions on Nos 1 and 2 are recorded.
Right margin added. Cert. Møller.
1.000

€uro

P µ 784 3 

A very beautiful cover with 4 schilling carmine on rare cover from
”BREDSTEDT 12.4.1864” with scarce numeral ”9.” sent to Husum.
Mi=1.100. Cert. Møller. VERY EARLY & RARE.

785

400

786

P µ 785 13 

Rare local cover dated ”Risum” via Deetzbüll to Niebüll with scarce
c.d.s. ”DEETZB‹LL 17/6 67”. Cert. Møller. EXCELLENT.

250

786 14 

Exceptional little cover to Flensburg with 1 1/4 sch. ”NORDBURG
21.1 67”. Sign. Møller. SUPERB.

100

Exceptional remainder lot of ca 20 covers, many good ones incl.
handwritten Bordesholm and many other interesting postal history
items, several good with Danish 4 RBS etc. Please inspect.

500

P

µ 787 

Mixed German States
•

788 **/*//
/(*)

Extensive specialized collection of the German States with e.g. many
varieties, cancellations, forgeries, covers etc. Bavaria being the most
extensive part with e.g. a study section of the different cancellation
types, some cpl. sheets etc. The collection is written up on a large
number of pages in English. Mixed condition.
1.500

789

Bavaria and some other German States. One album with an extensive
collection Bavaria and another album with various states and yet
another Bavaria section. Very high cat. value, mixed condition.

600

Bemærk eftersynet denne gang, både i København og på SILFI 2015!
Se nærmere side 5 & 17.
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€uro

German Reich

790

791

P µ 790 I-IIPFI-IVAirmail 1912 in all varieties of 10 & 20 pf. 6 different of each value
**
and complete acc. to Mi=1.800. A scarce set!

300

791 456-57  POLAR-FAHRT 1931. Registered Zeppelin card to New York from
Karlsruhe 21.7 1931 with 1 & 2 m.

Bid

P

Admirable achievements at

Jan Berg, Sweden

Jørgen Jørgensen, Denmark

Championship Grand Prix

International Grand Prix

Congratulations from Postiljonen!
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Lot # 792 µ
**/*
Extremely beautiful and extensive **/* collection German Reich
1871 - 1945 in high quality, neatly organized in three new specialized Leuchtturm albums. The collection is very well filled (nearly
cpl.) and includes a very large number of expensive stamps and
sets of which a large part are either signed or have certificates (35
opinions or certs enclosed). Many of the better stamps are never
hinged. Many better colour shades and watermark varieties are
included, most of which are signed or have certs. Total Michel cat.
value is 117.320. Please visit our website for a detailed list of contents as well as for pictures of the entire collection!
€uro 15.000
143

Combination Pairs from Booklets
• Lot # 793 µ
**/*//

A fantastic collection 1911 - 1940 filled with pairs and multiples from booklets and sheets made for booklets. It contains many rarities, not least numerous covers with rare
pairs. We mention some of the early rare items and show
pictures and scans on the web of the earliest part, but we
recommend careful inspection of the whole collection. We
can mention e.g. two ** booklet panes Michel H. Bl. 5.17
and 18. Pairs from early booklet panes; vertical pairs Mi.
S.1.4 cover with cert., 1.8 +18 covers and one cover with
two pairs 1.4+12, used 1.5+ 8 + 17. unused 1.9 + 11. Further
S.2.19 + 22 + 24 on covers, S.2.10 + 27 ** and used S.2.12
+26. Horizontal pairs almost all W.2.1 - 18 incl. many
covers and sometimes used as well as unused, further
W.3.2 on a cover front and used W.3.19 + 23 + 25-27. Also
many others and many later incl. good Nothilfe, e.g. WZ
1-4 with the latter on a card with expert opinion.

Very high catalogue value!

€uro 5.000
144

145

€uro

Collections & Lots
794 *

Nearly cpl. unused collection 1933 - 1945 incl. officials in a Leuchtturm
album. Some stamps heavily hinged but includes some ** as well.
Mi=4.270 according to the vendor.

250

795 **

Very clean ** collection 1927-45 in a stockbook. All sets are cpl. Many
better sets and minisheets, all in very good quality. Mi=3.200.

200

Well filled collection of mostly German Reich 1972-1945. Also various areas and occupations as well as some Allied Occupations and Zones. Some
German States etc. in mixed quality are also included. Please inspect.

250

796 **/*/

µ 797 

An extremely beautiful collection of ca. 280 mostly 1923 high inflation postal items with an extremely wide variety of frankings and
usages incl. registered, express, mass frankings, different postal
rates etc. Most of the items are sent to Sweden. Please see pictures of
the entire collection on our website.
1.000

µ 798 

Accumulation of ca. 400 selected postal items from 1880s-1945 mostly
sent outside of Germany with a large variety of better usages, frankings and rates. Usages include parcel cards with good frankings,
better early airmail items, many Zeppelin items, pneumatic mail,
ship mail, postage due, money letters etc. Please view pictures of the
entire lot on our website.
1.000

µ 799 

Very clean accumulation of ca. 400 covers and cards with a large
number of interesting items mostly from Germania issues up to 1945
with emphasis on the Third Reich. Most of the items are sent to
foreign destinations (incl. some better ones) with a very large variety
of better usages e.g. better single frankings, express, airmail incl.
many Zeppelin, ”spätpost”, ship mail, parcel cards, wrappers etc.
Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.
1.000

µ 800 

Accumulation of ca. 400 selected covers, cards and stationery items
mostly from Germania issues onwards to 1945 with very many
interesting and better items incl. good single frankings, airmail,
Zeppelin, katapult mail, parcel cards, better commemorative frankings, postage due, wide variety of censor markings etc. Mostly sent
to Scandinavia. Please view pictures of the entire lot on our website. 1.000

µ 801 

Interesting lot of 62 covers and cards from the German Reich as well as
some areas all sent to foreign destinations incl. many better usages e.g.
Zeppelin, airmail, better single commemorative frankings, multiple inflation frankings etc. Please view pictures of the entire lot on our website.

200

µ 802 

Lot with ca. 90 covers and cards incl. a large number of interesting
items with many better usages such as Zeppelin, better airmail, parcel
cards, censored, katapult mail, express etc. Nearly all items are sent to
foreign destinations incl. scarcer ones. Please view pictures of the entire
lot on our website.

300

µ 803 

Lot with 46 covers and cards on pages from Germania up to 1945 incl.
many better usages and frankings incl. parcel cards, express, money
letter etc. all sent to foreign destinations. Please see pictures of the entire
lot on our website.

200

German Colonies
µ 804 */

146

Good collection mostly unused and used on a very well filled set of
album pages, often with both an unusued copy as well as a used
copy of each stamp. Very high cat. value. Please see pictures of the
entire collection on our website.
1.500

€uro

Federal Republic of Germany
805 **

Very clean and beautiful ** collection 1949-2001 in 4 Leuchtturm
albums. The collection seems cpl. incl. all expensive issues (Posthorn
set signed Tierer & C.F. Leuschner). Mi=6.800.

700

806 **, 

Collection ** starting with some better Allied Occupation and then
BRD nearly cpl. 1949-1994 except the Posthorn set but also incl. some
booklets and blocks of 4. Also a similar collection used as well as
duplicates. High cat. value.

400

µ 807 

Accumulation of ca. 400 covers, cards and postal stationery items
1949 up to ca. 1955 in good quality. A large number of interesting
items is included such as express, parcel cards and other interesting
usages mostly sent outside of Germany. Very many items with better
frankings such as horizontal pairs, better single and multiple frankings (EF & MeF), postal rates etc. Extremely high total Michel cat.
value. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.
1.250

µ 808 

Accumulation of ca. 400 items 1949 up to ca. 1960 in good quality
mostly sent to foreign destinations with emphasis on different single frankings, multiple frankings of the same stamp or mixed frankings. Very high total Michel cat. value. Please see pictures of the
1.250
entire lot on our website.

Berlin
809 **

Extremely fine ** collection 1948-1990 cpl. incl. minisheets in two
albums (incl. one very expensive Leuchtturm album) with all better
issues signed (mostly Schlegel). High cat. value.

800

810 **/

Small collection 1949-56, ** and used incl. both black and red Berlin
overprint sets cpl. with Schlegel certs etc. High cat. value.

400

811

Clean ** collection 1949-1990 on black stock pages incl. many better
early sets. Also a similar used collection. High cat. value.

250

**/

German Democratic Republic
812 **

Very clean and beautiful ** collection 1949 - 1980 in two Leuchtturm
albums cpl. apart from a few very cheap later issues. High cat. value.

500

Mixed German Collections & Lots
•

•

813 **/*/

814 **/*/

815 **/*/

Extensive collection 1871 - ca 1990 of German Reich,
Bund and Berlin up to 1976. Almost complete in 7
albums. Though quality somewhat mixed, many
good and expensive issues incl. e.g. nice Nothilfe
minisheets 1930 & 1933 with ** stamps . Berlin incl.
the first minisheet ** with sign. Schlegel, as well as
sign. on many of the Berlin overprints. Please
inspect!
Interesting collection in two albums. Starting with German States in
very mixed quality and followed by various occupations etc. incl.
good Saar, e.g. minisheet No. 1 1948 ** sign. Hoffman. The other
album contains a reasonably nice collection German Colonies.
Please inspect.
Collection in 11 SAFE albums starting with some German States,
German Reich with better stamps, WWI Occupations & Plebiscites,
WWII occupations, Allied Occupations, Berlin and then BRD to 2002.
Please inspect.

1.000

500

500
147

€uro
816 **/*/

Collection in three albums and three stockbooks starting with German
Reich incl. better stamps from 1872 onwards, BRD 1949-83 presumably
cpl, DDR 1949-63 nearly cpl. as well as some other areas.

300

817

Remainder lot mostly German Reich, BRD and Allied occupations.
Mainly cheaper, but good variety and some better BRD and interesting
parcel cards from German Reich and some BRD. High cat. value.
Please inspect.

Bid

818

Large remainder lot in two cartons from a large
German collection with various areas in albums,
stockbooks and on cards e.g. very good Reich,
Bund, Berlin etc. The larger part is older material
with very many medium and better priced sets and
singles. Extremely high cat. value.
CAREFUL INSPECTION RECOMMENDED.

1.500

Great Britain
Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons

Ex 819
P µ 819 

823

Ex 824

Mulready 1 d. black. One envelope and one letter sheet. Both beautiful
with a red. Maltese cross. The letter sheet fully printed with advertisments.

200

P

820
820 2 

821
822
825
Beautiful 1d. black with an extremely clear Maltese cross. Pos. PE.
SUPERB.

100

P

821 2 

Beautiful piece with 1 d. black in pos. MI. VERY FINE.

100

P µ 822 2 

Penny Black on thin experimental paper, showing the watermark very
clearly. Plate 7 pos. IL, diagonal crease. Scarce.

Bid

823 2 

Beatiful cover with 1 d. black plate 5 pos. SA. Good margins all around
with red Maltese cross.

150

Beautiful small cover franked with 1d pos. ”ML” with full to very fine
margins used with Maltese cross, arrival canc. ”MANCHESTER AP 7
1841”. Also a single stamp with full margins pos. ”DD” with a cpl. red
Maltese cross.

150

Exceptional 2d. blue with a perfect black Maltese cross. Pos. SL.
SUPERB.

150

P

P µ 824 2 /

P
148

825 5 

€uro

Ex 826
P µ 826 

827

828

829

Two printed matter items sent to Sweden franked with one penny red
incl. a beautiful open circular sent via France in 1870 with postage due markings on front.

100

P

827 90 

Beautiful cover to Sweden with 1 sh. green plate 1 (= plate 2) with
duplex ”LEITH MY 24 65” and ”221”. SG £ 425++.
SCARCE & SUPERB.

100

P

828 127 

Beautiful 5 sh. pale rose 1875 with wmk cross, plate 2, lightly canc. SG
£ 1.350.

150

Beautiful and very well centered 10 sh. greenish grey with wmk cross,
full canc. and red pencil lines. SG £ 3.200.

400

P

829 128 

5 Shillings Rose on Blued Paper

Lot # 830 µ
176 *
The very rare 5 sh. 1884 on blued paper in a very fresh and well
centered copy. SG £ 18.000. Extremely rare in this quality. Cert.
RPSL.
SUPERB
€uro 5.000
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€uro

Ex 831
P µ 831 187-96S
**/*

Ex 832

833

”SPECIMEN” overprint on the complete set Queen Victoria 1883
(10). Also a 1 d. lilac 1881.

P µ 832 197...211S ”SPECIMEN” overprint on 10 values of the Queen Victoria Jubilee set
*
1887 incl. 1 sh. green. Photos of all on our website.
P

833 438 

UPU 1929 £ 1 in a beautiful margin copy, lightly canc. 1929.

P

834 441a *

834
835
Very fresh imperf. pair of King George V 1 ½ d. brown. SG £ 1.100.

P

835 493-94  FIRST DAY COVER. Silver Jubilee 26.4 1948. Canc. also on the back.

200
100
100

200
Bid

Collections & Lots

P µ 836 **//

150

Large specialized used collection in 9 thick albums arranged by plates starting with several Mulready envelopes and caricatures of the
same. The collection includes many expensive stamps however in
somewhat mixed quality (the pictured 1 Pound green with thin
spot). The modern part also with additional ** stamps, a large number of booklets incl. many prestige ones in 3 additional thick
albums. A number of interesting covers are also included as well as
foreign canc. on British stamps and British canc. on foreign stamps
etc. Very high cat. value. Thorough inspection recommended.
2.000

€uro

Ex 837
P

837 */

Collection 1840-1980 on loose Schaubek pages, incl. a fine 1d black
and 2d blue and also some better high values. All modern stamps
are *. Very high cat. value.

500

Collection in a thick stockbook. Starting with 7 copies penny black,
mostly with small faults. The early section in shades, platings of 1 p.
red and others, nice canc. etc. Later mostly one of each. Mixed condition in the early part.

800

839 **/*/

Collection in 4 Leuchtturm albums from 1841 to 2003 with a more or
less cpl. ** modern section incl. an additional folder of modern prestige
booklets.

300

840 **/

Extensive ** collection of The Channel Islands and Isle of Man in 9
thick albums from occupation issues and regionals up to 1997 incl.
booklet panes, minisheets and booklets. Also some 1 penny reds used
in IOM, some interesting covers etc.

400

841 

Mostly used collection 1841-2001 in three Leuchtturm albums with
classics in somewhat mixed condition.

200

Stockbook with various stamps incl. much penny red and surface
printed stamps used, many nice canc., old telephone stamps, modern
stamps, mostly ** etc. Please inspect.

600

838 

842

843 **/*/

Accumulation in six stockbooks incl. GB, Ireland and with modern **
Channel Island.

200

844 **

Two sheet folders with modern ** sheets from GB and Jersey.

Bid

Ex 845
P µ 845 

Lot interesting covers to various interesting destinations and with
good frankings. The entire lot can be inspected on our website.

500

151

€uro

Ex 846

P µ 846 

Exceptional lot of more than 25 covers 1857 - 1898
surface printed. All to foreign destinations incl. to
India, Victoria Australia, New Zealand, China,
Ceylon, Cape Town, Canada, USA, Malta, Russia,
Sweden, Austria, Greece etc. Many good frankings
incl. 9d plate 4 to Ceylon. Very good quality. Please
inspect.

750

Ex 847
P µ 847 

Lot with 5 interesting British Army covers sent during the Crimean
war 1854-55 via France to Scotland. Various cancellations on back. The
covers somewhat worn. Please see pictures of front and back on our
website.

200

British Commonwealth
µ 848 *//(*)

µ 849 *//(*)

152

Numbers according to Stanley Gibbons
QUEENSLAND. Small mostly used selection of issues 1881-1912 on
album pages incl. some inverted watermarks etc. Please see pictures of
the entire lot on our website.

250

TASMANIA. Interesting collection 1853-1912 on album pages specialized in printings, shades, diff. perfs, varieties etc. The early part is in
very mixed condition and includes some fiscally used stamps as usual.
Extremely high cat. value. Please see pictures of the entire collection on
1.000
our website. Viewing recommended.

850 

AUSTRALIA. Used collection 1913-1979 in a Leuchtturm album with
some Kangaroos up to 5 sh. etc.

Bid

851 **

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND. Very clean mostly ** collection
Australia ca. 1940-2007 in three very well filled Davo albums as well as
a similar collection of New Zealand (incl. Ross Dependency) from late
1930s-2000 in three Davo albums incl. a large number of different
minisheets. Also two large envelopes with various mostly more recent
material which is yet to be placed into the albums.

300

€uro

P

852 

BASUTOLAND. Two covers to Ireland with various frankings and
postmarks, one is a reg. cover. Interesting lot.

Ex 853
P µ 853 
P µ 854 

200

Ex 854

BCA/NYASALAND. Lot with seven covers 1898-1912 with various
frankings and postmarks. Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

300

BECHUANALAND. Lot with four covers 1895-1910 with interesting
frankings etc. Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

500

Ex 855
P

855 1-15a **
856 

BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY. 1963 set of 16 values cpl. ** in
lower left corner margin blocks of four. SG= £ 1.100.

200

BRITISH SOLOMON ISLANDS & MONTSERRAT. Accumulation of
ca 950 covers, the former with ca 450 mostly 1950s-60s stampless official covers and the latter ca 500 small size covers ca 1970s. Good condition. Please inspect.

Bid
153

€uro
µ 857

BRUNEI. Collection 1895 - 2001 in a Schaubek album. Few stamps
from the early and semi-modern period, later decades well filled. Also
a few modern covers.

400

µ 858 */

CANADA. Very clean collection 1859-1951 on album pages incl. many
good stamps and sets. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

400

CANADA. Carton with a collection 1860s-2000 in 5 SAFE albums incl.
a nearly complete section ** from 1980. Also a small box with modern
booklets and a stockbook with duplicates.

250

859 **/*/

Ex 860

Ex 861

P µ 860 

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE. Lot with five interesting covers, three are
registered. Scarce destinations e.g. Algeria, Saxony and Italy. Please
inspect the entire lot on our website.

Bid

P µ 861 

EGYPT. Lot with five covers 1892-1912 of which three are registered
and two are stationeries with additional frankings. E.g. a beautiful reg.
cover from ”SHEPARDS HOTEL”. Please inspect the entire lot on our
website.

250

Ex 862
P µ 862 127-38 *

P
154

FALKLAND ISLANDS. Cpl. very fresh lightly hinged set of 12 values.
SG= £ 4.250. SCARCE SET.

750

863 21...36  GAMBIA. 1895 reg cover from ”BATHURST MY 27 95” with eight different values incl. one shilling SG 36. 3d. stamp is defective. Sent to
Lyon.

Bid

€uro

Ex 864
P

864 143-46
**/*

GAMBIA. 6d. and 1sh 1935 silver jubilee in pairs, upper stamps with
variety ”extra flagstaff” partially erased. Scarce. Two normal sets are
included as well.

Bid

Ex 865
P µ 865 */(*)

GAMBIA. Cpl. collection 1869-1938 on loose leaves incl. wmk. varieties etc. An exceptionally clean collection, in very fine - superb quality throughout.

500

Ex 866
P µ 866 **/*//(*) GAMBIA. Accumulation in stockbook incl. some fine classics, two
with certs BPA. Also some modern stamps.

300

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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€uro

Ex 867
P µ 867 */** 

GAMBIA. Accumulation in two thick stockbooks in an unused and
a used section. Many fine classics and later with modern *. Some
Azores and Madeira are enclosed.

868
P

868 107 **

P µ 869 

500

Ex 869

GIBRALTAR. £ 1 1927 in a very fresh never hinged copy.

100

GOLD COAST. Lot with six covers 1890-1906 incl. four registered and
one postcard. A beautiful and very interesting lot. Please inspect the
entire lot on our website.

300

Ex 870

P µ 870 1 **

µ 871 

156

HONG KONG - JAPANESE OCCUPATION 1945.
Complete sheet of 100 of 1,50 yen surcharge on 1
sen brown. SG as * £ 3.500+++.

1.000

INDIA - HYDERABAD Postal Stationery. An
exceptional specialized collection 1877 - 1948 containing ca 180 items nicely mounted and described
in 2 albums. Mint and used with postal cards, official cards, envelopes, registered envelopes etc. incl.
many with additional frankings. Can be viewed on
our website.

1.500

€uro
872 **

µ 873

874 **/*/

IRELAND. Very clean collection ** in two Davo albums 1960s-2000.
Also a folder with mainly more recent material which is yet to be placed into the albums.

100

JAMAICA. Collection unused 1870 - 1960s in a stockbook. Very fresh
with many early good values with shillings up to 5 sh. as well as
later sets, which are often **.
1.000
JAMAICA. Ramainder lot, e.g. with a small collection */** 1946-1970
in Lindner album, various loose leaves from remainder collections and
two stockbooks with **/o blocks, minisheets etc. An interesting lot.

Ex 875

200

876

P µ 875 

LAGOS. Lot with four covers 1885-98 sent to GB, Germany, Holland
and France. Two registered, one ship letter noted ”per. SS. Benin”.
Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

300

P

MALTA. An extremely fresh, never hinged block of 4 of 1/2 d. pale
buff. Very scarce in this quality.

100

MALTA. Small collection 1922-1974 on loose leaves. Also a stockbook
with some single stamps etc.

100

876 10 **
877 **/*/

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
157

”Post Office” Stocken Reprints 1912

Lot # 878 µ
The two famous values 1d and 2d POST OFFICE in full
printing sheets, one orange and one blue. Made in 1912
from the original printing plate, which was found at that
time. Individual certs from The Royal Philatelic Society.
SUPERB & RARE
€uro 2.500

Ex 879
P µ 879 
µ 880 *//(*)
158

NATAL. Lot with five covers incl. three registered. A very fine lot.
Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

100

NEW SOUTH WALES. Accumulation on various album pages incl.
many copies 5 s. 1861-97. High cat. value. Mixed condition. Please see
pictures of the entire lot on our website.

600

€uro
µ 881 /

NEW ZEALAND. Specialized used collection 1873-1900 on loose
album pages incl. different perfs, watermark varieties and shades.
Many better stamps included. High cat. value. Please pictures of the
entire collection on our website.

500

µ 882 */(*)

NEW ZEALAND. Small unused collection of mostly views issues
1898-1906 somewhat specialized in shades on old album pages. High
cat. value. Please view pictures on our website.

300

µ 883 

NEW ZEALAND. Small used collection 1906 to early 1930s, somewhat
specialized with shades and some inverted watermarks. Also three
1930s first flight covers. Please see pictures on our website.

250

Ex 884
P µ 884 

NIGER COAST/OIL RIVERS PROTECTORATE. An interesting lot
with ten covers (seven registered) with various frankings and postmarks (one with cert. BPA). One with two bisects and one is sent to
1.000
Sweden. Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

Ex 885
P µ 885 303-17 ** NORTH BORNEO. Cpl. never hinged set of 15 values with most stamps
in exceptional centering (6 cents with one missing perf.). SG= £1.300.

200

Ex 886
P µ 886 **/*/

NYASALAND. A fine accumulation with single stamps, covers and
”SPECIMEN” perfs. E.g. with SG 130-43 on cover and the high values
in blocks of four on covers.

750
159

€uro

Ex 887
P µ 887

RHODESIA. Collection 1892 - 1913 on album pages. Containing
many medium and better stamps, e.g. the first £ 10 1892, two copies
£ 1 1897, Victoria Falls 1905 cpl. set, various double heads incl. £ 1.
Good quality. Can be viewed on our website.
1.000

Ex 888
P µ 888 

Ex 890

ST.HELENA. Mixed lot with six beautiful and interesting covers and
a cover front. Also some better * stamps, SG 54-54+64-70 incl.
66a+67a, 55-60 incl. 55w+56w, 57 on bluish paper with cert. BPA. The
entire lot can be inspected on our website.

500

Ex 889
P µ 889 48-60 *

ST. KITTS - NEVIS. Cpl. * 1923 set of 13 values. SG= £ 1.200.

200

P µ 890 

SIERRA LEONE. Lot with eight covers 1891-1905 incl. seven registered. One with STAMP DUTY SG Nos 54+56 and a single franking
One Pound SG No. 98 with cert. Robineau. Please inspect the entire
lot on our website.

500

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
160

€uro

Ex 891
P µ 891 

SOMALILAND. Lot with three interesting covers (two registered). E.g.
one with scarce ”B” obliterator. Please inspect the entire lot on our website.

300

µ 892 

SOUTHERN NIGERIA. Lot with five interesting covers (three are
registered) and one sent to Ceylon. Please inspect the entire lot on our
website.

250

Ex 893
P µ 893 

SUDAN. A fantastic cover lot with seven covers incl. four registered
and a beautiful parcel card sent to USA. The entire lot must be
inspected on our website.
1.000

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
161

British Sudan

Lot # 894 µ

A huge collection of covers 1884-1956 incl. various proofs etc. Ca.
265 items. Great variation. The entire collection can be inspected
on our website.
162

€uro 5.000

€uro

Ex 895
P µ 895 

P µ 896 

P

897 

Ex 896

TRANSVAAL. Lot with 11 covers 1901-12, incl. eight registered with
many interesting frankings etc. Great variation. The entire lot can be
inspected on our website.

300

ZANZIBAR. Lot with six covers of which three are registered. The
entire lot can be inspected on our website.

300

ZULULAND. Lot with three scarce covers, one with mixed GB franking and one 1900 cover with mixed Natal franking. A very interesting lot.

500

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
163

British Commonwealth

164

Extremely Extensive Collection
Lot # 898 µ
**/*///(*)
Mostly used collection in a pair of very well filled Stanley
Gibbons New Imperial albums with issues from 1840 up to 1936
offered fully intact. Starting with a very good section Great
Britain and then onwards with very many areas strongly represented, if not complete including the high and highest denominations. Among the most well filled and valuable areas are
e.g. Australia with Kangaroos nearly cpl. (the pictured 1913 £1
unmounted but with a bent corner perf.), Cape of Good Hope,
Ceylon, Cyprus (seems cpl.), Falkland Islands (seem cpl.),
Gambia (seems cpl.), Gibraltar (seems cpl.), Gold Coast, Hong
Kong, India etc. The overall quality of the collection is unusually
fine for such a general collection, although it does contain the
occasional stamp with minor imperfections or faults as is to be
expected. Only a very few stamps have fiscal cancellations,
these mainly being the absolute highest denominations which
are extremely difficult to find with postal cancellations.

Enormous catalogue value
Pictures of the collection in its
entirety are available on our website
€uro 40.000

165

€uro

Mixed Commonwealth
899 **

•

900 **

•

901 **

P

P
166

902 **/*

903 **/*/

Modern collection up to ca. 2000 in a number of stockbooks with **
sets, singles, minisheets and booklets, incl. many prestige booklets
from Great Britain, Ireland, Channel Islands, Isle of Man, New
Zealand and some other Commonwealth areas with much thematic
interest. Very high cat. and face value.

600

BRITISH PACIFIC 2010-2014. Mint never hinged
large stock of 10 of each of 107 different complete
sets and souvenir sheets from Cook Islands, Samoa,
Aitutaki, Penrhyn, Tonga and Niuafo’ou.
Containing popular motifs like Olympics, year of
the snake, birds, butterflies, flowers, ships, Royal
wedding, John F. Kennedy etc. Scott value $ 38.500
and just the face value is around € 18.000.
Exceptional wholesale lot.

2.500

Prince William & Kate. British Pacific Royal
Wedding wholesale accumulation of 100 copies of
each souvenir sheet. Scott Nos Aitutaki 562-68 &
571, Cook Islands 1355-56, 1358-61, 1364-66a & the
Royal baby and Royal Christening 2013, Penrhyn
476-82, 502 & the Royal baby 2013, Samoa the Royal
baby 2013, Tonga 1220-24 and Tonga Niuafo´ou
296-300. Scott US $ 43.900 and the face value alone
is around € 20.000.

2.500

Lot from an estate with a large number of medium
and expensive sets from various British areas mostly 1930s to early 1960s. Much is ** and the unused
are lightly mounted. Very high cat. value.

1.000

Ex 903
Two small stockbooks from an estate with various British and
Commonwealth stamps incl. some better ones. Also a stockbook with
an old collection of animal thematics.

Bid

€uro
µ 904 

905

COVER LOT. Remainders from a great collection with covers from
British Army Field Offices (4), British East Africa Co./Protectorate
(3), British South Africa Co./Rhodesia (3), East Africa & Uganda
Protectorates (5), Orange River Colony/VRI (3) and Uganda (2). The
entire lot can be inspected on our website.

750

LITERATURE. Two small removal boxes with e.g. 15 titles by
Edward Proud, Postal History and 15 various titles on British
Colonies. Additionally a number of small pamphlets. Please note
weight ca. 50 kilos.

Bid

Greece
µ 906 

Extensive collection 1861 - 1957 in a KA-BE album,
mostly used, but also some unused, especially
some later **. Starting with Hermes heads (often
extra album pages, so it looks a bit empty), followed by good Olympic issues, often over complete
and many other good sets with e.g. 10 & 25 dr. 1927
** etc. Also a very interesting ”back of the book”
section incl. occupations etc. Please inspect.

1.000

907 **/*/

Basic collection 1861-1972 in old album with a fine section of classics
incl. a few 1896 olympics. Also a stockbook with duplicates.

300

µ 908 **/*/

Old stock of unused and used issues from 1861-1930s in a stockbook.
Also some old album pages with e.g. an unused 1859 set of 3 from the
Ionian Islands.

400

Hungary
909 **/*/

µ 910 */

•

911

**/*/

µ 912 **/*//
/

µ 913 

Very clean collection in 5 albums ca. 1870s-1970. Mostly used up to
1913 but very well filled mostly ** thereafter incl. many good minisheets
from the 1930s-40s. Also some back of the book and occupations.

400

Very well filled collection 1871-1950s incl. good first issue and some
better minisheets, on old album pages. High cat. value. Please see pictures on our website.

300

Collection 1871-1980 incl. some better stamps and minisheets with often
both unused and used up to 1945 but mostly used thereafter, often with
up to several copies of each stamp. Altogether in 7 large stockbooks.

200

Stockbook filled with interesting mostly older material incl. much
first issue with e.g. some nice cancellations, many better minisheets
incl. imperf, covers etc. An old collection on album leaves is included as well. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

700

SOPRON local issue 1956. 6 philatelic covers from 1990s with these
scarce stamps put on, mostly cancelled but some not. Michel quote
only for **. The value for these stamps would as such have been 1.750.

Bid

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
167

Italian States
Tuscany

Tuscany Rarities

Lot # 914 µ
An exceptional selection stamps, multiples, covers, shades. Many
rare stamps and items of which the most rare is the very beautiful
block of 4 of 1 soldo lemon yellow lightly cut on the vertical sides,
Sassone No. 1a, Euro 100.000+. With an old Alberto Diena and a
new Colla certificate from 2009. The certs and all other items can
be viewed on our website.
€uro 10.000
168

Mixed Italian States

Lot # 915 µ
A fantastic selection or study in 5 albums of most of the Italian
States incl. many rarities and beautiful items. E.g. Papal States
with rare stamps incl. a beautiful 1 scudo with cert., shades, canc.,
covers etc., Naples incl. the province with many stamps incl. Sass.
20f * sign. A. Diena, beautiful covers etc. Sardinia with one album
of covers, many interesting incl. two 3-colour, foreign destinations, many early printings of 4th issue and another album with
stamps incl. Sass. 15Dc * sign., 16Ab * crease with cert., 20S * cert.
and two copies 3 lire 1861 used, small faults and both, with certs
Bottacchi. Modena with a nice section of stamps incl. Sass. 14a *
sign. Sorani and some beautiful covers and newspapers, some
Sicily incl. Sass. 3d cert. Avi. Finally a very extensive section
Lombardy & Venetia with many rare stamps and specialities, e.g.
1 kr. lemon yellow Sass. 1b with cert., and a very fresh 38 * with
cert. Extremely high cat. value and many stamps are sign. or with
certificates. Please inspect.

€uro 10.000
169

Italian Kingdom

The Italian Republic Estate 1945 -

Lot # 916 µ
A fantastic accumulation from the estate of an old collector in a
total of 6 cartons containing ca 60 volumes of albums, stockbooks
etc. with collections and well organized duplicate stocks. Most of
the value on ** incl. much of the expensive issues up to the beginning of the 1950s, but also much in cancelled coll. and stocks,
often in good quality. E.g . at least 3 collections ** containing
Democracy cpl. and most of the good early sets, some certs (on the
web) and much signed. One extensive coll. ** in blocks of 4, not
Democracy nor ”back of the book”, but otherwise probably cpl.
up to 1966 incl. ”Gronchi Rosa” with cert. Further, a stockbook **
incl. Democracy */** 30 l. (3) and 100 l. (5), some signed, followed
by quantities (often 5-10) incl. other early good issues, often signed as well as 4(!) Gronchi Rosa **, 2 signed, some good officials
etc. From some other collections in this lot, many of the best items
were taken out to be kept in a safe, they are still kept separately
and also scanned on our website together with their certs. much is
also signed. E.g. Democracy 1.000 l. in a block of 4 **, except one
copy *, which also has short perfs, Parcel stamp 300 l. 1948, one
more copy of ”Gronchi Rosa” etc. A very exciting accumulation
with extreme cat. value. Please inspect.

170

€uro 5.000

€uro
917 **/*

918 **/*/

Extensive collection ca 1900 - 1970 in two Lindner
albums. Many expensive sets e.g. Democracy 100 l.
1946 ** in two diff. perforations etc. Please inspect.

1.600

Extensive collection 1861 - 1980s in two thick stockbooks incl. many
good singles and sets. Also ”back of the book”, some specialities,
1.000
Trieste etc.

µ 919 **/*

Collection of postage due and parcel post stamps incl. many good **
pairs. Also an extensive section of Trieste zones A and B, some Polish
Legion etc. in an album. Please see pictures of the entire collection on
our website.

750

920 */

Collection 1861-1980 in an old Schaubek album incl. a few Sardinia
and some better sets.

200

921 

Collection 1862 - 1967 in a Marini album. Many medium and better
singles and sets incl. early issues and commemoratives, e.g. Mi. Nos
415-32, 463-75, 494-513, ”back of the book” etc. Also a nice large piece
with Toscana 6 cr. Please inspect.

200

µ 922 773 

”Republica Romana” 100 lire 1949. Lot of 328 cancelled copies, some faults, but mostly in good quality. Many nicely cancelled. Michel cat. value is ca
42.000.

1.000

Italian Colonies
923 */

ERITREA. Accumulation 1890s-1930s incl. back of the book on stockpages incl. many medium priced stamps. Mixed quality. Please see
pictures of the entire lot on our website.

600

µ 924 */

SOMALIA. Accumulation 1903-1950s incl. back of the book on stock
pages with a large number of medium priced stamps. Mixed quality.
Please see pictures of the entire lot on our website.

600

Liberia
The early issues from Liberia are very difficult to find in good quality, more so
used and with full readable cancellations, they are almost rarities. Below is a
small selection of beautiful copies, which all have been part of the specialized
collection of the astute Liberia collector Fosdyke Ray.

925
P

925 1 

926

927

Beautiful 6 c. red 1860 with small tear. Well placed ”HARPER” and
part of red foreign canc.

100

P

926 2 

Beautiful 12 c. with almost full canc. ”HARPER”.

Bid

P

927 2 

12 c. dark blue with light blue Monrovia canc.

Bid
171

€uro

928

929

930

931

P

928 2 

Beautiful 12 c. 1860 with tear and an excellent pen canc. ”m” for
Monrovia.

Bid

P

929 4U 

Beautiful 6 c. imperf. with superb blue ”MONROVIA”. Only priced as
unused in Michel.

100

P

930 4U 

Very beautiful 6 c. imperf. with large margins and superb ”HARPER”.
Scarce.

100

P

931 4U 

Beautiful 6 c. imperf. with small thin spot. Scarce and well placed canc.
”GREENVILLE”.

Bid

932

933

934

Ex 935

P

932 4U 

Exceptional 6 c. imperf. with scarce canc. ”PAID”. SUPERB.

150

P

933 6 

Beautiful 24 c. with full canc. ”MONROVIA”.

Bid

P

934 6 

Beautiful 24 c. in very light green shade on thin paper. Somewhat uneven
perf. Superb blue canc. ”MONROVIA”.

Bid

Complete set 1864, 6, 12 and 24 c. Very fresh. All signed Pfenninger.

100

P µ 935 4-6 *

936

Ex 938

P

936 7 

Beautiful 6 c. perf. 11 ½ x 12 with scarce foreign canc.

Bid

P

937 9 

24 c. green with uneven perf. and toned spot. Superb pen canc. ”m” for
Monrovia.

Bid

Complete set 1866 6, 12 & 24 c. small faults. All with superb blue
”MONROVIA”.

100

P µ 938 7-9 
172

937

€uro

P µ 939 10-15P

Proofs first motive ”Liberia”, 5 diff. values probably for the 1880 issue
and one 3 c. 1881 on a page. Scarce.

200

Liechtenstein
940 **/*/

Collection 1912 - 1951 in an Yvert album, mostly *, but some used
and the Vaduz sheet **. Starting with the first issue in all the papers
and shades and incl. most other expensive sets and stamps.
1.000

941 **/

Small box with modern subscription material in ** and used blocks.

Bid

Luxembourg
µ 942 

Extremely beautiful used collection in high quality
1852-1984 incl. officials and postage dues. The regular
issues seem cpl. with e.g. both types of the 1923
minisheet, the officials and postage dues nearly cpl. A
large number of the early stamps are signed. Also an
envelope with some early duplicates. Extremely high
cat. value. Please see pictures of the first volume on
our website.

1.500

Mexico
µ 943 **//

Definitive issues from the 1950s onwards. A specialized study collection of various issues incl. stamps for airmail, express, parcels, post
savings and post insurance as well as postal stationery. Incl. blocks,
complete sheets, covers etc. All in one album and well described (in
German). High cat. value. The entire lot may be viewed on our website. 1.000

Mongolia

Ex 944
P

944 163-67 ** International Congress 1959 cpl. (5), 500 sets in large parts of sheets.
Especially interesting as it also contains a lot of se-tenant pairs of
30+50 and 40+60 m. Mi. for 500 normal sets 30.000++.

750
173

€uro

Netherlands
µ 945 1-3 

FIRST ISSUE 1852 in a plate study. Almost 150 copies incl. six 15
cents. All 5 & 10 c. with notes of plates and positions. Many nice
copies, mostly FINE - VERY FINE.

600

Ex 946
P µ 946 4-6 *// Exceptional little collection King Willem III 1864 on three album

pages. E.g. two * copies 5c in diff. shades, three covers incl. one with 15
+ 5 c., multiples etc. Please inspect.

250

Portugal

947

948

947 1 

Beautiful 5 reis type I canc ”52” PORTO. Mi=1.200. Cert. Atheneu.
VERY FINE.

200

P µ 948 3 

A wonderful 50 reis with an excellent ”1” LISBON. Mi=1.300. Cert.
Miranda da Mota.

300

P

P µ 949 4 

174

An exceptional pair of 100 reis in good colour and
with very large margins. Nicely canc. ”62” LIXA.
Scarce multiple, especially in this quality.
Mi=7.500. Cert. Miranda da Mota. VERY FINE.

1.500

€uro

P µ 950 18 **/*

P
P

951 33 

950
952
An extremely fresh and beautiful block of 4 of 10 reis orange, 2
stamps **. Cert. Miranda da Mota. SUPERB.

500

King Luis I, 240 reis 1867 lightly canc. Mi=600. Sign. S. Diena.
VERY FINE.

100

952 238Ax ** Ceres 30 c. brown perf. 15 x 14, normal paper. Perfect centering, two
stamps with each a minimal natural point in the gum.
EXCELLENT & RARE.

200

Collections & Lots
µ 953 *//(*)

Old time collection 1853-1895 on album pages with many better
stamps, somewhat specialized in different perfs etc. Very high cat.
value. Please see pictures of the entire collection on our website.
1.200

954 **/*/

Collection of Portugal as well as colonies and areas in a number of
stockbooks in a carton. Especially strong ** modern section up to the
2000s with a large number of different minisheets etc. Total Michel
cat. value ca. € 18.000 according to the vendor.
1.000

µ 955 */

Well filled unused and used collection 1853-1972 on Scott Specialty
pages incl. back of the book sections. Classic part in somewhat mixed
quality. Please see pictures of the earlier part of the collection on our
website.

500

Portuguese Colonies
µ 956 *//(*)

MOZAMBIQUE. Extensive collection 1876-1950 in a very well filled
album with most of the early issues in both perfs. Mozambique
Company and the various provinces are also extensively represented
with different perfs etc. An excellent base for continuation of this
interesting area.

800

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
175

€uro

Romania
µ 957 **/*/

Collection 1858-1974 in two extremely well filled Yvert albums with back
of the book sections as well as minisheets. High cat. value. Please see
pictures of the early part of the collection on our website.

600

µ 958 **/*/

Good collection 1862-1980 in two thick stockbooks incl. many better
stamps, sets and minisheets. Please see example pictures on our website.

400

Russia

P

959 

Very beautiful shipletter 1884 with full contents from St Petersburg to
Norway with Swedish canc. on the 2 kopek stamp ”STOCKHOLM K.E.
1884” and ”FRÅN RYSSLAND” in frame. Scarce destination and usage.

100

Collections & Lots
µ 960 **/*/

961 */

Almost complete collection 1921 - 1941 on high quality Russian album pages in holder. Many good
singles and sets e.g unused Mi. Nos 185A&B sign.,
201B, 212a, 214c sign., 215-19B, 400Bb, 412U, 427-28,
453-55, 476-82, 513-22, 527 sign. etc. Also a nicely
canc. minisheet No. 3. Good quality. Can be viewed
on our website.
Collection 1870s-1940s in a large stockbook with e.g. medium priced
stamps from the 1920s and 1930s. Also some album pages with
Russian Offices in e.g. the Levant.

4.000

300

San Marino
962

P µ 963 **/*
176

Very interesting accumulation from the estate of an
old collector in a large carton. More than 10 volumes with various collections and duplicates, two
folders and two boxes full of sheets, minisheets etc.
as well as some good sets on small cards. E.g. 15
minisheets (of 6) Helicopter 1961 and 17 Europa
1961, all **, large blocks ** of 1890s issues etc.
Please inspect!

Selection of unused sets and stamps ca. 1930s-60s incl. many expensive ones from the 1930s. Also an interesting selection of varieties such
as shifted overprints, imperf between stamps, misperfs etc.

1.000

500

€uro

Spain
964

µ 965

Collection 1850 - 1940s in a Spanish album. Quite well filled except the
earliest part incl. good sets. Also back of the book incl. fiscal, telegraph,
war etc.

600

FORGERIES. An interesting holding of forgeries in a stockbook,
starting with the first issue and continuing cronologically up to
semi-modern and a few modern ones. A total of more than 2.000
1.000
stamps incl. duplication and in blocks. Also a few minisheets.

Switzerland
966 **/*
967 

968 **/

Collection 1882 - 1965 in a Biella album. Early part somewhat specialized, Many medium and better singles, sets, minisheets etc.

400

Extensive duplicate stock in a thick stock album. In very good order
with Zumstein numbers on all. The first issues with some forgeries
and mixed condition, otherwise good quality. Well balanced, not
often more than 5-6 of each, mostly used, but some exceptions. Also
some nice and clear canc.

600

Interesting remainder lot older stamps in blocks and part sheets, e.g.
Mi. No. 37 in parts of sheets incl. the double ”5 c.”, ca 30 ** copies in
total. Also some large quantities used stamps in large blocks. Please
inspect!

200

Turkey

• Lot # 969 µ
**/*//
Very extensive specialized collection 1863-1986 with a large number of expensive
stamps e.g. Mi. No. 825 (500 pia green) sign. Brun etc. Very strong specialized
section 1863-1935 incl. ”back of the book” organized by Michel numbers mostly
unused and used, then largely cpl. ** 1936-86 as well as a seperate section 194583 used and on FDCs. Altogether in 7 albums or large stockbooks. Extremely
high cat. value. A collection worth a careful inspection. Please see pictures of
the early part of the collection on our website.
€uro 3.000

177

€uro
µ 970 **/*

971 **/*

Very clean and beautiful unused collection 1863-1984 well arranged
in two large stockbooks with many medium and better priced stamps throughout. Also including good back of the book sections. The
modern section is **. Please see pictures of the entire collection on
our website.
1.200
Dealer stock 1933 - 1995 in two stock albums, probably mostly **. All
in good order with Yvert Nos. Well balanced, often up to maximum
5-10 of each.

800

USA
Numbers according to Scott

972

973

P µ 972 1 

Very beautiful 5 c. Franklin with blue canc. ”TROY JUNE 28”. Cert.
Phil. Foundation. SUPERB.

300

P µ 973 2F *

Sperati forgery of 10 c. Washington 1847. Cert. Phil. Foundation.

100

P

974 467 **/*

5 cent carmine error in the center of a block of 9 with the error stamp
being never hinged (two stamps hinged). Scott specialized cat. $950.

200

P

975 505 **

ERROR 5 cents rose perf. 11 in a pair cut out with small parts of surrounding 2 cents stamps. Sc. as singles $ 1.250++. VERY SCARCE.

200

974

975

N.B.! Please note that this auction will take place in our office building:
Öresundshuset, Hans Michelsensgatan 9, Ground floor!
178

€uro

976

977

P

976 C 1 **

Airmail 1918, 6 cents in a very well centered copy, printing guide line
in bottom margin.

Bid

P

977 32 

HAWAII. An exceptional 5 c. King Kamehame with a Swedish canc.
”STOCKHOLM K E 21.10 1886” applied on arrival. RARE & SUPERB.

Bid

Collections & Lots
978 

A comprehensive collection 1847-2004 in four Leuchtturm albums incl.
dues & air mails. E.g. with some better classics and with Columbus up
to two Dollars. Some modern stamps are */**. Please inspect.

500

979

Collection 1860s-2000 in 10 SAFE hingeless albums. The early part is
mostly used but nearly cpl. ** 1940s-2000 incl. minisheets. Also some
unopened USPS packets with blocks etc.

300

980 **

Collection of mostly different ** minisheets and some stamps and sets
as well, mostly 29-33 cents era with much thematic interest and high
face value. Altogether in five stockbooks.

400

981

A huge remainder lot in a removal box with various collections, total
of 9 volumes.

500

Ex 982
P µ 982 /

Mixed lot from an estate with e.g. fancy cancels from the 1860s-80s on
three stock sheets (mostly good strikes on sound stamps), old to modern
covers, old to modern stamps in envelopes etc. Also some modern
Italian and UN stamps.

Bid

Financing the auction purchase
By leaving purchased lots as security, we are able to finance a large part of the total purchase
– for shorter or longer periods. Credit or part payment arrangements must be agreed on in
good time before the auction.
179

The Vatican Estate
Lot # 983 µ
A fantastic accumulation from the estate of an old collector in a total
of 17 cartons. As he was more of an accumulator it consists of about
160 volumes, albums, stockbooks, sheet folders etc. containing
numerous collections, duplicate stocks, some of them more looking
like well organized dealer stocks, folders with sheets, minisheets,
booklets etc. Some collections are for limited time periods, but many
of them contain also many expensive early singles and sets incl. one
provisional set 1934, many expensive airmails, minisheets etc.
However, many other expensive stamps and sets were taken away
to be kept in a safe, they are now included on cards in a separate
small album with numerous certificates and can be viewed on our
website. E.g. 7 sets provisionals 1934, two used and three ** as well
as two ** varieties. Further a great number of the expensive values
and sets from 1935 & 1936, expensive airmails from around 1950 and
postage due, large part **. These can of course be put back into the
collections. Very exciting and very high value.

Inspection recommended!
€uro 10.000
Vatican
984 **/*

180

Extensive unused collection in a Leuchtturm album starting with the
old Papal States (some of these used) incl. extra colour varieties, then
from 1929 to early 2000s nearly cpl. incl. the 1934 provisionals
(unsigned) and nearly all the other expensive sets. High cat value.

500

985 **/*

Unusually clean and beautiful collection in a Leuchtturm album nearly
cpl. 1929-1975 (except the 1934 provisionals) with nearly all stamps **.
High cat. value.

500

986 **

Clean collection starting with a selection of unused and used Papal
States, then nearly cpl. ** 1929-90 except the provisionals and one other
set. High cat. value.

250

987 **

Collection ** sets and singles in a thick stockbook, also a section of **
cpl. modern sets from Italy. Michel cat. value ca. € 3.000.

250

988 **/*

Small stockbook with some cpl. sets, e.g. Mi 51-58** = Euro 500

100

€uro

Yugoslavia
989 **/*

Duplicate stock in stockbook, well organized with cat. numbers. Well
balanced, mostly 2-4 copies of each. Please inspect.

400

Europe
Collections & Mixed Lots
990 **/*

Austria & Germany collections 1945 - 55 in a well filled Schaubek
album. Good period with many expensive sets, e.g. Austrian airmail
etc. Germany with good early BRD, Berlin, DDR and some from the
zones.

500

991 */

Collection in two very clean Schaubek albums up to 1923 with stamps
generally in very good condition.

200

µ 992 **/*/

•

993 **/*/

µ 994

Stockbook with several better sets and single stamps, e.g. Belgium
minisheet No. 1 used, Turkey Mi. 799-806**, 868-81**, 825**, 885-90**,
891-912**, 913-34** and 985-99**. Liechtenstein Mi. No. 71**, 82-89**,
119-21** (sign. Abt), 94-107** and officials Nos D1-8**. Also a used
German Reich Mi. 66III. Michel more than Euro 18.000. The entire
lot can be inspected on our website.
1.000

Very interesting remainder lot collections from an
estate. E.g. collections German booklet panes and
combination pairs and larger multiples incl. têtebêche from Berlin & Bundesrepublik. Further good
sections of the same from Switzerland and
Denmark with advertisment labels, starting with
the early ones, not put up as collections, but well
organized acc. to Michel and Facit Nos. respectively.
Further some other collections from various areas. 9
albums in total. Please inspect!

1.000

FORGERIES & REPRINTS from German & Italian States. Nicely
mounted and specified with around 300 private reprints; Moens,
Usigli, Cohn. Gelli & Goldner. Much from Bergedorf, Hamburg,
Hannover, The Papal States etc. Further, more than 100 different forgeries.

300

FORGERIES. A few simple forgeries of some very rare stamps, 13 c.
Hawaii Missionary, Moldavia 54 p., Sweden 3 Sk. Bco and three diff.
from Switzerland.

Bid

Mixed auction remainder lots, e.g. with some better German Reich
(shields), Norway and Iceland. Please inspect.

100

Small interesting lot with old covers mostly 19th century incl. some
nice ones from Finland as well as four 1861 covers from Russia sent to
Finland with arrival cancs. Also an 1883 Finnish passport and some
covers that have had the stamps cut off. Please see pictures on our
website.

Bid

998 */

Small stockbook from an estate with various old stamps and sets incl.
many better ones mostly from France (incl. a used 1937 Pexip minisheet
with small flaws), German Reich and Switzerland. High cat. value.
Please inspect.

200

999 **//

Two stockbooks, one with modern Portuguese minisheets **, used and
on FDC. The other with various minisheets from the Nordic countries.

Bid

µ 995 F

996 **/*/
µ 997 

181

€uro

All World
Collections
µ 1000

µ 1001

1002

ROTARY. Beautiful 5 frame exhibition collection
neatly organized on pages with English text including a wealth of interesting better items such as
proofs, essays, original artwork, various imperf.
regular issues etc. Nearly all stamps are **. Also an
album with extra material incl. many good items.
Please see pictures of selected pages on our website.

1.500

GOLF. Interesting 5 frame exhibition collection (open class) with
high content of philatelic material, ** stamps and covers incl. some
better items such as colour proofs etc. Also 2 stockbooks with extra **
stamps and minisheets. Please see pictures of selected pages on our
website.

750

MAPS. Collection of mostly used stamps and covers on the topic of
world maps in a stockbook and a thick album.

Bid

Mixed Lots & Accumulations
µ 1003

1004 **

1005 **/*/
1006 **//
1007 **/*/

182

Exceptional remainder lot. Ca 50 Visir pages full of
medium and expensive items from various countries.
Many classic and semimodern stamps, multiples
and covers incl. rare destinations, proofs, essays,
varieties etc. E.g. from Great Britain, Cape of Good
Hope, Belgium, Holland, Italian States, Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, Iceland, Finland, overseas etc.
Many items with certificates. Somewhat mixed
quality, but mostly good. Please inspect.

5.000

Large accumulation in four large cartons from an
estate containing various subscriptions and collections of nearly all ** material with almost no duplication. Thousands of ** mostly cpl. sets, minisheets
and booklets from a wide range of countries with
some subscriptions going as far as to 2014. One of
the cartons contains hundreds of presentation folders and year sets. Most of the material is from ca.
1950s onwards but with some good earlier stamps
and sets as well.

2.000

Accumulation in two thick stockbooks. Somewhat unorganised. E.g.
with some Finland in blocks. Please inspect.

Bid

Remainder lot from an estate with collections of United Nations and
Aland in various stockbooks.

Bid

Large interesting carton from an estate with various country and
world collections as well as duplicate selections in albums, stockbooks and glassines from e.g. German Reich, Great Britain, France,
Switzerland, Scandinavia etc.

600

€uro
1008

Interesting remainder lot incl. covers with a small number of
Sweden prephilatelic and stampless covers. Various Swedish and
foreign old and modern covers, the foreign mostly sent to Sweden.
Also some nice 4 Sk. Bco etc. Some foreign minisheets, sheets etc.
Please inspect.

250

Remainder lot in large carton incl. some small world collections, duplicates etc. Otherwise mainly Sweden incl. covers ca 1900-1920, also
some sent from abroad to Sweden, modern covers with superb canc.,
Norwegian FDCs etc. Please inspect.

Bid

Remainder lot in carton filled with stockbooks, boxes, envelopes,
folders etc. with old and modern material of various kind. Also a lot
of covers incl. interesting ones. Very high cat. value. Please inspect.

250

µ 1011 

Very interesting selection of items mostly from the 1920s-30s incl. an
exceptional folded map of Berlin and the arena of the 1936 Olympics,
a brochure for the 1936 Olympics, a folded A4 size Lufthansa telegramme showing e.g. a Zeppelin, three early US airmail covers franked with 6 and 16 cents Jenny etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot
on our website.

200

µ 1012 

AIRMAIL. Very interesting collection of various better old airmail
labels, private airmail stamps etc. on stock cards. Also a 1919 airline
ticket book from Compagnie Generale Transaerienne and a 1928 timetable for AB Aerotransport (Sweden).

200

µ 1013 

AIRMAIL. Selection of items from the 1930s incl. many very interesting ones such as two Lufthansa private postal stationery items, Zeppelin
and Catapult flights etc. Please see pictures of the entire lot on our
website.

400

µ 1014 

Lot with 22 mostly expedition and flight covers (incl. Zeppelin) 1920s50s incl. many interesting items from smaller British territories.

Bid

SHIPLETTERS. More than 20 old covers and cards, to a large extent
Sweden or related. Further almost 10 modern, but interesting ones.
PLEASE INSPECT!

100

COVERS TO SWEDEN. Two albums with ca 150 mostly older covers
from various countries of which most are sent to Sweden. Incl. two
prephilatelic covers from 1837 transit canc. ”GREIFSWALD”, a 1906
cover from Tasmania etc.

200

COVERS TO SWEDEN. More than 60 covers, cards, postal stationery,
printed matters, registered, mostly before 1900 or just after. All
adressed to Sweden incl. from Luxemburg, Turkey, Egypt, USA,
Danish West Indies, Jamaica, Argentina, Chile, India, Mauritius,
Japan, New Zealand etc. Many unusual ones and in good quality.
Please inspect!

500

1009

1010

µ 1015 

1016 

µ 1017 

Please note!
Lots marked with µ have something extra for you at our website. www.postiljonen.com
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Nordic Stamp
Exhibition in
Täby, Sweden
30 October 1 November

www.nordia2015.se
Meet Postiljonen and Facit at this year’s big Nordic philatelic event.
We will be ready in our stand to discuss your stamps and maybe a
future consignment for our international auctions.
You will also be able to buy the latest Facit catalogues.
Welcome!

184

Postiljonen congratulates ”Islandsklubben i
Göteborg” on their 50th anniversary!
The anniversary will be celebrated with a jubilee
exhibition and stamp bourse 23-24 October with some
fantastic collections and items including Douglas
Storckenfeldt’s Grand Prix awarded collection ”Iceland
until 1901” and the famous ”Mamsell Cover”, the earliest
letter from Iceland with stamps.
Together with Facit Förlags AB we are sponsors of the event
and we look forward to meet you at Dalheimers hus,
Slottsskogsgatan 12 in Gothenburg.

Come and have a look at the
brand new catalogues!
www.facit.se

185

Develop your
exhibiting!

The release of the four new Philatelic Summit Papers completes this
unique series on advanced philatelic exhibiting. The papers have developed
into a philatelic must-have!
Price per Paper is 25 Euro + shipping
For more information and ordering please visit our website www.postiljonen.com
or contact us at stampauctions@postiljonen.se, Phone: +46 40 25 88 50
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New angles to the
world of Fakes and
Forgeries
The World’s Most
Forensically Tested
Philatelic Gem:
”The Iconic Victor Hugo
Plate 77 Cover”
Abed H. Najjar
The Use of X-Ray
Microfluorescence to
Detect Faking Using Paints
Abed H. Najjar
Using Perforation
Fingerprints to Classify
Stamps as Having “NonCompliant” Perforations
David B. Escott
Stop Associating
‘Conservation’ with
‘Restoration’
Daisy Todd
North-Ingria II Series
Stamps: Separating Forged
from Genuine by the
Properties of Fibre
Structure
Jouni Takalo
Iceland - The 1897
3 rir Surcharge
Claes Arnrup

The Kingdom of Prussia
Number #1 stamp of 1851:
An X-Ray Spectroscopic
Study of Colour and Ink
Udo Gross
Overprint Fakes on the
Stamp Series of Yugoslavia “Tourism” and “Postal
Service”
Vladimir Milic
Forged Belgian Railway
Cancel on Forged Medaillon
Cover
Paul Wijnants
Forged Stamps, Overprints,
Perforations and
Cancellations from Former
Netherlands Territory
Surinam
Hendrik W. van der Vlist
Anatomy of a Balloon
Michèle Chauvet
The 1847 US Number One
Stamp Franklin 5c an
Experimental Colour and
Ink Study
Udo Gross

The U.S. 2c 3rd Bureau
Issue Assaulted by
Counterfeiters
John M. Hotchner
New Discovery of Engraved
Forgeries of Newfoundland
First Issues
Richard Gratton
Réunion
Benoit Chandanson
Fakes of The Mosul
Provisionals
Akthem Al-Manaseer
A Dangerous Chalon
Forgery
Robert P. Odenweller
References - The Use of
References for the
Identification and
Authentication of Postage
Stamps
Jean-Francois Brun
Forgeries and Falsifications
of Philatelic Literature - A
First Look Back
Wolfgang Maassen

Order online at: www.ffejournal.com

Price € 60 (prepayment, postage included).
o
N 18 - May 2015

FAKES FORGERIES EXPERTS

#18

FFE Journal Editor: Jonas Hallstrom - Hovby Westby Egendom 1
SE-531 92 LIDKÖPING - SWEDEN - j.hallstrom@telia.com
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Sales: Postiljonen A/S - Østergade 1, 2 sal
DK-1100 KØBENHAVN K - DENMARK - salesdep@ffejournal.com
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In commemoration of the 100th anniversary of Prince Albert I’s final Polar expedition. MonacoPhil 2015 is an official partner of “2015, Cultural Year of Russia in Monaco”.

COME AND SEE THE
10 MILLION DOLLAR STAMP !
The world’s most valuable stamp, the LEGENDARY “BRITISH GUIANA 1c MAGENTA”
will
ill be eexhibited
hibited for the very
er fifirst
rst time in Europe
E rope at MonacoPhil 2015.
2015

FROM

MONACO
STAMP
AND COIN
MUSEUM

3

5

Copyright: Sotheby
Sotheby’ss

TO
DECEMBER

2015

MonacoPhil 2015 will again be a major international philatelic event:
The traditional exhibition of 100 world rarities;
An exhibition of major collections belonging to members of the Club de Monte-Carlo;
An exhibition of Polar philately with particular emphasis on Russian expeditions;
80 stands of Postal Administrations and International Stamp Dealers.

Terrasses de Fontvieille
MC-98000 Monaco
Principality of Monaco

AAIIIJP
AIJP
JP
JP
3DW
DWUURQDW


www.monacophil.eu
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VOCABULARY – WÖRTERVERZEICHNIS –
ORDLISTE – ORDLISTA
above
acceptable copy
accumulation
average
beautiful
bisect
below
booklet
bundle
cachet
cancellation
charity
chalky paper
clean
close cut
coat of arms
coil (stamp)
commercial cover
comprehensive
corner
counted
cover
crease
crown & posthorn
cut into
definitives
early
entire
error
exception
expensive
few
fake
fine copy
forgery
frame
front
gum disturbance
hinge
ink
insured cover
inverted
issue
item
letter
lot
margin
mini sheet
mixed
normal mounting
numeral type
official
overprint
perfectly placed canc.
perforation
pin hole
plate flow
postage due
postal stationery
postmark
pre-philately
printing error
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oben
(grosser) Posten
durchschnitt
schön
Halbierung
unten
Heftchen
Bündel
(Sonder)Stempel
Stempel
Wohltätigkeit
Kreidepapier
sauber
eng geschnitten
Wappen
Automatmarke
Gebrauchsbrief
ausgedehnte
Ecke
gezählt
Brief
Bug
Posthorn
beschnitten
Dauerserie
früh
Brief mit Inhalt
Fehler
Ausnahme
teuer
einige
Fälschung
Fälschung
Rahmen
Vorderseite
Gummifehler
Falz
Tinte
Wertbrief
kopfstehend
Ausgabe
Marke, Los
Brief
Los
Rand
Block
gemischte
oben eingeklebt
Ringtype
Dienst
Überdruck
Zahnung
Nadelstich
Plattenfehler
Porto
Ganzsache
Stempel
Vorphilatelie
Fehldruck

foroven
akseptabelt eks.
(stort) parti
gennemsnit
smuk
halvering
forneden
hæfte
bundt
(sær)stempel
stempel
velgørenhed
kridtpapir
ren
tæt klippet
våbentype
rulle (mærke)
brugsbrev
omfattende
hjørne
talt
brev
fold
posthorn
beklippet
brugsmærker
tidlig
brev med indhold
fejl
undtagelse
dyr
enkelte, nogle
forfalskning
godt eks
forfalskning
ramme
forside
gummifejl
hængsel
blæk
værdibrev
omvendt
udgave
mærke, lot
brev
lot
rand
miniark
blandet
normal indklæbning
ringtype
tjeneste
overtryk
retvendt stempel
takning
nålestik
pladefejl
porto
helsag
stempel
førfilateli
fejltryk

ovanför
godtagbart ex
(stort) parti
genomsnitt
vacker
halvering
nedanför
häfte
bunt
(special)stämpel
stämpel
välgörenhet
kritpapper
ren
nära klippt
vapentyp
rulle (bandmärke)
bruksbrev
omfattande
hörn
räknat
brev
veck
postemblem
inklippt
bruksmärken
tidig
brev med innehåll
fel
undantag
dyr
fåtal, några
förfalskning
gott ex
förfalskning
ram
framsida
gummit påverkat
fastsättare
bläck
ass brev
omvänt
utgåva
märke, objekt
brev
objekt, parti
marginal
miniatyrark (block)
blandad
rätvänd infattning
ringtyp
tjänste
övertryck
rätvänd stämpel
tandning
nålstick
plåtfel
lösen
helsak
stämpel
förfilateli
feltryck

rare
re-entry
registered
reprint
repair
reverse
rouletted
scarce
selection
several
sheet
short
size
slot machine booklet
spot
stamp
strip
superb copy
surcharged
tear
territorial defence stamps
thin
touched
value
variety
very fine copy
vendor
weak
weight
wrapper

selten
Doppeldruck
R-Brief
Neudruck
Reparation
Hinterseite
durchstochen
ungewöhnlich
Auswahl
mehrere
Bogen
kurz
grösse
Automathäft
Fleck
Briefmarke
Streife
überdruckt
Riss
Landsturmmarken
dünn
berührt
Wert
Variant
Einlieferer
schwach
Gewicht
Streifband

sjælden
dobbelttryk
anbefalet
nytryk
reparation
bagside
gennemstukken
usædvanlig
udvalg
flere
helark
kort
størrelse
automathæfte
plet
frimærke
stribe
pragteks, luxus
overtrykt
rift
Landstormmærker
tynd
berørt
værdi
variant
meget godt eks
indleverer
svag
vægt
korsbånd

sällsynt
dubbeltryck
rek brev
nytryck
reparation
baksidan
genomstucken
ovanlig
urval
åtskilliga
helark
kort
storlek
automathäfte
fläck
frimärke
strip
praktex, lyxex
påtryckt
riss
Landstormsfrimärken
tunn
nära klippt
värde
variant
mycket gott ex
inlämnare
svag
vikt
korsband

Abbreviations – Abkürzungen – Forkortelser – Förkortningar
P(+lot no.)

µ
**
*
(*)



cds
c.o.d.
cto
cert
horiz
imperf
inv
Ms
optd
perf
pl
pmk
PS
R
reg
vert
wmk

photo
extra internet scans
mint never hinged
unused with gum
unused no gum
used
cover
on piece
circular date stamp
cash-on-delivery
cancelled to order
certificate
horizontal
imperforated
inverted
mini sheet
overprinted
perforated
plate
postmark
postal stationery
rare
registered
vertical
watermark

Photo
extra internet scans
postfrisch
ungebraucht
ohne Gummi
gebraucht
Brief
Briefstück
Rundstempel
Nachnahme
Gefälligkeitstempel
Attest
wagrecht
ungezähnt
kopfstehend
Block
überdruckt
gezähnt
Platte
Stempel
Ganzsache
selten
Einschreiben
senkrecht
Wasserzeichen

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ubrugt
uden gummi
stemplet
brev
brevstykke
datostempel
postopkrævning
lejlighedsstempel
attest
vandret
utakket
omvendt
miniark
overtryk
takket
plade
stempel
helsag
sjælden
anbefalet
lodret
vandmærke

foto
extra internet scans
postfrisk
ostämplat
utan gummi
stämplat
brev
brevklipp
datumstämpel
postförskott
orderstämplat
attest
vågrätt
otandat
omvänt
miniatyrark (block)
övertryckt
tandat
plåt
stämpel
helsak
sällsynt
rekommenderat
lodrätt
vattenmärke

CATALOGUES – KATALOGEN – KATALOGER
F
GF
Mi
Sc
SG
SpC
Z
Y

= Facit
= Wowern
= Michel
= Scott
= Stanley Gibbons
= Speciale Catalogus
= Zumstein
= Yvert
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Conditions of Sale
1, The auction is voluntary and lots are sold on behalf of the vendor to the highest bidder.
The prices indicated against each lot are starting prices and not minimum prices. It must,
however, be pointed out that the starting prices should reflect a low commercial value.
2, All bids must be submitted in Euro to which is added 25% commission incl. Swedish
V.A.T. Lots not picked up, are shipped on buyers risk. Postage, transport, insurance
and bankcharges or charges on creditcard payments will be added.
Exception: Only 20% commission, excl. Swedish V.A.T., only for
a. Export to countries outside of EU.
b. V.A.T. registered dealers inside of EU, but outside of Sweden, who forward their V.A.T.
registration number in good time before the auction.
Lots marked • in front of the lot numbers are subject to import V.A.T. 12% will be
added to the hammer price, except for a and b above. Invoicing instructions must be
received before or during the auction. Invoices can not be changed afterwards.
The bids are increased as follows: Below Euro 500,- Euro 10,500,-–2000,50,above 2000,ca 5%
Bids not corresponding with these steps might be reduced.
3, Bids submitted are binding, and cancellation is only acceptable if received
simultaneously with the bid. If bids are given on behalf of others, then the bidder is
himself responsible for the fulfilment of the conditions of sale. The bidder is
responsible for faulty mail bids and the same applies in misunderstandings in bids
submitted by telephone or fax. The bidder is personally responsible for any and all
his purchases in the auction.
4, Mail bids are dealt with conscientiousness, but without further responsibility to the
auctioneer. The auctioneer reserves the right to regroup, split up or withdraw lots and
can in case of misunderstandings or disagreements annul the bids and restart the
bidding. The auctioneer can also withhold the assignment to undesirable persons or
refuse them admittance to the auction-room without explanation. In case of two
equal mail bids for the same object, this will be sold to the bidder whose bid was the
first received. The mail bidder can write alternative bids and/or indicate a total
maximum purchase limit.
5, Payment is made in advance based on an advance invoice. The ownership of the
objects remain with the vendor until the full invoice amount has been paid. If payment is not received 8 days from the invoice date, 2% interest per month is charged
together with a fee of Euro 10,-. To this may be added additional documented expences. Has payment not been received 30 days after the invoice date or has the buyer
refused to pay, then the objects in question can, without further notification, be reauctioned at the expense of the buyer.
6, Lots are conscientiously described but faults may occur. Claims must be made at the
latest 10 days after receipt of the lot and full payment has been made with
reference to the invoice number. If a claim is accepted, the full hammer price + commission and eventual V.A.T. is refunded. Interest compensation can not be made.
7, Request for extension must be made immediately and within 8 days from receipt.
Certifier must be approved by the auctioneer. In case of a claim the auctioneer may
demand a certificate from a well-known expert. Objects with certificates may, if the auctioneer regards it as justified, and if the original certifier is approved by the
auctioneer, only be returned if two other well-known experts have certified a different
opinion. Stamps with visible defects on photo (such as cuts, perforation, centering, cancellations etc.) can not be claimed. Returned objects must be in the same condition as
when received. Lots of more than three stamps can not be claimed if one of the stamps
has a minor defect. Large lots may contain both mint and used material. Collections and
mixed lots are sold as is. A difference of approx. 10–20% must be accepted by the buyer.
8, Submission of verbal or mail bids means that the bidder has accepted above conditions.
9, Swedish law is applicable.
Catalogue numbers next to the object number is based on FACIT for Scandinavia and
MICHEL for the rest of the world, if nothing else is stated.
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Försäljningsvillkor
1. Auktionen är frivillig och sker för inlämnares räkning. Objekt tillfaller den köpare
som avgivit högsta bud. Angivna utropspriser är ej minimipriser men är satta så att
de skall avspegla ett mycket lågt beräknat handelspris.
2. Alla bud skall ges i Euro. Köparen skall till auktionären betala en provision på 25%
på auktionspriset inkl. moms. Om objektet inte hämtas, sker leverans på köparens
risk. Porto, transportförsäkring och bankavgifter/kreditkortsavgift tillkommer.
Köparprovision 20% exkl. moms gäller endast i följande fall:
a. Vid export till länder utanför EU.
b. Vid försäljning till moms-registrerade handlare inom EU, men utanför Sverige, som
uppger moms-registreringsnummer i god tid före auktionen.
För objekt markerade med • före objektnumret tillkommer 12% importmoms på
klubbslagspriset, dock med undantag för a och b ovan. Instruktioner om faktureringen skall ske före eller under auktionen. Fakturor kan inte ändras efteråt.
Vid auktionen tillämpas följande fasta höjningar av buden:
under Euro 500,- med Euro 10,500,- till 2000,- med
50,över 2000,med
ca 5%
3. Avgivet bud är bindande och budgivaren är personligt ansvarig för samtliga av
honom gjorda inrop. Annullering av bud kan ej ske, såvida den inte är oss tillhanda
senast samtidigt med buden. Vid bud för annans räkning ansvarar budgivaren för att
försäljningsvillkoren uppfylles, som vore det eget bud. Budgivaren är också ansvarig
för av honom gjorda fel i auktionsuppdraget. Likaså vid obekräftade telefon- och
faxbud svarar budgivaren för ev. fel och missuppfattningar.
4. Auktionsuppdrag behandlas så omsorgsfullt som möjligt, dock utan några andra
åtaganden från auktionärens sida. Auktionären äger rätt att ej godtaga bud, samt att
dra tillbaka, omgruppera eller dela objekt. Auktionären har också rätt att avvisa
personer från auktionen och avböja bud utan att ange skäl härför. Han förbehåller sig
rätten att vid missförstånd eller meningsskiljaktigheter utlysa ny budgivning. Vid två
eller flera lika bud på samma objekt från uppdragsgivare, tillfaller objektet den som
först inkommit med bud. Vid auktionsuppdrag kan reservobjekt medtagas, eller
också kan den totala köpesumman begränsas till visst belopp.
5. Betalning sker kontant, mot postförskott eller mot förskottsfaktura. Objekten förblir
säljarens egendom tills full likvid erlagts. Likvid skall erläggas inom 8 dagar från
fakturadatum. Vid senare betalning debiteras ränta med 2% per påbörjad månad, räknat
på fakturabeloppet, samt kravavgift med Euro 10:–. Dessutom kan ytterligare kravkostnader tillkomma. Har likvid ej inkommit 30 dagar efter fakturadatum eller om köparen
vägrar betala, kan objekten utan ytterligare meddelande säljas på köparens bekostnad.
6. Objekten är omsorgsfullt beskrivna, dock kan smärre fel förekomma. Ev. reklamation
måste göras senast 10 dagar efter det att objektet levererats. Vid all korrespondens bör
fakturanummer anges. Vid godkänd reklamation återfår köparen auktionspris plus provision och eventuell moms. Räntegottgörelse kan ej påräknas.
7. Begäran om förlängd reklamationstid för att köparen önskar sända objekt för
expertundersökning, måste ske omgående och inom 8 dagar efter mottagandet av
objektet. Experten måste godkännas av auktionären. Auktionären kan vid
reklamation kräva intyg från en opartisk, välkänd expert. Objekt med äkthetsintyg
kan, om auktionären så anser befogat, och om det ursprungliga intyget är utfärdat
av en godkänd expert, endast returneras om minst två opartiska och välkända
experter har en avvikande mening. Defekter synliga på foto (klippning, tandning,
centrering, stämpling etc.) kan inte ligga till grund för reklamation. Reklamation kan
ej heller ske om objekt eller märke förändrats genom någon slags behandling. Objekt
innehållande fler än 3 märken kan inte returneras på grund av smärre defekter på
enstaka märke. Stora objekt kan innehålla både stämplade och ostämplade märken.
Samlingar, partier, massvara, kilovara etc., säljes i befintligt skick och kan inte
returneras. En differens på 10–20% måste kunna accepteras av köparen.
8. Avgivande av muntligt bud eller auktionsuppdrag innebär godkännande av ovanstående villkor.
9. Svensk lag gäller.
Katalognummer och -värden är hämtade ur FACIT för Norden samt MICHEL för alla
andra länder och områden, om inget annat anges.
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INTERNATIONAL
AUTUMN AUCTION
30 September–1 October 2016

We feel sure that these events will be great philatelic feasts, and do hereby invite you to take part as
consignor. Please contact us already today for a
discussion about your holdings, an early consignment will allow us to include YOUR material in
our international pre-marketing.

POSTILJONEN AB
Box 537, S-201 25 Malmö, Sweden.
Visiting address: Hans Michelsensgatan 9
In Malmö Tel. +46 40-25 88 50
Fax: +46 40-25 88 59
In Stockholm: Tel. +46 8-32 70 70
In Copenhagen: Tel. +45 33 91 52 00
stampauctions@postiljonen.se
www.postiljonen.com
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Vi räknar med att dessa arrangemang kommer att bli
stora filatelistiska fester, och inbjuder Er redan nu till
att deltaga som inlämnare. Kontakta oss redan idag för
en inledande diskussion, en omedelbar inlämning underlättar för oss att inkludera ERT material i vår internationella marknadsföring och förhandsannonsering.

There’s Always a
New Auction!

Join in!
Consignments accepted now!

